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Pope Lauds
Work Habits
Of Craftsmen
VATICAN* CITY Pope
Pius XII, at an audience to
the Italian Artisans’ Con-
gress, said the Catholic
Church was particularly in-
terested in them at this time be-
cause of “the personal interest
they takfe in their work.”
He said this was in contrast to
the attitude of industrial workers
In general.
“The Church approves the at-
titude of the artisan because any
disassociation of the personal
from the professional life is un-
natural, and little by little unsat-
isfying .work creates unfavorable
repercussions, even in the moral
respect.”
He said that “because of the
lack of satisfaction in their jobs,
many industrial workers try to
find satisfaction elsewhere, and,
in any case, become indifferent
and disposed to lose their feeling
of responsibility toward their fel-
low creatures and society.”
POPE PIUS said the Church
also looks favorably upon small
enterprises, especially those of a
family character.
He stressed “the importance of
the owner himself taking part in
the work and in this way're-
maining always among his staff
to guide, instruct and encourage
them.”
The Holy Father noted that
during the second half of this
century, the Church has centered
her attention on big industry
mainly because that is where the
greater social problems lay. How-
ever, he added, “there still exist-
ed understanding and a good and
natural agreement—just as in a
family—between the Church and
the world of the craftsman.”
THERE ARE TWO reasons
why the Church is now giving
particular attention to craftsman-
ship, he said. It does so first of
all, "because of a regrettable
spiritual crisis which shows in
the ever increasing rift between
the professional and personal life
of the individual. In many -cir-
cles, one’s profession is consid-
ered as something alien to the
person who is not vitally inter-
ested in it. Work is done because
one must make a living, but not
because any pleasure or attrac-
tion is found in it.”
He explained that the princi-
pal reason for this attitude is
that “the specifie operation
which a worker performs is of-
ten only a small part of the
whole product, which he often
does not see, is not responsible,
for, and often does not even
know about.”
The other reason why the
Church wishes to have crafts-
manship retain its personal char-
acteristics, the Pontiff said, is
that "she considers it advisable
that small and medium-sized es-
tablishments should preserve a
family aspect,” and, (or this rea-
son, the head of the firm should
work alongside his employes to
guide and encourage and teach
them.
“A Christian atmosphere must
therefore prevail in your place of
work,” he continued. "Could you
not place a crucifix on the walls
of your workshops? Could you
not also, before starting your
work, recite a fervent prayer to-
gether, however short it may be?
This would certainly bring the
blessing of God to your daily
tasks.”
CENTENNIAL OPENS: Shown is a part of the throng
of 50,000 people who attended the opening of the
centennial year at Our Lady’s Shrine at Lourdes.
St. Clare Is Named
Television Patroness
VATICAN CITY Pope Pius XII, in a decree issued
by the Sacred Congregation of Rites, has proclaimed St.
Clare of Assisi as universal patroness of television.
St. Clare, co-foundress with St. Francis of Assisi of the
Order of Poor Clares, was born in 1193. and canonized in
1255, only two years after her
death. She governed the clois-
tered congregation of nuns for
some 40 years and Popes, Cardi-
nals andother leading prelates of
the Church came frequently to
Consult her.
Petitions to have St. Clare pro-
claimed patroness of television
were made after worldwide cele-
brations in 1953 commemorating
the 700th anniversary of her
death.
On several occasions she was
able to witness events taking
place at a considerable distance.
One was in 1234, when she saw
the army of Emperor Frederick
II approaching to make an as-
sault upon Assisi.
HOWEVER, the reason for
naming St. Clare patroness of
television was an incident which
took place on Christmas Eve,
1252, the year before she died. At
that time she lay seriously ill in
the Convent of San Damiano, As-
sisi. Unable to attend Midnight
Mass, she said “Oh, my Lord,
behold me left alone in this place
with You.”
According to one Sister who
was with her, St. Clare imme-
diately began to hear the or-
gan being played in the near-
by basilica and saw the Mass.
According to the decree, St.
Clare has under her protection
actors, announcers, stagehands,
producers, directors, cameramen
and other television industry
workers.
IN 1951 THE POPE designated
the Archangel Gabriel as patron
of telecommunications and of tel-
evision workers. Previously the
Archangel Gabriel had been des-
ignated by Papal brief as patron
of postal employes.
The Archangel Gabriel, one of
the seven angels who “stand be-
fore God,” is mentioned four
times in the Bible. Besides an-
nouncing the Incarnation to the
Blessed Virgin Mary, he predict-
ed the birth of John the Baptist,
foretold the destruction of the
Persian empire by Alexander the
Great, and interpreted to Daniel
the prophetic visions.
City to Renew Vow
BARCELONA, Spain (NC)
The Barcelona city government
has voted to renew the city’s vow
to honor the Immaculate Con-
ception every July 19 with special
services in the local cathedral.
The vow was first made on July
19, 1651, during a pestilence.
Holy Father Deplores Suicides
And Suicidal Automobile Drivers
VATICAN CITY Pope Pius XII, at his tradi-
tional audience to Rome’s 270 Lenten preachers, deplored
the high suicide rate “in all cities and among all classes”
and urged the priests to do their utmost to stop “this great
-■ ft
Bin.
The Pontiff said his hearers
should 1 also raise their voices
against the “criminal reckless-
ness” on the part of drivers
which was responsible in Rome*
alone for 2,068 accidents in a sin-
gle month last year.
At the same time, Pope Pius
called upon the preachers to fos-
ter a high degree of personal
sa|ptity among all Catholics
priests, nuns and laymen to
help fight "the spiritual apostasy
and anti-religious hatred ram-
pant in the world.”
THE POPE BEGAN his talk
by stressing that Rome’s spirit-
ual mission is “unique in the
world." He-said he noted, how-
ever, with the deepest regret,
that recently this great Catholic
center had been darkened by
scandals, and by malicious gos-
sip aimed at honest people and
even “the most. sacred institu-
tions."
Apparently referring to the
scandal caused by the recent sui-
cide attempt by a member of the
Roman nobility, the Pope said it
was lamentable that so many
people of all ages and social con-
ditions try to seek a remedy for
their difficulties in death.
“life beleags -to Ged," he
said, “and ae one may re-
■ounce it without committiag a
■seat serises sin. Yea under-
stand We allade to the all toe
many sakMes attempted er
committed ia all cities aad ia
mil -1 w
mil gillNlf
The Pope added that suicide is
■M only a *in, bid also “a proof
of lack of Christian faith and
hope."
“Try to dp everything possi-
ble,” he "to impede this
evil from growing. The fight
against suicide belongs to the du-
ties of a priest."
THE POPE SAID another
crime against the Fifth Com-
mandment ("Thou shalt not
kill”) is involved when reckless,
careless drivers cause accidents
which kill or cripple their vic-
tims.
Pope Pius said the number
of those killed in car accidents
is "horrifying." He quoted sta-
tistics showing that in Rome
last November, 31 persons were
killed and I.KB injured in acci-
dents. This, he commented, in-
dicated that in one year car
accidents in all of Italy are
responsible for more victims
than in any of the famous bat-
tles of the wars.
"This sad state of affairs," the
Pope said, "results from nothing
else than criminal recklessness
on the part of those who drive
without proper training, while in
bad physical condition, or with-
out observing the necessary pre-
cautions and rules."
•
"Furthermore, what can be
said of the irresponsibility of the
mad drivers who allow them-
selves to be carried away by the
frenzy of speed and competition,
even in the heart of the city, in-
different to theur own safety or
the safety of others?” the Pontiff
asked.
THE PONTIFF exhorted the
preachers to bring to “every
house and every family” the
challenge of personal sanctity
and devotion to the cause of
Christ.
“Convert your listeners Into
as many missioners," he urged.
“Ask them to dedicate them-
selves to lives of Christian her-
oism, ever ready to battle
against religious indifferentism
and apostasy, and anti-religious
hatred. Tell them the world
needs saints—holy priests, re-
ligious, friars and nuns, and
also saintly laymen.’’
“By all means,” the Pontiff
continued, “try to coordinate the
work of these good souls for i
common intention. From a com-
mon will comes common action.
This unity is absolutely necessa-
ry. Remember that only a con-
stant, coordinated apostolate can
i make Rome a holy city equipped
jfor its eternal mission, a place
| where one tries to find, know,
love and serve God.”
“Rome,” Pope Pius concluded,
“must be a city where everyone
and everything cooperates for the
; realization of God's designs. The
faithful must become missionar*
ies ready and able to face the
inevitable shock that comes when
a hostile world is challenged.”
Speaking as Bishop of Rome,
he said that a true son of Rome,
such as himself, "could never tol-
erate the world being given an
occasion to form a dual image of
it: one ablaze with the glories of
history and worthy of admira-
tion, and the other mediocre and
without glory, on a level with
other places dismally known for
their religious apathy and their
spiritual and moral indifference."
THE POPE ASKED the parish
priests to “consider whether it is
not a part of your duty to watch
over the good name of Rome and
prevent, insofar as you are able,
a small number of disparagers
from continuing with impunity
their work of devastation.
“It ia their hope that by so do-
ing they will change the sacred
features of Rome into a sem-
blance which they refer to, as laic
or
near pagan, endeavoring as
they do to eliminate from the
sentiments and customs of the
people the glorious religious tra-
ditions of their forefathers."
On the Inside...
INTERESTED IN learning about "Lenten Loopholes"?
See the editorial discussing that on Page 6
THE LEGION OF MARY . . . you have read about it in
Red China; now read about it in Newark, on ~ Page 9
DOES PORNOGRAPHIC material come to your chil-
dren? How this happens is told on Page 4
Pope Stresses
Rigid Rules
For Religious
VATICAN ClTY—Quality rather than quantity should
govern admissions to religious orders, Pope Pius XII cau-
tioned at an audience to the superiors of more than 200
male congregations which have their headquarters inRome.
He told the superiors in a 3,000-word address that thev
should be careful to receive only
suitable candidates and should be
more preoccupied about not ac-
cepting unworthy one., than in in-
creasing their ranks.
THE PONTIFF stressed that in
these times especially “it is nec-
essary to have a united and dis-
ciplined army to oppose, the ene-
my of the name of Jesus Christ
who is now gathering all his
forces.”
Pope Pius, speaking in Latin,
warned against any easing of
the rules of poverty, obedience
and self-denial which govern
the lives of religious. He said |
all superiors should be “relent-
lessly vigilant against any de-
viation” from the rules.
“Even the slightest weakness
can be the beginning of deplora-
ble defections,” the Pope said.
"No religious can enjoy modern
luxury without losing something
of faith and charity.”
AUTHORITATIVE churchmen
consider the address to be com-
plementary to the call for disci-
pline and mortification which the
Pontiff issued at the time of the
general meeting of the Society of
Jesus last September.
It is also seen as a sequel to
another discourse which the
Pope delivered during the 1950
Holy Year to all Religious.
In commenting on the address,
an official of the Sacred Congre-
gation of Religious said a general
trend has been noted in postwar
periods in which some Religious
have shown a desire for innova-
tion.
These same elements have also
shown intolerance toward strict
religious discipline, he added. Oc-
casionally these religious seek to
interpret the rules of their order
subjectively and refuse to recog-
nize the necessity for “blind obe-
dience.”
The official also noted that ah
excessive interest in solutions of
social problems has led some re-
ligious to adopt extreme positions
which cannot be approved by
competent religious and ecclesi-
astical authorities.
THUS THE POPE repeated his
warning, voiced earlier in the en-
cyclical “Humani Generis.’’ that
“there js no lack today of those
who ‘too fond of novelty . seek
to withdraw from the guidance
of sacred teaching and are there-
fore in danger of drawing away,
little by little, from revealed
truth and leading others with
them into error.’ ”
Drawing on Scripture and the
rules of St. Benedict, the Pon-
tiff counseled the superiors to
rule their subjects with firm-
ness and certainty.
"Superiors of the states of per-
fection must constantly draw the
rules to direct their subjects, not
by what is said by the crowd, not
is brought forward as a
novelty to be taught and followed
while rejecting the thoughts of
the most ancient fathers, not by
what appears to be in tune with
the times, but from the pure
source of revealed truth and the
rules of ecclesiastical teachings.”
He forewarned superiors that
their task must sometimes go
contrary to the opinions of the
majority and that they must
sometimes appear to be old fash-
ioned in preserving the observ-
ance of their rules.
He cautioned them, however,
that errors in discipline, as er-
rors in matters of faith, would
“by their nature lead to ruin and
would undoubtedly delay and pre-
vent men from seeking the Su-
preme Good in the proper man-
ner.”
THE POPE counseled that su-
periors, "beginning with the
premise that all are subject to
error, should be willing and anx-
ious to meditate and ponder upon
opinions of learned and wise men
and should give ear to those
whom their own rules designate
as their counselors.
“Therefore never forget that
it is the superior’s duty to guide
his subjects with firmness, al-
though with all the humility and
charity of Christ, whatever
may be the vain arguments put
forward by those for whom the
yoke of religious obedience
seems too heavy for our time.
THE POPE TOOK note that
with the passage of time new
spiritual demands have brought
forth new forms for the pursuit
of Christian perfection. lie also
recognized that each of these de-
mands are different.
Those things proposed as rules
for monks, he said, must differ
from those proposed for regular
clerics, as well as those for reli-
gious must differ from those pro-
posed as rules for members of
the recently created secular in-
stitutes.
However, all must have one
thing in common—a spirit of
detachment from the world, the
Pontiff said.
"The Lord is such that He can-
not be served perfectly if He is
not served alone," he declared.
Although religious should be
detached from things of the
world, the Pope took cognizance
of the fact that demands of their
office would require the use of
certain commodities.
HE REMINDED the superiors
that their manner of judging, act-
ing and evaluating must be dif-
ferent from that of the World,
even to the point of appearing
foolish. But to preserve ortho-
doxy they must remain faithful
to the practices of prayer, medi-
tation and study of the recog-
nized authors on spiritual life.
Obedience, like the spirit of
separation, he pointed oat, must
be common to all religious com-
inunities, whatever their other
differences.
"Observance of the rule in all
states of perfection has always
been unpleasant for human na-
ture which is inclined to laxity.
It.is aU the more unpleasant for
men oi our times, since they are
accustomed to greater freedom
before their conversion to the
state of perfection
"It is unlawful, however, to es-
teem it less, or worse, to abandon
it for this reason, although you
have rightly adapted it to those
things which do not violate its
substance , . ."
The Pope recalled that in for-
mer years superiors general bad
organised a union and that it had
been given approval of the Holy
See. He advised them now to pre-
serve this union in spite of diffi-
culties thst hsd srisen from the
differences of nationality, custom
and rule.
CIO Asks Sunday Law
To Hold Hearing
On Sunday Closing
TRENTON With four
Sunday closing measures in the
legislative hopper, the State
Assembly has called for a pub-
lic hearing on the issue
through the Committee on In-
stitutions, Public Health and
Welfare. The hearing will be
held Mar. 12.
Announcement of the hear-
ing was made by Committee
Chairman Raymond Stewart of
Mercer shortly after the State
CIO came out in favor of such
legislation. The CIO stand was
made known by Joel R. Jacob-
son, executive vice president
of the labor organization who
cited the economic aspects of
unlimited Sunday retailing.
All four Sunday closing
measures introduced by the
Assembly are under’ study by
the public health and welfare
committee. One of the bills
seeks to ban the sale of spe-
cific items. The others take a
different approach, outlining
what it would be permissable
to sell. The sale of all other
goods would be forbidden.
'
JACOBSON made his views
known in a statement to the
CIO Legislative Committee.
Unless a Sunday closing law is
forthcoming, he warned, “New-
ark and the other large cities
of New Jersey will become
ghost towns in less than 10
years.”
Already, he said, the shop-
ping areas in many large
cities “are punctuated with
vacant stores” because of the
inroads made by highway
stores which are open on Sun-
day.
The trend away from the
cities will also reduce down-
town property values, he de-
clared, thereby throwing an ad-
ditional tax burden on prop-
erty owners. Such a develop-
ment would lead home owners
to move to the suburbs, he pre-
dicted, further injuring the po-
sition of the cities.
Recalling the position taken
by the Retail Workers Union
of New Jersey, first labor
group in the state to back the
Sunday closing move, Jacobson
said that “retail workers in ur-
ban shopping areasdire faced
with a return to seven-
day-a-week sweatshop.”
“Sunday became a day of
rest only after bitter lafoor
struggles,” he declared, noting
that only a state law could
solve the Sunday sales prob-
lem because of the “hodge-
podge of municipal regula-
tions.”
IN ANOTHER development,
a municipal referendum on
mandatory Sunday closing has
been set for Apr. r 5 in West
Orange. The referendum be-
came a certainty when more
than twice the number of
voters required petitioned for
it.
And in New Brunswick, a
spokesman for the local Sun-
day closing committee an-
nounced that he would aban-
don his protest-practice of
opening his store on Sunday.
Louis Miller,owner of a house-
wares store, said he was tak-
ing the action because of the
measures now before the leg-
islature.
The prospect of public hear-
ings, he said, “makes it unnec-
essary for me to open my
store on Sunday in order to
dramatize” the issue.
OF THE BILLS now before
the public health and welfare
committee, one would ban the
sale of wearing apparel, furni-
ture, household or office
equipment on Sunday*. It was
introduced by Assemblymen J.
Edward Crabiel and William
Kurtz, both of Middlesex and
Carmine F. Savino of Bergen.
A bill offered by Assembly-
man Murray R. Klepesch of
Essex would exempt entertain-
ment, gasoline stations, the
sale of drugs, meals, prepared
food, newspapers and non-alco-
holic beverages from Sunday
regulation. It would also pro-
vide stiffer penalties for viola-
tion of the law, but would ex-
empt resort areas from regula-
tion.
No resort area exemption is
provided in a bill introduced
by Assemblyman Richard A.
Lynch of Essex, but the list of
exempted products which could
be sold would be enlarged to
include baked goods, milk and
dairy products, flowers, vege-
tables, and transportation.
A bill sponsored by Assem-
blymen Frederick H. Hauser,
William V. Musto, Robert F.
Sabello and IreneBrown, all of
Hudson, would bar the Sunday
sale of all but farm products,
drugs, meals and prepared
foods, beverages and gasoline.
Urges Parishes
To Build Homes
FRIEDLAND, Germany (NC)—
Every parish in Germany, wheth-
er Catholic or Lutheran, has been
urged to sponsor the construction
of at least one dwelling for ref-
ugees.
The plan was presented by
Msgr. Joseph Krahe, Catholic
chaplain of the Friedland refugee
camp, at a joint meeting of the
German Catholic Housing Asso-
ciation and the German Refugee
Service Committee here.
Msgr. Krahe estimated that his
plan would provide at least 20,-
000 new homes for refugees.
Msgr. Franz Wosnitza, who
also works with refugees, told
the joint conference that “even I
10 months of camp life may deal
so heavy a blow to normal fam-
ily life that the members of the
family may suffer from it per-
manently." He urged the imme-
diate adoption of all measures
that would either provide more
normal family life at the camp
or would give refugee families
la real place in established com-
-1 munity life elsewhere.
Substitute Tax
For Collections
UTRECHT. Netherlands
Asa substitute for the many
Sunday collections taken up at
Dutch churches, the cathedral
parish of the Archdiocese of
Utrecht has inaugurated a
church tax program amounting
to 2'4% of the individual’s in-
come.
Besides doing away with the
many collections there were
times when five collections
would be taken parish
officials hope to make dona-
tions easier and more propor-
tionate with the means of par-
ishioners.
Among the five previous col-
lections. three would be for
the poor of the parish, one for
some specific purpose and an-
other for the support of semi
narians or the maintenance of
church buildings.
Msgr. Carberry Chairman
Bishops’ Appeal for Relief
Set for Laetare Sunday
NEWARK Very Rev. Msgr. James J. Carberry this
week was named by Archbishop Boland to head the com-
mittee directing participation by the Archdiocese of New-
ark in the annual Catholic Bishop's Relief Fund Appeal.
Laetare Sunday. Mar. 16, will mark the 12th consecu-
tive year of the Bishops' Appeal
among America’s Catholics to
realize funds for the world wide
relief programs carried on by
Catholic Relief Scrvices-National
Catholic Welfare Conference, the
overseas relief agency of the
Bishops.
The week i)f Mar. » to 16 will
find the yearly collection to aid
the destitute and hungry over-
seas taken up in the majority of
the 16,300 parishes of the
United States. The Bishops'
Fund Appeal in the Archdiocese
of Newark will be made simul-
taneously with the national ap-
peal.
The appeal was to officially
begin, however, on Ash Wednes-
day, Feb. 19, with the “40 days”
Lenten campaign among the more
than 4,000,000 parochial school
children. The personal contribu-
tions of the children in past
years approximated $1,000,000.
Archbishop Boland also ap-
pointed the following chairmen
in the archdiocesan phase of the
campaign: Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. l.awlor, school appeal;
Very Rev. Msgr. John J. Klley,
press; Rev. Thomas J. Gillhoo-
ly, radio and television, and
Rev. Robert P. Egan, parish ap-
peal.
IN HIS ANNUAL letter to the
hierarchy of America, Arch-
bishop Francis P. Keough of
Baltimore, chairman of the ad-
ministrative board, N.C.W.C.,
stated that the collection for
Catholic Relief Services-N.C.W.C.,
had been approved for the cur-
rent year at the annual meeting
of the Bishops last November.
He also wrote that "great
need still exists in many parts
of the world for the assistance
given by this collection. Truly
remarkable is the amount of
real charity we have been able
to do through the generosity of
our people under the leader
ship of their Bishops. Thou-
sands of tons of food and cloth
ing, and much needed medi-
cines have been supplied to
the desperately poor and suf
fering people throughout the
world.
"It is anticipated that the 1957
Thanksgiving Clothing Collection
will equal, if not surpass, the
enviable record of last year.
Some shipments of clothing have
already been made to Poland,
the first country behind the Iron
Curtain in which we have been
able to come openly to the as-
sistance of our brother Bishops
"
It has been reported that the
shipment to Poland amounts to
2*000,000 pounds to date.
Msgr. Edward E. Swanstrom,
CRS executive director, reported
that the Bishops’ Relief Fund
goal is a minimum of $5,000,000,
which provides the basis for
maintaining the world-wide re-
lief operation which in 1957
functioned in 53 countries among
40.000,000 needy people.
It also enables CRS to ship
I oversea* more than 1,000,000,000
pounds of clothing, medicines
! and U S. Government surplus
! food. More than 42,000 refugees
I were documented for visas and
provided with homes and jobs
in the U. S , Canada, Australia
and other receptive countries.
The total value of the 1957
relief and resettlement pro-
gram of CRS exceeded $148,-
000.000
PLAN RELIEF FUND: Among 25 diocesan directors for the 1958 Bishops’ Relief
Fund Appeal attending the eastern regional meeting last week were four representa-
tives from New Jersey Shown with Cardinal Spellman are, from left: Rev. Joseph
A. Costello, assistant chancellor of the Newark Archdiocese; Msgr. Alfred J. Jess,
Camden; Msgr. John J. Shanley, director of Catholic Charities of the Paterson Dio-
cese; and Rev. William A. Barron, Trenton. The appeal will be made in parishes
Mar. 9-16, ending on Laetare Sunday.
Places in the Week's News
In Belgium, Cardinal Van Roey
issued a pre-Lenten pastoral
warning of the “grave- dangers
menacing the education of Chris-
tian youth” due to the policies of
the Socialist-Liberal government.
According to a five-month study
made by 40 theologians at West
Baden College, Indiana, there is
little hope for a revival of the
Russian Church under commu-
nism.
A three-year extension'of the
federal school milk program for
[public and private school pupils
has been approved by a Senate
agriculture subcommittee in
Washington. ,
Renewed effort to preserve
French Catholic culture in Que-
bee was urged by the first prov-
ince-wide Conference on Educa-
tion. J
In Washington, the House Ways
and Means Committee has ap-|
proved and sent to the floor a bill j
to allow duty-free importation or
religious works of art by church-
es, religious orders and church-
controlied institutions.
A bill to extend the Commis-
sion on Communism in Massa-
chusetts for Another year has
been endorsed by Catholic organ-
izations and opposed by Protes-
tant and Jewish spokesmen at a
public hearing.
The Bishop of Loughrea, Ire-
land said that Ireland must place
greater stress on science in edu-
cation at all levels.
First Saturday devotions in the
Diocese of Szombathely, Hunga-
ry, have been designated as "Vo-
cation Days.’
Catholics in Italy are observing
the 30th anniversary of the sign-
ing of the Lateran Treaty and the
Italian-Vatican concordat which
recognized Vatican City as a sov-
ereign state.
J Two store operators in, Cleve-
land have been indicted by a
grand jury for selling and posses-
sing obscene material.
Catholic Relief Services dis-
tributed more than 68,585 tons of
food, 1,250 tons of clothing, and
$150,000 worth of medical supplies
to Korea during 1957.
African editors of two Cath-
olic weeklies published in the
Congo have been named Knights
of St, Sylvester by the Pope.
A diocesan campaign to estab-
lish a standard fot weekly contri-
butions by parishioners via an
annual pledge has been inaugu-
rated in Pueblo (Colo.)
A goal of $3,000,000, the lar-
gest in its 39-year history, has
been set for Catholic Charities in
New York by Cardinal Spellman.
FOR MARY'S YEAR: Archbishop Boland is shown
blessing anew green bronze statue of Our Lady of
Lourdes at Marylawn School, South Orange, recently.
The centennial year of Our Lady’s 18 appearances to
St. Bernadette at Lourdes began Feb. 11.
People in the News
Rev. John McGrath of Pitts-
burgh, who was admitted to prac-
tice before tbe U.S. Supreme
Court in 1956, has joined the can-
on law faculty of the Catholic
University of America in Wash-
ington.
Archbishop Richard J. Cashing
of Boston has announced his op-
position to legislation which
would authorize state control of
hospital rates in Massachusetts.
Gov. Orville Freeman of Min-
nesota told a group of ministers
that the grave Issues of our day
demand that more people con-
cerned with spiritual values be
actively engaged in politics.
David A. Morse, New Jersey-
born director general of the In-
ternational Labor Organization,
has been received in audience by
the Pope. -
Generalissimo Francisco Fran-
co has appealed for an increase
of Catholic Action activity in the
Spanish armed forces.
Sen. John F. Kennedy of Mas-
sachusetts has been named “Man
of the Year" by a Polish-lan-
guage daily published in Chicago.
Archbishop Mlgnel Dario Mi-
randa of Mexico City, at a ban-
quet which he tendered to the
diplomatic corps, asked the dip-
lomats to work constantly for
peace and the “preservation of
God’s order.”
Admiral Sir Charles E. Lambe,
commander in chief of allied
forces in the Mediterranean, was
received in special audience by
the Pope.
Archbishop Josef Gawllna, Or-
dinary for Poles in exile, re-
ceived from Msgr. Angelo Dell-
Acqua, Substitute Vatican Secre-
tary of State, congratulations on
anew volume of the Archbishop’s
history of Poland, “Poland’s Holy
Millennium.”
Hendrik Andriessen, famed
Dutch Catholic composer, has
been named first recipient of the
Johan Wagenaar Award for mu-
sic in The Netherlands.
Pope Plus XII has sent a mis-
sion of the Pontifical Relief Or-
ganization to aid families of vic-
tims of the mining disasters in
Caltanlssetta, Sicily.
Rev. Felix Kir, 82, is now the
dean of the French National As-
sembly.
Rep. Peter W. Rodino of New
Jersey has renewed a proposal
that the Congressional Medal of
Honor be conferred posthumous-
ly on the four heroic chaplains of
the USS Dorchester, including
Rev. John P. Washington, a
priest of the Newark Archdiocese.
Causes
. . .
Rev. Bronislaw Marklewtcz,
founder of the Congregation of St.
Michael the Archangel which
cares for poor and abandoned
youth. Informative process in
cause for beatification opened in
Poland.
Bishops . . .
Msgr. Alexander Schell, who
was born in Russia in 1897, has
been- named Coadjutor Bishop
with right of succession to the
Bishop of Lomas de Zamora, Ar-
gentina.
Rev. Janies C. Ryan, 0.F.M.,
a native of Chicago, has been
named Titular Bishop of Mar-
gum and Ordinary of the Pre-
lature of Santarem, Brazil.
Bishop Jan Jarosewicz has
been consecrated as Auxiliary
Bishop in Kiece, Poland.
Coadjutor Archbishop Alfonso
Castaldo of Naples has ben
named Archbishop of Naples suc-
ceeding Cardinal Mimmi, now
head of the Sacked Consistorial
Congregation. .
Died
.
..'
Georges Rouault, 86, noted
French artist and a convert,
named a Commander of the Or-
der of St. Gregory by the Pope
in 1953.
Archbishop Ephrem Hikary,
76, Patriarchal Vicar of the Syri-
ans of Greater Lebanon.
Luigi Lombardi, 90, father of
the noted Italian Jesuit, Rev. Ric-
cardo Lombardi, and a member
of the Pontifical Academy of Sci-
ences in Rome. -
Msgr. Alexis Demurger, 88
oldest priest in the Little Rock.
Ark., diocese.
Rev. Francis L. Meade, C.M.,
63, former president of the Uni-
versity of Niagara and past pres-
ident of the National Catholic Ed-
ucational Association.
Rev. (Capt.) Daniel B. Kilker,
C.SS.R., Air Force chaplain from
Ohio serving In Korea.
Bishop Stanislaw Rospond, 80,
former Auxiliary Bishop of Cra-
cow, who was released from a
communist jail in Poland after
four years in 1955.
ROSARY FILMS: Paul
Hey mans, Commissioner
General of Givitas Del;
chats with Rev. Patrick
Peyton, C.S.C., in Madrid
following blessing of a spe-
cial series of films depict-
ing the mysteries of the
Rosary. The films, made al-
most entirely in Spain,
were under direction of
Father Peyton, founder of
the Family Roeary Cru-
sade, and will be shown
without interruption at the
Civitas Del. Vatican pavil-
lion at the 1958 world’s
fair in Belgium.
Catholic Books
At New High
WASHINGTON (NC)-Publlca-
tion of Catholic trade books, not
including text books, reached a
record total of 678 titles in 1957,
according to statistics compiled
by Eugene P. Willging, director
of libraries of Catholic Universi-
ty of America. Willging said the
1956 total was 583 titles.
There were 167 publishers rep-
lesented in the 678 Catholic books
issued. Willging designated 74 as
primarily “Catholic” firms,
which issued 423 titles, and 93 as
“general” firms, which issued 225
titles.
For the fourth consecutive year
the Newman Press of Westmin-
ster, Md., was the leading pub-
lisher. Its 1957 total was 81 titles.
Bruce Publishing Cos. of Milwau-
kee was second with 54 titles. In
third place was Sheed and Ward
of New York with 36 titles.
Among university presses. Uni-
versity of Notre Dame led with
16 titles.
Gen
.
Collins on
Catholic Agency
WASHINGTON (NC>-Gen. J.
Lawton Collins. USA (Ret.), for-
mer Army chief of staff, has been
named a member of the execu-
tive committee of the National
Catholic Community Service, a
USO member agency.
Gen. Collins’ appointment was
announced by Archbishop Francis
P. Keough, president of the
NCOS board of trustees. Arch
bishop Keough also announced
that Michael T. Kelleher. chair-
man of the NCCS executive com
mlttee since ISU. has been re-
appointed for another year.
Gen. Collins was swarded the
University of Notre Dame’s Lae-
tare Medal in ISM. and the Cath-
olic University of America Car-
dinal Gibbons Medal in I*W
Liturgical Art
To Be Displayed
At Colleges
SOUTH ORANGE-A display of
the latest designs in contempo-
rary liturgical art is being shown
this week in the library of Seton
Hall University and will continue
until Feb. 28. The exhibit may
be viewed daily from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
A special feature will be a talk
by Rev. Edward Synan Feb. 26
at 2:30 p.m., in the library lec-
ture hall. He will discuss }he
deepening of appreciation of con-
temporary liturgical art.
Caldwell College for Women
will host the exhibit in its li-
brary from Mar. 3 until Mar. 11.
The college library will be open
to the public every day except
Saturday and Sunday from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and in the evening
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Republicans Rap
School Tax Move
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (NC)
State Republican leaders have la-
beled a proposal to reimpose
property taxation on non-profit
schools as "ethically improper
and economically indefensible.”
The statement came a short
time after Democratic leaders
had issued a similar statement
defending school tax exemption
as “morally right, legally justi-
fied and economically senisble.”
In November, Californians will
vote on an initiative petition
which would cancel the tax ex-
emption granted to non-profit ele-
mentary and secondary schools.
The exemptioh was voted in 1951
but did not go into effect until
late 1956 because of lengthy court
battles. California was the last of
the 48 states to grant the exemp-
tion.
The Republican statement said
that "it is inconceivable that Cal-
ifornia voters, of whatever politi
cal belief, Would impose a dis-
criminatory and unrealistic tax
on non-profit educational facili-
ties that serve their own, and the
state's best interest.”
SUPPORT our advertisers.
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In her little dispensary on Guadalcanal Sister
Joan prays ...for a small bottle of silver
nitrate
...
to prevent blindness in the new
born babies.
In Uganda in Africa Father John prays . . .
for $lOO worth of DJ3.S. tablets to treat his
leprosarium for a whole year and stop the
suffering of all but the worst cases.
In Kerala, India, Sister Mary paays ...for
baby food for the infants who are brought
into the hospital starving ...and promises
a month of extra Rosaries if it arrives in time.
Xl'tErf* "*w*r H •*
Your gift to us today, Urge or small, will
speed desperately needed medicines to mis-
«ons all oyer the world. The missionaries will
fben Pray 1.. for you ...in thanks for help-
tng their poor people to know the mercy of
Christ
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Special Weekday Banquet Arrangements
• SHOWERS •
*1.50
- SAMPLE MENU - ■
. SOUP DU JOUR
Choke oft
ROAST BEEP, An Jus or
ROAST TURKEY, DRESSINO
OISIET ORAVY
VEGETABLE WHIPPED POTATO
KB CREAM COPPER
PM PM SON
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE
4 Private Dining Rooms Accommodations to 500
CoE Bouquet Manager • ORA NOE S-4BIS • Ample Proa Parking Area
Specializing 1a...
• SHEET METAL WORK
• SUn AND TILE ROOFING
• BUILT UP ROOFING
FOR
CHURCHES, CONVINTS, RICTORIIS .nrf SCHOOLS
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Z CHEVYS
Han't your chance to make
buy of your lifa on a Ilka
Chavrolat thot't guaranteed
value, performance, and appearc
Many modolt with Powergllde, radio,
hooter and other valuable octet-
•orlei at new low prices.
Confidence Guides Afore People To
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Satisfaction (rings Them lock
*st I*n L AMMOIINO, free.
SMS HUDSON BIVD.
JERSEY CITY
(At Holland Tunnel Cut
4 blocks North of Journal Sq.)
Open Evas, 'til 9 Sat. 'HI 4
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/ARTERET, the largest institution of It*
kind In Now Jersey, ho* reserves of moro
than $10,000,000 at woll at a high ratio
of liquid assets. Moro and moro, individual
tovort, invo» ton, truth, organizations and those
with surplus business funds prefer the special
treatment they receive at our 6 conveniently
located offices. Visit the one nearest you. We'll
be happy to tell you how we can earn
money for you.
arteret Savings
and Loan Association
OPEN to the
PUBLIC
Communion Breakfasts
Ordination Dinners
Wadding Recaptions
Dining Room
lounge • Bor
IHraMflatH
2595 BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY
For Reservations Call
HE 3-0962
INCCADILLAC
360 CINTRAI AVI.
NEWARK, 2-8080
BURNS & O'CONNELL, Inc.
GARDEN STATE PLAZA
Routes 4 and 17 PARAMUS, N. J.
Telephone HUbbard 7*5317
Exit* 160 and 161, Oardtn Slat* parkway Parking Area No. •
NEW JERSEY'S FINEST
IMPORTED end DOMESTIC GIFTS
FOR RELIGIOUS AND THE LAITY
HOURS! TUESDAY and SATURDAY, 9:4S A. M. to 4ilS P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, 9:45 A. M. to 9i4J P. M.
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Stop Sunday Shopping
"Action Now Will
Sore The Sabbath"
Write or wire your N. J. State Senator
and Assemblyman
at State House, Trenton, N. J., insisting that they enact
legislation in this State to ban non-essential merchandis-
ing on Sunday and to take all necessary steps
to provide
sufficient penalties for violationsof this law in order
to make this law effective.
' Sponsored by
N. J. ASSOCIATION FOR SUNDAY CLOSING
OF NON-ESSENTIAL BUSINESS, Inc.
W. J. Schneider, Pros.
ES«ex 2-0949
81 Mount Vernon Place, Newark 6, N. J.
'57 OLDS
Golden Rocket 88 Holiday Cpe.
*2295
Jetaway Hydra-matic, Deluxe Radio, Dual Range
Power Heater, Safety Power Steering, Pedal-Ease
Power Brakes, Back-Up Lights, Stainless Steel Wheel
Discs, White Sidewall Tires, Deluxe Safety Steering
Wheel and Horn Control, Outside Rear View Mirror,
Oil Filter, 4 Barrel Carburator, Directional Signals,
Horns, Foot Operated Parking Brake, ROCKET
T-400 Engine, Custom Salon Lucite Paint. Fully
Guaranteed.
PLUS MANY OTHER MODELS WITH MORE
EQUIPMENT AT SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICES
DAN FELIX OLDS
75 FIRST ST., NEWARK- HU 2-9300
ON SAVINGS
ONE STOP
For Your Checking - Savings - Loans
*vm unkmo invn avaumi at 2 omm with pammo PACnmMT
BEETJ ENDLY
bfiit
"45 CAST JRSKY STVIfT ELIZABETH 100.«M1»T
wsveancs cob*. raonuu. own nna
Propagation of Faith Directs
Affairs of 690 Church Areas
VATICAN CITY (NC)-The Sa-
cred Congregation (or the Propa-
gation of the Faith has reported
that it is now in charge of 690 ec-
clesiastical jurisdictions through-
out the world.
Charged with the spiritual care
of 31,894,515 Catholics and 3,218,-
724 catechumens, the congrega-
tion directs the work of the
Church in mission areas.
According to its statistics, the
congregation’s jurisdictions in-
clude 78' archdioceses, 292 dioces-
es, 197 apostolic vicariates, 114
apostolic prefectures, six inde-
pendent abbeys and three inde-
pendent missions.
WITHIN THESE territories, the
congregation exercises great au-
thority and has power to deal
with matters that would normal-
ly be referred to other congrega-
tions in non-mission areas. It ex-
amines and approves the consti-
tutions of religious communities,
the reports of episcopal synods
and conferences, and the statutes
of regional seminaries in mission
territories.
A total of 26,350 priests, na-
tive and missionary; 9,962
Brothers, 66,185 Sisters, 113,421
catechists, and 158,368 teachers,
are at work in these territories.
Also under the congregation are
22 religious congregations of men
and 26 of women, as well as soci-
eties and seminaries founded to
train missionaries and all reli-
gious attached to missions in so
far as they perform missionary
work.
Cardinal Fumasoni Biondi, pre-
fect of the congregation, has an
audience with Pope Pius XII on
the fourth Thursday of every
month to discuss and report on
its affairs. Its secretary, Arch-
bishop Pietro Sigismondi, meets
with the Pope on the second
Thursday of each month for the
same purpose.
INCLUDED UNDER the con-
gregation’s jurisdictions are the
following pontifical missionary
organizations:
• The Pontifical Organization
for the Propagation of the Faith,
an association of faithful all over
the world which aims at helping
the mission effort with prayers
and donations.
• The Pontifical Organization
of St. Peter Apostle for the Na-
tive Clergy, which trains native
priests.
• The Pontifical Missionary
Union of the Clergy, which aims
at increasing the zeal of priests,
creating missionary vocations
and developing love for the mis-
sions among the faithful.
• The Pious Association of the
Holy Childhood, which encourag-
es children to become interested
in the missions.
The Superior General Council
of the Pontifical Organization for
Propagation of the Faith also su-
pervises the International Fides
News Agency.
Ballantine Gives Floor
For Seton Medical School
JERSEY CITY—A corporation
contribution for reconstructing
and equipping a floor of the Se-
ton Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry has been made by P.
Ballantine and Sons. The gift
presented by Carl W. Badenhau-
sen, president, was accepted by
William A. Hughes, chairman of
the Seton Hall Founders’ Fund.
Mr. Badenhausen, who is also
co-chairman of the Fund, said:
“We at Ballantine feel that New
Jersey’s first medical and dental
college is one of those projects
vital to our way of life.
"Most forward-looking business
leadership agrees that our educa-
tional institutions must remain
free. The ability of our colleges to
survive and grow depends on the
willingness of private resources
to measure up to their growing
demands. Ballantine gives as a
corporate citizen of the New Jer-
sey industrial community.”
HERE’S ANOTHER FLOOR: Carl W. Badenhausen,
seated, president of P. Ballentine & Sons, turns over
a check as the company’s contribution to the Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Dentistry. Accepting the dona-
tion on the part of the college is William A. Hughes,
chairman of the Seton Hall Founders Fund. The gift
was equivalent to the cost of reconstructing and equip-
inga floor of the medical college.
Refugee Aid
Found Homes
For 57,681
GENEVA (RNS) A total
of 57,681 refugees were re-
settled on a worldwide basis
in 1957 by Catholic Relief
Services of National Catholic
Welfare Conference, according to
James J. Norris of Elizabeth, Eu-
ropean director of the American
Catholic organization.
He said this was the highest
number of refugees to be reset-
tled by the agency in any single
year.
Norris reported that 40,369 of
the persons helped were Hungari-
ans who escaped from their
homeland after the October, 1956,
revolt and were resettled in co-
operation with other voluntary
and governmental agencies.
“Catholic Relief Services,” he
said, “closes its 12th year of emi-
gration activities with a record
of having helped 293,809 refugees
establish themselves in new
homes throughout the world.”
“THIS WORK,” Mr Norris
said, “could not have been ac-
complished without the valued as-
sistance received from the Amer-
ican Catholic Bishops’ Fund, and
the United States Escapee Pro-
gram, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, and
the Intergovernmental Committee
for European Migration. Invalu-
able assistance was received also
from Catholic agencies in the
countries of immigration which
have cooperated with CRS-NCWC
in their resettlement program.”
Catholic Relief Services has a
staff of several hundred persons
throughout Europe, the Near and
Far East and Africa engaged in
providing legal, counseling and
emigration services to stateless
refugees in camps and private
homes, Norris added. He said
this work is being done in con-
junction with national Catholic
agencies in each country.
Aid in Hong Kong
Called Essential
GENEVA The plight of 750,-
000 refugees in Hong Kong is
such that further aid “is essen-
tial,” James J. Norris of Eliza-
beth told the United Nations Ref-
ugee Fund Executive Committee
here. He is European director of
Catholic Relief Services—NCWC
and vice president of the Stand-
ing Conference of Voluntary
Agencies Working for Refugees.
In his statement, Norris ex-
pressed gratitude that the UN
General Assembly has recognized
the situation of the Chinese refu-
gees in Hong Kong as an “inter-
national problem." He asked for
prompt and generous response to
the appeals made on behalf of
the refugees.
He also asked that European
governments give “top priority"
to a resettlement program for
refugees of European origin now
in Hong Kong.
Infirm Priests
Get New Rules
Governing Mass
VATICAN CITY - The Holy
See, in a decree issued by the
Sacred Congregation of Rites, has
issued new rules for blind and in-
firm priests to observe in the
celebration of Mass. The decree
has been published in the Acta
Apostolicae Sedis, official publi
cation of the Holy See.
"The infirm or nearly blind
priest, who suffers either act-
dentally or habitually from poor
vision and who cannot read large
type, may apply to the Sacred
C ongregation of Rites for a facul-
ty allowing him to celebrate ...
the votive Mass of the Blessed
Virgin Mary or the daily Mass
for the Dead.*' the decree says.
The instruction also declared
that when a priest becomes com-
pletely blind, he must abstain
from saying Mass until he is giv-
en anew privilege to do so by
the Sacred Congregation of the
Sacraments. Also, in such a case,
the instruction said, a Mind priest
jpuat be accompanied during his
celebration of Maas by another
priest, under pain el grave tin.
Uganda Bishops Rule
On Voting, Schools
ENTEBBE, Uganda (NC) Statements concerning
elections and schools have been issued by the hierarchy of
this British protectorate in East Africa.
TTie first statement counselled 1,411,000 faithful not
to vote for political parties hostile to religion. In the
second statement the hierarchy
set down the principles to be
used in admitting non-Catholics
to the protectorate’s 1,850 Cath-
olic schools.
This latter statement is an ef-
fort to counteract legislative at-
tempts to force Catholic schools
to admit more non-Catholics or
face the loss of government sub-
sidies.
IN THK FALL, Uganda voters
will go to the polls to select
some of the representatives to
anew legislative council. It will
be the first time in the protec-
torate’s history that any legisla-
tors will be directly elected.
Candidates from three par-
ties will vie for the 16 scats
which will be filled by direct
elections. The other 44 seats
will be filled by government
appointment.
The Uganda National Congress
Party is the largest and most
popular party. It was the first
to organize and to support active-
ly a program which is national-
istic and anti-Christian.
The Progressive Party is a
splinter from the UNC and is
also strongly nationalistic but less
violent in its program.
Newcomer to the political scene
is the Democratic Party, which
is also nationalist, but its pro-
gram is more moderate. Founded
by Catholics, it is pledged to a
platform of social justice.
ALTHOUGH THK Bishops’
statement did not mention spe-
cific political parties, it did ad-
vise Uganda Catholics that "if any
party in its policy or program
endeavors to separate Catholics
from their obedience to the Cath-
olic hierarchy, then no Catholic
could support or vote for that
party."
In case of doubt, the Bish-
ops advised the faithful to he
guided in their judgment'by
the priests, “whose task it Is
to explain Cod’s laws and men’s
duties."
The school question was
brought to a head when a Prot-
estant chief introduced
a resolu-
tion in Buganda’s legislative as-
sembly asking that subsidies to
Catholic schools be eliminated.
The measure was dropped after
vigorous protests from the Cath-
olic community 27% of the
5,500,000 population of Uganda.
The Bishops told operators of
Catholic schools that non-Cath-
olics students could be accepted |
providing accommodations were
available and no Catholic meeting
requirements is refused, and
also providing that the traditional
religious character of the school
remains intact.
The Bishops also said that chil-
dren attending a school not of
their own denomination "shall
not be forced to attend either
religious instruction or religious
services, other than their own.” |
Says Lourdes
Spurs Reds
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - The
Vatican Radio charged that com-
munist authorities are intensify-
ing their atheistic propaganda to
offset the religious impact of the
centenary celebrations of the ap-
paritions of Our Lady of Lourdes.
"While the whole Catholic
world was solemnly celebrating
the centenary of the first appari-
tion of the Blessed Virgin, the
communists,” the station said,
"were busy carrying on an in-
tense campaign of atheistic prop-
aganda to try and drown the ech-
oes of this great event reverber-
ating throughout the world.”
The Vatican station cited as an
example the Hungarian press
campaign aimed at getting the
Communist Party in Hungary to
sever all links with religion How
ever, it said, "the events at
Lourdes bear God's stamp, and
no atheistic campaign can change
that."
Communist radio stations have
referred to the Lourdes celebra-
tions as having been "organized
by the Church to bring in money
from the gullible faithful
”
Kennedy Foundation
Assists Retarded
WASHINGTON (RNS) The
Archdiocese of Washington re-
ceived a gift of $500,000 from the
Joseph P Kennedy Jr. Founda-
tion to finance erection of a Cath-
olic school and educational clinic
for retarded children in the na-
tion's capital
The foundation was established
by Joseph P. Kennedy, former
Ambassador to Great Britain, and
widely-known businesa executive
in memory of his son. Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr . who was killed la
World War U.
Ash Wednesday Talk
Launches Appeal
For Children’s Aid
NEW YORK (NC) A reminder that ever so many
children throughout the world are “terribly in need” of
help for their souls and bodies came from Pope Pius XII
to more than 4,000,000 youngsters in this nation’s Catholic
schools.
The Holy Father’s message
launched the annual children’s
phase of the Bishops’ Relief Fund
campaign to give help to the
homeless and hungry throughout
the world. In recent years, the
sum contributed by the nation’s
Catholic school children has add-
ed more than $1,000,00 annually
to the Bishops’ Fund.
Pope Pius told the school chil-
dren that this year he was en-
trusting to St. Joseph “the charge
to bestir the unselfish affection
that fills your hearts for these
who need and ask assistance.”
He told the youngsters the story
of the protective role 'St. Joseph
filled in the life of the Holy Fam-
ily. The Pontiff said:
“Now let us ask you, dear chil-
dren, if Joseph was so engaged
heart and soul in protecting and
providing for that little family at
Nazareth, don’t you think that
now in Heaven he is the same
loving father and guardian of the
whole Church, of all its members,
as he was of its Head on earth?
We hear you answer: yes.
“And does he not know that, oh
so many of its children are terri-
bly in need of help?
“They need it for their souls—-
the grace of repentance, the
grace of perseverance, the grace
of humble, unstinted surrender to
the holy will of God; and Joseph
turns to Jesus, of old his Boy of
Nazareth, and at once grace*
flow abundantly for the souls of
men.
“They need help also for their
bodies; fathers are out of work,
mothers are bending beneath bur-
dens far too heavy, children are
without sufficient food and cloth-
ing and medicines when ill; and
Joseph turns to you.”
In hundreds of instances'
throughout the country, the voice
of the Holy Father was carried
into Catholic school classroms
by public address systems and
radio. The radio program was
opened and closed with selection*
sung by the choir of Manhattan-
ville College, Purchase, N.Y.,
which is conducted by the Reli-
gious of the Sacred Heart.
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You’ll love a
CHECKING ACCOUNT
Pay bills, send money, shop by mail, keep
a better budget by using a Special Check-
ing Account. As littleas a $1 deposit opens
it. You arc not required to maintain a mini-
mum balance-you can use your money
right up to the full amount of your balance
You pay only 10* a check-no charge for
deposits -maintenance cost is only 25 1 a
month. And, we'll print your name on every
check in your trim, Special Checking Ac-
count checkbook-FREE.
THE TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY
Jersey City • Hoboken • West New York
Weehowken • Union City • Secaucus
Mtmh&r Fnttral Dtpotit Inturanre Corporation
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
kearny; N. J.
GEORGE J. BORGOS
ALBERT H. BLAZE
WILLIAM j. OLACCUM
Mimw Klaray 1-S7OO
This is where
you come in...
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for an exciting
experience in shopping
It’s the entrance to our new Suburban Store in Millburn.
Just inside is the answer to your most difficult gift
problem.
But that is only part of the experience. For you will shop
in an atmosphere of luxury and comfort that makes
your visit the high spot of your day.
Above all, you will find that whatever you select, S.
Marsh & Sons add two extra items to the package—'
the value and service that have turned customers into
friends, through half a century.
Diamonds and Fine Jewelry Luggage and Leather Gooda
Watches and Clocks Hand Bags
Silverware. China & Crystal Gifts and Bar Accessories
Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles
NEWARK * MILLBURN
Jewelers and Silversmiths since 1908
Millburn Store 285-87 MillburnAve. • Open Mon. thru Sat
9:30 to 5:30, Thurs. *intil 9 • Ample Parking
Newark Store 189-91 Market St. • Open Mon. thru Sat
9:30 to 6, Wed. until 9
John Dolan
Field Representative
George FitzGerald
Manager MillburnStore
BONDS
Insuronct
cffljauJair oAtrnti
service
BANQUETS
ANNIVERSARY DINNERS
CONFIRMATIONS
ORDINATION DINNERS
DEDICATIONS
ajtp
auy
ULt Ufpti »f
CHURCH FUNCTIONS
tmUU,
Communion BmUnti
CHURCH KITCHEN COMMITTEES - ATTENTION!
UNO FOR Fill BOOKLIT WITH RICIPIS AND
NIW IDIAS ON HOW TO PHD A CROWD!
FRIII Proven Fund Rollins Campalan fa Cot a Now Church Kltchanl
Now andueed kitchen equipment for every Church kttchan need!
free planning end eatlmettns aervicel
SO.WS praducta under ena reef. Reitaurent aueellea and carhenla aaa.
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Mail Order Pornography
Available Even to Young
, WASHINGTON Mail order pornography is big bus-
iness. Just how big nobody really knows aU. S. Senate
committee investigating juvenile delinquency put the figure
at $350,000,000 —but it is growing bigger, so big that
50,000 lettersof protest are sent to the Post Office Depart-
ment each year.
“It is shocking to know that
even, little children are able to
obtain such filth just by answer-
ing an ad,” one irate parent
wrote. And more and more the
mail order campaign is being di-
rected at children, even though
mail order pornography is a rela-
tively new development. Postal
officials say it has become big
business only in the past 10 or
12 years.
THE OBSCENITY racket is
centered in New York and Los
Angeles. The bulk of the business
is carried on by 12 or 15 individ-
uals who have been in the
“trade” for years.
One New York at the
time of his conviction on oh-
scenity charges, carried on a
business worth $270,000 annual-,
ly. Postal meters showed that
he sent out $3,000 worth of
mail every month. He and oth-
er such promoters distribute
100,000 of their circulars daily,
according to the Post Office
Department.
Using different names, they
rent post office boxes as mailing
addresses. Postal officials say
one promoter may employ as
many as 200 to 300 different
names in the course of his opera-
tions. One dealer operated from
50 post office boxes at the same
time.
They operate in much the same
way as any mail order firm.
Their first task is to build up a
mailing list. This they do by ad-
vertising their product in
“men’s” magazines and similar
publications. They also acquire
names from brokers who compile
and sell such lists.
THE CATCH-ALL methods of
seeking customers explain why
much of the pornography is sent
to children. A youngster answers
an ad for a cowboy picture, or a
.model airplane, or camping
equipment. In a few weeks the
circulars begin to arrive —and
keep arriving.
They make their pitch In bla-
tant terms: “Rejected for ad-
vertising! Objectionable mate-
rial! We can no longer offer
our art films to you through
the leading magazines. There-
fore we are contacting our se-
lect list by direct mail.”
“The censors say we have
blown the lid off and may have
stepped out of bounds. Because
of this situation, it may be neces-
sary to destroy our negatives.
We therefore urge you to order
immediately.”
When parents write to protest,
they often ask why the Post Of-
fice Department doesn’t “do
something about it.” Asa matter
of fait, the department is doing
something.
Postal inspectors are carrying
out several hundred simultane-
ous investigations. However, the
department is hampered in its
efforts by the cumbersome meth-
ods it must use.
THERE ARE TWO ways in
which the department can crack
down on a dealer—civil action
and criminal action. The first in-
volves hearings within the de-
partment to determine whether a
given dealer’s material is mail-
able under present obscenity
laws. The second involves court
action which may result in fines
and imprisonment.
The post office labors under
heavy disadvantages no mat-
ter which procedure it employs.
Its ohm hearings are often
lengthy affairs and a dealer, If
the decision goes against him,
still has the option of appeal-
ing to the courts.
Court action is even more un-
satisfactory because of the na-
ture of the laws and the nature
of the courts.
Persons who mail obscene ma-
terial can be prosecuted only in
the area where it was actually
placed in the mail. At present,
that means New York and Los
Angeles. But convictions on ob-
scenity charges are seldom
achieved in either New York or
Los Angeles courts.
Help may be on the way. Bills
have been introduced in Con-
gress which would permit per-
sons who mail obscene material
to be prosecuted where it is re-
ceived.
Such legislation has the en-
dorsement of both the Post Of-
fice and Justice Departments.
They believe indignant local com-
munities would soon stamp out
the smut trade.
HOWEVER, EVEN the pas
sage of such legislation might
leave the legal picture confused.
This is because the precise posi-
tion of the Supreme Court has
yet to be determined.
Last June, in its Roth deci-
sion, the high court said the
standard for obscenity is:
“Whether to the average per-
son, applying contemporary
community standards, the dom-
inant theme of the material
taken as a whole appeals to
the prurient Interest.”
Postal officials say this defini-
tion “confirmed" the position
their agency has taken for years.
But they admit that subsequent
Supreme Court rulings based on
It are not in keeping with post
office views.
New Assignment for
Father Ludlum
NEW YORK - Rev. William J.
Ludlum, chaplain with the Armed
forces, has received anew as-
signment according to the Mili-
tary Ordinariate. Father Lud-
lum’s new address is: Chaplain,
7100th Support Group, APO 633,
New York, N. Y.
Lincoln Park Parish
Rehearsing Minstrel
LINCOLN PARK Rehearsals
are well under way for the an-
nual minstrel and variety show
to be given by parishioners of St.
Joseph's Church here
The show, to be presented Mar.
14 and IS, ia being directed by.
Dan Hogan.
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MISSION LIFE: A sawmill, generators, and other equipment from the U.S. have
enabled Verona Brothers in the Prefecture Apostolic of Mopoi, Sudan, to build six
new churches in the past two years. A typical such church is shown in top photo. New
churches have been necessary because of the Church’s rapid growth - 10,000 bap-
tisms in the last year- bringing the total Catholics to 50,000, or 25% of the popu-
lation of Southern Sudan. Msgr. Domenico Ferrara, F.S.C.J., of the Sons of the Sa-
cred Heart (Verona Fathers), and former pastor in Cincinnati, has been in no hurry
for anew cathedral, because of the urgent needs of his people, who have a hard
time producing even enough food to-live on. The thatched Cathedral of Our Lady of
Victory has served in Yambio for almost his entire stay there.
South Africans Told
Integration Coming
DURBAN, South Africa (RNS) Archbishop Denis E.
Hurley, 0.M.1., of said here that Catholics in
South Africa must face the “inevitable fact” that integra-
tion will eventually come about in all the country’s Catholic
institutions.
However, he stressed, a great
deal of mental and emotional pre-
paration will be needed, especial-
ly in view Of the government’s
long-standing policy of apartheid
(racial segregation).
“The Church is steadfastly op-
posed t a segregation in schools or
any other institutions," Arch-
bishop Hurley declared.
“THE PRACTICE of segrega-
tion, though officially not recog-
nized in our churches, character-
izes many of our church socie-
ties, our schools, seminaries, con-
vents, hospitals and the social life
of our people," he said.
“In the light of Christ’s teach-
ing this cannot be tolerated for-
ever. The time has come to
pursue more vigorously the
change of heart and practice
that the law of Christ
demands.’’
Archbishop Hurley said this
does not mean that we can easily
“disregard all differences of men-
tality, condition, languages and
social customs. The Church un-
derstands that the spiritual wel-
fare of its children cannot be fos-
tered in a social atmosphere
wholly alien and uncongenial.”
Nevertheless, he added, ‘‘the
Christian duty remains of seek-
ing to unite rather than separate,
to resolve differences rather than
perpetuate them. A different col-
or can be no reason for separa-
tion when culture, custom, social
condition and, above all, a com-
mon faith and common love of
Christ impel toward unity."
K. of C.
Star of the Sea Council, Bay-
onne—A trio of events will oc-
cupy the member* this weekend.
On Feb. 22, there will be the
annual memorial Mass for de-
ceased members at St. Andrew's
Churclk The "Spirit of ‘76" Ball
will be*held that evening, with
William J. O'Brien and Joseph G.
Reynolds as co-chairmen. At 3
p.m., Feb. 23, the second Cash-
man lecture will be delivered by
Rev. Florence Cohalon of Cathe-
dral College. The talks are held
in the K of C Clubhouse, Ave. C
at 30th St.
Paulus Hook Council Floyd;
Anderson, managing editor of:
iThe Advocate, will deliver the;
1first in the 11th annual Columbian
Forum Lectures sponsored by
thU council. Mr. Anderson will
speak Feb. 27 at the Columbian;
Club, Jersey City, on the Cath-'
oiic Press. The program is ar-
ranged by John GUlick, chair-
man. Catholic Action committee.
A Father and Son sports pro-
gram will be held Feb. 22 start-
ing at 2 p.m., with proceeds go-
| mg to the fund for sending boys
to summer camp. Michael J. Blu-
metti is general chairman.
/
Regina Council, Rutherford A
class of 22 members will receive
the major degree Feb. 23 in St.
Mary's High School auditorium.
The proceedings will hr headed
by Grand Knight (tank Pfluge
Jr.
Newark Council The 63rd
I annual Communion breakfast will
! be held reb, 23 at the Hotel Rob
ert Treat after • a m Mass in St.
John's Church. -Speakers will be
Rev. William N. Field and Adrian
.Foley Jr . Essex County surrogate.
| Chairman is John F. Shannon..
St. Vincent’s Hospital
Presents Award Pins
MONTCLAIR Sister Clare
Dolores. administrator of St. Vin-
cent's Hospital here, presented
award pins to 38 employes who
had together accumulated 285
years of service at the hospital.
The presentation took place at
a tea Feb. 17 in the hospital
coffee shop.
Five year pins were presented
to 22 hospital workers, with 13
receiving 10 year pins. Mary
Comboy, Anna Kelly and Frances
Morris, all of Montclair, received
15-year awards.
Dr.Dooley Spurs
Medical Project
NEW YORK (NC) A pro-,
ject for private U. S. medical aid
to under-developed areas has
been launched here as a result
of the groundwork laid by a doc-
tor who believes in fighting com-
munism with medicine.
The project is sponsored un
der the name Medical Interna-
tional Cooperation (Medico) by
the International Rescue Com
mittee. It was suggested by Dr.
Thomas A. Dooley, a Catholic
and ex-Navy physician who aided
refugees fleeing from commun-
ism in nothern Vietnam.
Under the Medico project,
of physicians and medical-
ly trained assistants are to be
sent into countries requesting
them to build clinics and small
hospitals and to train local staffs.
Secretary-general of the new
organization is Dr. Peter Coman-
duras of the George Washington
University Medical School in
Washington, D. C.
Angier Biddle Duke, president
of the International Rescue Com-
mittee, said the committee would
seek to raise $1,000,000 from the
American public, corporations
and foundations for its new aid
program. Dr. Dooley reported
that pharmaceutical companies
had already pledged more than
$500,000 in medical equipment.
Vatican Radio Plans
New Transmitter
VATICAN CITY (RNS) The
Vatftan Radio announced it is
planning to install another pow-
erful transmitter "to overcome
communist interference’’ with its
broadcasts to various parts of
Europe.
Surface Appearance
Deceives in Hungary
By C.M. Strachwitz
VIENNA (NC) Casual visitors to Budapest often
make optimistic comments on the Church’s position in Hun-
gary, overlooking the fact that Catholics there suffer from
many subtle restrictions.
Visitors to Budapest speak of the large numbers of
people attending Mass, receiving
Holy Communion and otherwise
participating in the life of the
Church. They tell stories of hear-
ing priests give what seem to be
vigorous and lively sermons. But
appearances are misleading.
HUNGARIANpriests are aware
that there is almost always a
civil official in the congregation
when they preach. If a priest
should say something not'entirely
agreeable to the government, he
is apt to be summoned for an
accounting.
Furthermore, the Catholic press
in Hungary is practically non-ex-
istent. It is true that Magyar
Kurir, the Catholic news agency
in Budapest, is still functioning,
but the news it is allowed to pub-
lish is greatly limited .and re-
stricted almost entirely to what
is going on in Hungary. Virtually
no one but a member, of the
clergy ever sees a copy of Mag-
yar Kurir.
Only two Catholic periodicals,
Uj Ember (New Man) and Vig-
ilia, both of which were sup-
pressed for a time after Soviet
tanks quelled the popular up-
rising of October, 1956, now ap-
pear regularly. But both are
under strict censorship and
have had their paper supply so
curtailed aa to permit only the
smallest circulation.
As far as Catholic books are
concerned, none are imported
from the “imperialist” countries.
The religious publications of the
state publishing house are limited
to the Bible and some few text-
books for teachers of religion.
Although the constitution per-
mits religious instructions in the
schools, the government puts up
innumerable obstacles to impede
such instruction. Clergymen are
made the almost constant objects
of intermittent cajolery and flat-
tery in an attempt to win their
approval and support.
Almost half of the Hungarian
episcopal sees are vacant, and
many of the remaining Ordinaries
are elderly men. Despite this and
the fact that the clergy is unable
to receive direction directly from
their legitimate superiors —as
opposed to state-appointed “com-
missars” Hungary’s priests
have shown admirable courage
and devotion in shepherding their
oppressed flocks.
IT PAYS to advertise in The
Advocate more than 462,000
readers, 105,000 subscribers in
l North Jersey.
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Bishops of Northern Rhodesia
Denounce Racial Intolerance
Norther,, Rhodesia
ruhL~ .Northern Rhodesia’s
Bishops have denounced the
ruinous divisions fomented by
on
t0
r=
a i y i e o^neous emphasis
® racial disparity” in this
British protectorate.
_
In a joint pastoral letter the
Bishops urged all Catholics Ho
do all in your power to bring
Thev
l “cial
,
an? social peace.”
They hlso declared that Ne-
groes and whites should share
the same “political, social, ed-
ucational, professional and cul-
tural facilities.”
Northern Rhodesia, consider-
ably larger than Texas, belongs
to the Central African Federa-
ti°n act up in 1953. its popula-
tion of 2,180,000 includes about
60,000 Europeans. Catholics
number 367,269.
POINTING OUT that it is not
an easy task to reconcile the
rights of various groups in a
multiracial country, the Bish-
ops also noted that the differ-
ences between groups “are of-
ten willfully exaggerated and
the adjustment of allegedly con-
flicting rights is often unjustly
delayed.’
The result, they said, is that
“bitterness is caused and divi-
sions grow between peoples who
can and should form one har-
monious whole.”
“We warn all Catholics,” the
Bishops wrote, “that they can-
not reconcile with their Catho-
lic conscience any tendency to
introduce legislation whieh
would secure the rights of one
section of the community by
curtailing the rights of others.
, “A MULTIRACIAL society
can exist only where the differ-
ent groups are permitted to live
together in harmony, to cooper-
ate in schemes for the common
good and to share the same
political, social, educational,
professional and cultural facil-
ities. Then, and only then, can
there be common interests and
national unity.
“Nothing short of this con-
cept of a multiracial society
will have the approval of the
Catholic Church, because it 'is
the only system which will safe-
guard the requirements of hu-
man dignity and secure equal-
ity in human rights for all its
citizens
. . .
“We reject the clasification
of persons on the ground of col-
or, with the intention of keep-
ing people of one color in an in-
ferior position.
“We disapprove of any at-
tempts to delay the process of
bringing the less developed sec-
tions of the community up to
the level of the more devel-
oped. It is the duty of society,
especially in a country such
as ours where large sections
of the people are living in less
developed conditions, to make
every effort to raise these as
quickly as possible to a higher
material and moral level.”
“ONE OF THE fundamental
doctrines of the Church is that
the human race is one,” the
Bishops wrote.
“We appeal to all Catholics”
they went on, “to think and
speak and act in conformity
with their belief in the unity of
mankind, and not to pay exag-
gerated attention to accidental
differences within the human
family, particularly to the color
difference.”
Citing the Christian’s duty to
love his fellowman, the pastoral
noted that “the commandment
of love is violated by those who
in their political, social or pro-
fessional activities aim at the
welfare of their own section of
the community with little or no
regard for the welfare of other
groups.”
“It would be hypocrisy to
claim that we stand for Chris-
tian civilization,” the Bishops
concluded, “if we ignore one
half of the most important.com-
mandment of Christ.”
SHRINE MUSEUM: New historial of the Shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre is shown
in this artist’s sketch, a two story building housing the basilica museum. Featured
in it are 20 life-sized groups of wax figures depicting the story of St. Anne and the
shrine. In addition, there are 50 reproductions of Marian art work and sculptures of
great artists. The Shrine of St. Anne is celebrating its 300th anniversary.
Advocates Fuller Participation
Of Laity in Church’s Liturgy
SYDNEY, Australia (NC)
Bishops and priests who came
here from all over Australia and
New Zealand for the first “Liv-
ing Parish Week” were told that
the rising generation, demands
a “virile piety.”
*
Rev. Clifford Howell, S. J.,
who came here from England
especially for . the conference,
said that the spiritual needs of
Catholics now coming to matur-
ity are ideally met by the dia-
logue Mass, hymns and sung
Mass.
SPEAKING ON “The Parish
in the Life of the Church,” Fath-
er Howell said the aim of the
liturgical movement is to draw
men closer to the riches of the
Faith by the active participation
of the faithful in the public wor-
ship of the Church.
Father Howell said that the
parish is the living organism
which is the center of the lit-
urgical drive and the measure
of its success. Thus the priest
must try to give the parish
vitality by grace through
the liturgy.
The full efficacy of the Mass
and the sacraments, he said, de-
pends on the dispositions of the
faithful, induced by ceremonies
and rites in which they must
themselves participate meaning-
fully, actively and also intelli-
gently.
Father Howell outlined these
five strata of the Mass: (1) The
priest’s prayer essentially: Col-
lect, Secret, Postcommunion, Eu-
charistic prayer (Canon). (2)
the ministers* prayer: Epistle
and Gospel. (3) the people’s:
Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus
Dei, Creed. (4) the ornamental
sections proper to the choir: In-
troit, Gradual; (5) the priest’s
private devotions: Judica psalm,
Offertory prayers.
Any dialogue Mass should re-
spect these five strata, he said.
Thus, according to Father
Howell, the people might sing
during the parts private to the
priest, listen during the “silence
filled with prayer” of the Canon,
and recite together the parts of
the Ordinary that would normal-
ly be sung by the choir at sung
Masses.
In other talks. Father Howell
made these points:
•Our Lord’s plan was to com-
municate grace (divine life) so-
cially and corporately, thus our
salvation is a social matter,
through group activity.
•The recently restored liturgy
of Holy Week is “imperative”
and its possibilities, especially
its new stress on the triumph of
the Redemption rather than on
the Death of Christ, must be
“exploited to the full."
• Evening devotions have be-
come less and less attended over
the past 30 years, except where
there is a corporate spirit re-
sulting from active participation
in the liturgy.
Urges Catholics Take
Broader Public View
COLUMBUS, 0. Catholics must begin to think in
terms of the common good if they are to exercise influence
in proportion to their numbers, Archbishop Karl J. Alter
said here at the installation of Bishop Clarence G. Issen-
mann in the Columbus See.
The Archbishop said that the
Church had long been regarded
as an alien institution and be-
cause of this Catholic immigrants
found it necessary to defend their
religion and their national tradi-
tions. The dual result was, he as-
serted, that Catholics developed
not only a certain independence
but also “a kind of inferiority
complex.”
This attitude, he said, "reveals
itself even today in a tendency to
isolate ourselves from the com-
munity
-
as a whole. When we
think of the public welfare we
are apt to think of it primarily
in relation to ourselves.”
NOW, HOWEVER, it is time
for Catholics to begin to think in
terms of the entire community,
he declared, because “our laws,
social institutions and public pol-
icy must be more and more im-
pregnated with Christian truth
and morals. If this is to be one,
we must enter more fully into
public life.”
He also pointed out that Catho-
lics “have an inescapable duty
of turning the minds and hearts
of all our fellowmen toward the
one true Church which was es-
tablished by Christ.”
Bloomfield Parish
To Present Show
BLOOMFIELD "Hits and
Misses of ’58,” annual show of
the combined societies of St.
Thomas the Apostle parish here,
will be presented at 2 p.m. Feb.
23 and at 8:30 p.m. Feb. 24 and
25.
The show was originally sched-
uled for Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday of this week but was
postponed because of the snow
storm.
To Study Marxism
FRIBOURG, Switzerland (RNS)
The Catholic University of Fri-
bourg has received a grant of
$20,000 from the Rockefeller
foundation in New York for the
study of Marxist-Leninist philoso-
phy.
Fr. Cevetello Speaker
For Mercier Club
MONTCLAIR Rev. Joseph!
F. X. Cevetello of Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel Church, Montclair,
will address a meeting of the
Single and junior family members
group of the Mercier Club at
3 p.m., Feb. 23. The meeting will
be held at Graulich’s, Orange.
The afternoon, an ice
skating and dinner party is plan-
ned for first and second year high
scbbol students who are members
of the club. The skating will take
place at the Willowbrook rink in
Wayne Township.
New Lourdes Shrine
At College in Rome
ROME (NC)—The faculty and
students of the North American
College here marked the begin-
ning of the Lourdes centenary
year with the dedication of a
shrine to Our Lady of Lourdes
on the college campus.
The shrine, built in the form
of a small eave in a wall at one
end of the college's front garden,
was the gift of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Harney of San Fran»
cisco, Calif.
A trickle of water flows out of
the wall of the cave into h mar-
ble font and is symbolic of the
spring at Lourdes.
BY READING the Catholic
press you can fulfill your obliga-
tion to continue your religious
education.
Bishop Sheen Notes
Psychiatry Progress
WASHINGTON (RNS) Auxiliary Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen of New York said here that modern psychiatrists
through their research are beginning to realize “the truth
of the Catholic Church's teaching that man is a psychic
unit.’’ He spoke at the closing session of the ninth annual
meeting of the Guild of Catholic
-Psychiatrists.
Bishop Sheen criticized those
who would try to separate the
mind from the body and treat it
independently. “The subconscious
mind is not sick; it is the person
who is sick,” he declared.
HE SAID THAT lea&rs of the
three great modem schools of
psychiatry had all fallen into the
error of failing to consider man
as an enUty. Freud, he said, put
all of his emphasis on disorder of
man's bodily drives, and inter-
preted all mental disorders in
terms of lust while Jung studied
the disorder of man's ego and
classified all ailments in terms
of search for security. Adler
sought to find the cause of all ail-
menu in greed and desire for
power, the Bishop added.
“Take all three tegether and
yen have a goad description of
Ike disorders into which man’s
mind can fall,” he r'tnlil eat,
“hot yen still do not have the
complete picture of man.”
The true picture of man can
be seen only by considering his
•oul. Bishop Shoes asserted, and
by understanding that God has
established two laws of gravity,
the physical law pulling all crea-
tures earthward and the spiritual
law drawing men's souls con-
stantly upward
BISHOP SHEEN warned Cath
| olic doctors not to assure their
patients "peace.of soul.” “There
is an eternal conflict between
body and soul," he said. "They
are not well adjusted to one an-
other and in every personality
there inlist be conflict.”
j He added that modern psychia-
trist* are discovering the scien-
tific truth that there can be no
cure for mental ailments without
bringing the individual’s soul into
contact with the uplifting and
healing power of Christ.
Dr. Francis T. Harrington of
Dallas, Tex., a neurosurgeon and
psychiatrist, was elected presi-
dent of the guild The members
attended Benediction of the Bless-
ed Sacrament" given by Archbish-
op Amieto Giovanni Ctcognani,
Apostolic Delegate to the United
States.
Bishops Lash Out
At Sunday Work
TRIER, Germany In Lenten pastorals, two German
Bishops have reemphasized the Church’s stand on Sunday
employment. Specific target of their pastorals was the
“rotating work week” scheme introduced several years ago
to keep industrial plants operating seven days a week.
Bishop Matthias Wehr of Trier,
whose diocese borders the indus-
trial Saar region, urged his faith-
ful not to forget "that work on
Sundays never makes anyone rich
—on the contrary, the desertion
of the Lord’s Day is the tomb of
prosperity.”
Also lashing out at the practice
was Bishop Simon Konrad Lan-
dersdorfer, 0.5.8., of Passau, who
recalled Pope Pius Xll’s com-
ment on Sunday work in his 1953
Christmas message.
Bishop Wehr noted the moves
being made to reduce the num-
ber of working hours in a week
in an attempt to provide work-
ingmen with more leisure.
“Such reasonable reduction,”
he said, “should, above every-
thing else, give the working-
man a free Sunday.”
Despite the opposition, a grow-
ing number of employers, partic«
ularly in the steel, rubber, glass-
ware, pulp, and concrete indus-
tries, continue to ask for permis-
sion to put their operations in
this industrial area on a seven-
day-week plan.
Jubilee to Be
Marked Feb. 23
CALDWELL Because of
the storm, the observance of
the 40th anniversary of Rev.
Patrick F. Joyce, pastor of St.
Aloysius Church here, did not
take place Feb. 16.
With Archbishop Boland pre-
siding, Father Joyce will cele-
brate his Mass of Thanksgiv-
ing at noon, Feb. 23.
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Lent Brings Out
The Best In Our Chef
Morgan’s
• RESTAURANT
•
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
1181 Morris Avenue
Union, N. J.
(CLOSED
MONDAYS)
• HOME REPAIRS •
Carpentry Masonry Painting
JOE GOLDEN
BUILDER and
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
KENILWORTH. N. J. BRidge 6-9187
39 N. 22nd STREET Tel.: BRidge 6-4914
SALES WE REPAIR AIL MAKES OF —SERVICE
TELEVISION, RADIOS
and AUTO RADIOS
ESsex 2-0949
COMPLETE LINE OF HI-FI and T.V.'s by
ANDREA, DUMONT, HOTPOINT
CONVENIENT TERMS ARRANGED
AILSBURG
W. J. SCHNEIDER, Prop.
81 MOUNT VERNON PLACE
ESiex 2-0949
NEWARK 6, N- J-
BIRTHDAYS THIS MOHTH
'ft.
■re adding up! This week we have two from the Apostolic Col*
****—St. Peter (February 22) and St Matthias (February 24). Aa
we celebrate these great feasts once again
we may be struck by the many changes
in the world since the Apostles first heard
Christ command them, "Teach all Na-
_
lions." The world has changed many times
3
over in the last two thousand years—ex-
u>
cept jn the East Here time moves but
slowly. The poor farmers of the village of
Tannourlne-El-Tahta (Lebanon) still work
the same poor soli with rude equipment
which has been used for countless genera-
tions. They are most anxious to have a
chapel (a simple one will do) and they are
eager to build It themselves ...IF ... we will give them the ma-
terials to do the job. Could your Lenten mortifications help to raise
|2,500 to bring these poor people closer to the Son of God?
The Hoi)r Father's Mission Aid
HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF THE MISSIONS THIS LENT?
THE LEPERS ARE ALWAYS WITH US
throughout the mission lands of the East. Des-
titute and completely helpless these children
of God constantly show us their tortured bod-
ies and plead for food, shelter and medical
treatment. How can we refuse them? Our
LEPER FUND is under great strain at the
present moment —but we are not worried.
These poor afflicted are the special favorites
of the Lord and He will continue to help us
provide for them. Would you care to join our LEPER FUND? The
dues are—prayers for the afflicted and an offering of )1 a month.
The prayers of the afflicted are particularly powerful at the throne
•f God ...may the gratitude of the lepers gain you many blessings.
FOR LENT THIS YEAR—JOIN A MISSION CLUB—OFFERING
$1 A MONTH.
TWICE BLESSED Is the sacrifice which provides for the offer-
ing pf the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for your intention. The In-
finite treasures of the Mass are yours, and your offering supports
a missionary for another dajr.
EASTER REMEMBERANCE
For that special relative or friend, priest, qun or lay
person, OUR NEW EASTER GIFT CARD will be a
treasured remembrance to tell them 1) you had a
offered for their intentions by a missionary in the Holy
Land; OR 2) you had them enrolled in the Near East
Missions; OR 3) you gave an article to a mission chapel
In their name. We’ll send the card anywhere for you
and enclose PRESSED FLOWERS FROM THE HOLY
LAND which have been blessed onthe Holy Sepulchre.
TOUR WILL IS GOD’S WILL WHEN YOU REMEMBER
THE MISSIONS
L
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? Not too much for the work
of Christ in the Near East unless generous souls can be trained to
continue the work. Giulio and Ablahad, for example, are most anx-
ious to become priests. They are in the Seminary in Mosul, Iraq,
but they cannot proceed unless each has a benefactor who will pay
9600 to cover the costs of Seminary years. Sister Barnabas and Sis-
ter Pelagia of the Clarist Sisters, India, wish to serve Christ every
hour of the day among the poor and outcast, but each must have
two years of novitiate training which means a total of 9300 for each
Sister. Will you us to provide for the'future by supporting a
boy or a girl w|io wishes to serve Christ in the religious life. You
may send your offering in any manneryou please while your priest
or nun Is preparing for the world of the future.
in
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD FOR CHRIST.
12carEast(Dissionsi*)
.
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN. President
Msgr. Peter t. Tushy, Natl
Seed oil communications to:
CATHOUC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4RO Uxington Avw. at 46th St. N«w York 17, N. Y.
Painting ...
Decorating ...
Paper Hanging
Art, antique restoring, gild-
ing. Furniture decorating
and refinishing. Residence
and Industry exterior paint-
ing. Also church painting
and decorating.
RUDOLF SCHMIDT
C 31 CHESTNUT AVENUE
C SUMMIT, N. J.
C CRestview 3-6677
WHEN YOU HUM
ACCEPT NOTHING BUT
Janitrol
HEATING
EQUIPMENT
nmrt nothmo mm rnmn
Leach Brothers
Inc.
2M MADISON AVKNUI
CLIFTON, NIW JERSEY
PllMcatt 7-5173
JACKSON AVENUI
WAYNC TOWNSHIP, N. J.
MOwntain Viaw 3-1352 J
Ca» and OH Barman
Numbing, Hooting,
Ai,-Conditioning
SHAMROCK
MANOR RESIDENCE
81-83 LINCOLN AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
•
FOR RETIRED LADIES
ROOM AND BOAItD
Your Food and Comfort Our Flrof
Conaldoratlon . . . Ratoa Raasonablo
•
Owned and Operated hr
AONES McTIOHI
and
NOREIN AHERN!
HU J-MOl Ml 1-IIM
B.F.Goodrich
Silvertown i25
for safety at turnpike speeds
Ordinary tirat will backlt
and tear apart doe to their
cretnendouj heat build op
and road shock resulting
from consistent high speeds.
SMvartawn 115, mode with six
plies of tough Nylon cord,
shrugs off tire killing heat
and distortion at speeds far
faster than you’ll ever drive!
TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
AS 10W AS
110 For Each of Your
Retreadable Tire*
up
%fjSmilea<je/
400DOWN
Put» a Set of 4
On Your Car
Starts here
© The ».y.lM«rle» Cr«Ml>
B.F.Goodrich ' oo<ir,< h
NEWARK: 229 Central Avenue MA 3-4346
ELIZABETH: 47 Rahway Avenue EL 2-4688
PATERSON: 182 Ellison Street MU 4-3800
RECEIVE „/,,/<> GIVING
Yas, we will mall you a check every six months for life If you invest through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
The rate of interest depends upon your ege.,
You will help the educational work of our S.V.D. Catholic miMtonariaa in
japan and the Philippines.
You will receive an assured income for life and many spiritual
remembrances after death.
An investment for LIFE and ITONITY!
For confidential
information
write
today to
Send me information on your life Income Mission Contract
Name 1 Age
Address
City Zoo# State
REV. FATHER RALPH s.v.d. catholic universities
316 N MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
Lenten Loopholes
In the Lenten regulations, that are published
eadh year, the lolloping admonition is given: “To
foster the spirit of penance and repentance for
•in. to encourage self-control and mortification
. . . the Church imposes by law the observance
of fast and abstinence."
In the Catholic Church of today, however, we
often detect in some of the faithful anew tech-
nique, an evasive, escapist attitude toward the
Lenten season. It is marked by caution and care.
It would seem that quite a few of our Catholics
are afraid that they will do too much in the way
of penan?e and self-denial—that they will be too
rigorous in the observance of the Lenten regula-
tions. Of course there is no sound basis or valid
reason for such cautious thinking, as any neutral
observer could see in a very short time, Asa
matter of fact, many of us are going off in the
opposite direction, and self-denial is fast becom-
ing a lost art.
At the beginning of Lent a studious effort is
made to dlscdver some reason or excuse, that
would liberate the individual (the one who is
doing the hunting and searching) from the bur-
den and obligation of fasting, Even with the lib-
eral changes that have been made in recent years,
the sacrifice is still too great. Some "valiant”
Catholics will complain that they get auwful hun-
gry when meal-time approaches, others lament
that they get a little headache—not much, just
a wee little bit of a headache. These could hardly
be called major inconveniences or sufferings, but
they are enough to start the search for the dis-
pensation. in many cases the individual is able
to decide the question for himself, in others a
priest is consulted.
This is hardly orthodox Catholic thinking. If
we are going to eliminate fasting just because it
may cause a little inconvenience, we might as
well abolish Lent and all that it stands for. This
frantic search for dispensation is completely at
odds with, the intention of the Church that wants
to give us an opportunity to do penance.
And in very many instances, once the reason
has been found and the dispensation has been
granted, that is the end of Lent in so far as that
individual is concerned. The days of Lent become
very like the other days of the year. A
goodly nuubgr will go to church on Ash Wednes-
day (in fact, ryery large number). Others will
attend the Way of the.Cross, but many of them
live up after the first or thq. second week. Daily
Mass is only for Sisters, monks*, school children,
and a few people who live near the church and
have nothing else to do.
There may be some abstinence from the-
movies . ..until a picture comes along that they
have been waiting for and would like to see.
Cocktails and highballs, which after all are not
forbidden by law, are usually taken with the same
gusto and the same frequency.
There is a definite pattern here. These peo-
ple are not asking: “How much can I do as pen-
ance for my sins during Lent?” but rather: “How
little can I do and still keep within the law?” It
is a philosophy of escapism, and anxious search
-for loopholes.
' And some of the greatest offenders, when
Easter arrives, are apt to say with a sigh of relief:
"Thank God, Lent is over.” That calls for a sad
smile of sympathy.
George Washington
George Washington, our tint President, was
born Feb. 22,1732, at West Moreland County, Vir-
ginia. Our nation recognizes his birth each year
as a patriotic holiday. It is hoped that iin such
recognition we as Americans would remembernot
only Washington the man but also Washington
the patriot.Patriotism as a virtue is rooted in the
virtue of religion and finds its well-spring in the
relationship everyone should have to their God,
the Father of us all.
The very word patriot has its roots in the
Latin word pater, or father. Every citizen should
look upon their native land as their fatherland
and practice the virtue of patriotism loving
their country, its traditions, its heritage and its
ideals.
George Washington the man is an interesting
study. Lacking formal education he was self-
educated. At an early age he became a public
surveyor. He joined the British forces and fought
in the French-Indlan Wars under General Brad-
dock. Later he became wealthy by shrewd realty
investments and by a fortunate marriage, and
became known as the wealthiest man in the Brit-
ish American colonies.
In spite of his wealth and without hesitation
he accepted the command of the Continental
Army in 1775, knowing the full risk to himself
and his fortune. Throughout the war Washington,
by his courage and devotion to the cause of
liberty, became an Inspiration to his army and
led them to victory.
Washington was elected our first President,
served two terms snd refused a third. In God’s
providence, which he so often called upon, he
nurtured the young republic and watched it take
ftfrm and grow. Three years after his retirement
from the presidency he died in his Mt. Vernon
home in 1799, mourned by a young nation which
•ven then did not realize the greatness of the
nun Washington.
Washington was a patriot. It would be hard
for us to fathom his great love of America. It
would be difficult for us to express the profound
and noble sentiments of Washington for the coun-
try he helped to establish. Placing his personal
destiny with the destiny of the country, he was
Willing to sacrifice all that anew nation would
be established in the family of nations with lib-
erty and justice for all.
Our first chief Justice, John Marshall, de-
•Oribed our first President as ’First in war, first
In peace and first in the hearts of his country-
men." May he ever be first in the hearts of every
American, and may the manly virtues and patri-
otic zeal of George Washington be ah inspiration
to every American.
One man in his lifetime was able to show his
fellow men that life can have a noble purpose,
that true patriotism demands respect and admira-
tion, and that love of country be ennobling and
honorable. Every young American should famil-
iarize himself with the life of George Washington
ao that the heritage he gave to us will continue
under God's providence for our children and our
children’s children.
The Other France
There it a France the whole world reveres
and loves. It is the beautiful countryside from
the Channel to the Pyrenees, bordered by Alps
and Atlantic. And it ia also the France of those
great Franks through whom God has deigned to
bring such great works to flower1 the saints and
heroes, the artists and writers whose names glit-
ter through the centuries. St Jeanne d’Arc, Cham-
plain, Pasteur, St. Vincent de Paul how easy
to extend the list! And this strain is still among
us: Jacques Maritain and Etienne Gilson, to
name but two, are living witnesses to the vitality
of the spirit which is no less Christian for being
thoroughly French.
But there is another France.
There is a' France of vast and pervasive dry
rot. Her vintage year was 1940 when human de-
cency relied in vain on her enormous, incompe-
tent, demoralized army.
This is the France that sends us the dirty
little films which do so much to keep the Legion’s
“C" an active listing. This is the France whose
most articulate voices have finished their travel-
ogues through the cities of the plain and now are
working on themes which must come from the
bottom drawer of even this breed of French
novelist: plague, the flies, nausea.
And this is the France, forgetful of Roland,
which wages war by “retaliation raids” on un-
armed market-day crowds.
A “retaliation raid” is bad morals and worse
strategy: this one has been a gift to every enemy
of the western nations in the Arab world.
Of course this France will find counter-
charges to press in the UN. Algerian rebels, she
will complain, find sanctuary over the Tunisian
border: hence Tunisian women and children must
die under French attack armed, let us not
forget it for the Tunisians will not, with Ameri-
can weapons.
Her UN propagandists will be silent on the
real crime of the Arabs: they are declining to
continue forever the Joys of serving Frenchmen.
Serfs since the French colonial adventures of
the 1830s, the Arabs are now part of a world-
wide and inevitable movement of subject peoples
toward freedom. They remember, if we have for-
gotten, how Frenchmen came to he in North
Africa in the first place. They know that the
restoration monarchy, hungry for military vic-
tories but too weak to challenge European na-
tions, marked out Africans as victims. For the
Industrial revolution had by-passed the static
culture of North Africa and the French artillery
would find nothing more formidable than flint-
lock rifles and spear-wielding tribesmen to op-
pose the “peaceful penetration” decreed in Paris.
The disastrous Algerian'war of these years is a
last step, a hopeless rear guard action, of 19th
century imperialism.
This border massacre is one episode in a
crime of more than a century’s standing.
France needs renewal and the whole world
needs a renewed France. When the First World
War ended, some hoped that this might have
happened. Abbe Dimnef even wrote a book called
“France Herself Again” and no doubt many a
Frenchman saved his soul in the glorious
achievements of French Catholicism during our
century. But as a nation, France is still not Chris-
tian. We cannot afford to do without the .support
of what was once, but is no longer, “the,eldest
daughter of the Church.”
Thank You, 'Life'
If it were possible, Life magazine ought to
be given a special award for alerting the country
to a serious situation. The award might be made
by a Catholic organization, since the article in
question amply illustrates what the Church has
always preached about secular education on the
college and university level. Perhaps, now, guar-
anteed by the pundits of Life, parents will come
to realize what lies in store for the average col-
lege student on the secular campus.
In a series of autobiographies excerpted from
a coming book, seven Princeton seniors give their
views on life and their attitude toward it. These
men—we use the word in the biological sense
alone— have been conditioned in their unthink-
ing and their unsilence by four years on the
Princeton campus.
These are men representing varying back-
grounds, Including the Catholic prep that did not
adequately prepare one of them for life on a
secular campus. How true! They include the son
of the wealthy, the juvenile delinquent, the rem-
nant of a broken marriage, the renegade Catholic.
Their backgrounds majr differ, but in their flight
from reality, their compromise with pretended
necessity, their rejection of the ideal, their ignor-
ance of the spiritual, they betray a pattern.
This pattern shows with a terrifying clarity
the source of the dry-rot, the moral flabbiness,
the intellectual subjectivity that terrifies the
nation as more dedicated, sacrificial virile nations
begin to surpass us.
From among their mouthlngs an astounding
venality and selfishness can be seen. On the part
of most of them there is a rejection of God, while
those who do accept the idea of a Creator set up
a figure cloudy and unreal. In none of them is
found a recognition of the world as an imperman-
ent way station since all of them see the world
as the ultimate reality. Admitting neither the
authority of the Creator nor the responsibility of
the created, there is no other reality for them but
the world and the people In It. The rejection of
children, the scorn for family loyalty, the indirec-
tion. these arc the fruits of a liberal education
on the secular campus.
These autobiographies, and the forthcoming
book which promises more of the same, may pnv
videntially sound a tocsin. If the attitudes and
the outlooks presented here are truly average
for the average graduate of a secular university,
then the faculties of these universities may be
alerted to the travesty of mind and soul training
that they pretend to offer. These autobiographies
may at last convince the parents of Catholic men.
and women, of the latent and omnipresent des-
truction of ethics and religion that awaits them
in the halls of unlearning.
The Pope Speaks
Never Too Early
The education of man begins at the cradle;
and the first school, which nothing can replace,
i» that of the domestic hearth. "No matter how
tarty one begins, it is never too tarty to mold
the character and habits of the child.” pagan wis-
dom once said (Plutarch). Plea XU, Radis
Message, Aug. S, IML
Genesis 1:26
AndGod said ...Let manhave dominion...
Killing Internal Security
By Louis Francis Budenz
Flushed with Impressive victo-
ries over the American govern-
ment-recorded in almost every
issue of the Worker—the Com-
munist Party now moves in for
the kill.
Not content
with the sham-
bles made of in-
ternal security
legislation, the
party’s recent
memo to Con-
gress insists on
an end to all in-
ternal security.
The inability
of the United
States to deal with domestic sub-
version makes so threatening the
ultimate possibility of a Soviet
Anrterica that the communist pro-
gram calls for some study.
IT DEMANDS: “End thought
control legislation and decrees.
Restore guarantees of the Bill of
Rights for all citizens and the
foreign born.’’ These floWery
words are patent Red phrases for
stopping attempts to curb sub-
version. And so we read, as part
of the bill of particulars: "Re-
peal the Smith Act and Internal
Security Act and abolish the Mc-
Carthyite loyalty program.’’ -
So the roll call goes, urging
the repeal of all security legis-
lation, until we read: “Abolish
the House Un-American Activ-
ities Committee and the Senate
Internal Security Committee.’’
We get a measure of the dam-
age these committees have done
to the communists when we ob-
serve this continued call for their
abolition. It is true, neither House
nor Senate at this time heeded
this demand, and the realistic
Red leaders surely -understood
that this would be the case. Their
broadside against the committees
at the present moment is there-
fore for other purposes.
One of these purposes is writ-
ten out in recent history. It is to
intimidate prospective witnesses
who might testify against the
party, not only before the com
mittees but in court proceedings.
It is to keep alive the effective
pleas of the Fifth Amendment,
which have robbed the America >
people of the true knowledge of
the extent of the conspiracy.
ONE OF THE phenomena of
the moment is the refusal of lead
ing members who have left the
Communist Party to cooperate
with the government. That has
been repeated in the cases of Jo-
seph Clark, former foreign editor
of the Daily Worker; John Gates,
the paper’s former editor; and
Howard Fast, former Red writer
Each has let it be known that
he will not be helpful to the
FBI or to the Department of
Justice. Each has spent almost
at much time in resignation
announcements in defending
the party as In criticising it.
The current wave of appease-
ment sentiment toward Russia
also stimulates, the party into
boldness in enunciation of its pro-
gram It is a matter of record
that since recognition of the
Kremlin in 1933 every move to
appease Moscow has been accom-
panied by a let-up in vigilance
regarding the comrades on our
domestic scene.
WE NOTED last week that the
party "welcomed" the agree-
ments for exchange of delega-
tions between Russia and the
, United States. This thought is
I now expressed by the Worker
where the Accord for such ex-
changes is hailed as another
step in the direction of peaceful
relations between peoples and co-
existence.” A special point is
made of criticising AFLCIO
President George Meany for hav-
ing opposed exchanges of labor
delegations.
In the course of this criticism,
the Worker says: “Meany re-
cently hastened to a radio net-
work to proclaim ‘labor’s’ oppo-
sition to a summit conference.
This is not new. It seems every
time there was talk of such ne-
gotiations, a network was open
for Meany to run off his cracked
record. . ,
“But while in the past it was
taken for granted that a state-
ment by Meany seals ‘laborpol-
icy’ and cannot be contradict-
ed, voices today rose from a
number of directions within la-
bor to state an opposite posi-
tion.”
From such assertions, we can
be certain that the drive against
internal security is for the pur-
pose of once more infiltrating the
labor movement. Appeasement in
other fields is a source of pres-
sure to make labor more recep-
tive to such infiltration.
The Faith in Focus
Cure for Loneliness
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
“A cry from the heart’* is the
way the editor of an English
Catholic newspaper described a
letter sent him not long ago by a
lonely convert. Since her recep-
tion into the Church, the corre-
spondent complained, she haa
“not had one offer of disinter-
ested friendship from a Catholic.”
Unfortunately, hers is not the
only case of loneliness, because
publication of the letter moved
several other converts to write
in a similar vein.
That “cradle Catholics" should
be so indifferent, so lacking in
manifestations of friendship to-
ward newcomers to the Faith is
indeed distressing, and is unques-
tionably a situation which should
be corrected.
Nevertheless, it seems to us
that the above-mentioned com-
plaints betray some failure on
the part of the converts them-
selves. They possess the Faith,
but their profound loneliness is a
sign that the Faith does not yet
possess them. That “cry from the
heart,” of which the English edi-
tor spoke, would it be possible in
one who has already fully taken
to heart those many consoling
doctrines of our faith which
should banish loneliness forever?
Among these sure cures for
loneliness, we have especially in
mind the doctrine which was out-
lined here last week, the Catholic
doctrine of the “communion of
suints.”
This teaching is a guarantee
that none of us is ever truly
“alone." It consoles us with the
knowledge that we have, literal-
ly, millions of friends, both in
this world and in the other,
friends linked to us by the super-
natural bond of grace and char-
ity flowing from Christ, our di-
vine Head.
True friends, these our fellows
in the “communion of saints" as
sist us in our needs, especially
our spiritual necessities. We can
count on the help of all the bless-
ed in heaven; they aid in a par
ticular way those of the faithful
who were dear to them during
life on earth and also those who
ask for their prayers. In this con-
nection it is worth noting that we
niay in our private devotions
pray to children who died after
baptism before reaching the use
of reason, because such children
are surely among the blessed in
heaven.
Of course, of all the saints in
heaven, the one who gives most
help to us on earth is the Mother
of God, the Blessed Virgin Mary;
loving her Divine Son so much,
she loves every soul for whom
He died and prays constantly for
them before the throne of her be-
loved Son.
Besides these heavenly well-
wishers and benefactors, we have
an untold number of unseen
ft lends here on earth. For count-
less devout members of the
Church Militant, the Church here
on earth, pray for us daily, even
though we have never met them.
Moreover, it is very probable
that the souls in Purgatory can
also intercede for us; hence we
may, in our private devotions,
ask for their prayers.
Simple and incomplete though
these reflections are, they should
suffice to convince that no Cath-
olic who has a lively faith in the
"communion of saints” can ever
feel really friendless. A deeper
meditation on that article of faith
would go far toward dispelling
the sense of loneliness which
seems to afflict not a few con-
verts, and perhapa even "cradle
Catholics.*'
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In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Netcark
Rev. William P. Smith. Feb.
22. m 7
Rev. Edward F. Schulte. Feb.
13, 1931
Rev. John Stemann, Feb. 24,
1977
Rev. Leonard Federici, Feb. 25,
1911
Rev. John P. Cpllaghan. Feb.
25. 1914
Rev. William F. Wahl. Feb. 26,
1925
Rt. Rev, Msgr. James F.
Mooney, Feb. 27, 1939
Rev. John Racanielio, Feb. 27.
1929
Rev. Theodore Peters, Feb. 29,
1929
Rev. John J. Bulacher, Feb.
29, 1994
THE QUESTION BOX
Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, Immaculate Conception s«m-
-inary, Darlington, Ramsey, P. 0., it
editor of The Question Bon.
Questions may be submitted, to him for answer in this column.
Q. Would you repeat the
name of the religious commu-
nity recently established in the
United Statea Into which wom-
en are admitted despite physi-
cal handicaps.
A. The community is the Con-
gregation of Jesus Crucified. In-
quiries may be sent to Reverend
Mother Prioress, Regina Mundi
Priory, Waterloo and Fairfield
Roads, Devon, Pa.
Q. How can we observe that
part of the Legion of Decency
- pledge that directs us to avoid
patronage of places that sell or
keep in stock immoral, inde-
cent, or suggestive publica-
tions?
A. I would suggest as at least
a start that you make it a' point
to patronize those stores and the
like that observe the spirit of the
Legion of Decency in their mer-
chandise.
Where there is a choice be-
tween stores, give your business
and money to those that protect
decency. Business people who are
interested only in profit may
keep objectionable material for
the profit it gives them; these
will only understand the lan-
guage of diminishing profits. If
indecency costs them money they
will not stock it.
In case you make this kind of
choice it would be good to let the
storekeeper know that you pa-
tronize him because you like the
way—the decent way—he does
business. It would not hurt to let
the others know that they will
not get your trade unless they do
business the decent way.
It is true that in some places
the only convenient stores may
not be careful about the publica-
tions they stock. Here there is
room for a personal protest by
you. Object to these things and
your protest will be weighed. If
several protest the sign of the
diminishing dollar may make its
impression. However, if there is
no other store except dhe very
inconveniently situated, and if the
present store is not brazen in its
fostering of indecent publications,
I think there is room within your
pledge for patronage under pro-
test. When something more can
be done, let it be done.
Certainly if your parish con-
ducts a decency campaign, you
should add tne weight of your
protest and of your refusal of
patronage to its efforts. In unity
there is strength—moral strength
—that the individual does not
carry.
Q. Is -it true that one can
be excommunicated for violat-
ing the laws of the Church?
Does this apply to missing
Mass and to eating meat on
Friday?
A. No excommunication is in-
curred for the violation of the
laws of the Church unless the
laws of the Church make provi-
sion for such a special penalty.
This is done for certain crimes
that are more serious and more
dangerous to the salvation of the
person or to the welfare of the
Church.
There is no excommunication
that is incurred for missing Mass
or for eating meat on Friday.
Q. What is the chaplet of
mercy?
A. In a previous issue we
asked for information about this
pious practice. Our request
brought a prompt and numerous
reply. Once again we have found
that our readers are very oblig-
ing and willing to help. The
Chaplet of Mercy is a pious prac-
tice that is based upon an ap-
proved revelation made to Sister
Faustina of the Congregation of
the Sisters of the Mercy of the
Mother of God. She died in 1938
at the age of 33 after serving
as a religious in several commu-
nities in Poland.
A booklet on these revelations
and explaining the practice of the
Chaplet of Mercy may be ob-
tained from the Marian Fathers,
Eden Hill, Stockbridge, Mass. The
literature has received the im-
primatur of several American
Bishops.
The Chaplet of Mercy is recited
on the regular Rosary beads.
First there is -said the Our
Father, Hail Mary and Creed.
Then on the large beads a fol-
lowing prayer is said: “Eternal
Father, I offer Thee the Body
and Blood, Soul and Divinity of
Thy Most Beloved Son and Our
Lord Jesus Christ in atonement
for our sins and the sins of the
whole world.” On the small beads
the following prayer is said:
“Through the sorrowful passion
of Jesus show mercy unto us and
to all the world.”
In conclusion there is said this
prayer: “Holy God, Holy Omnipo-
tent, Holy Immortal, have mercy
on us.”
Q. What stand does the
Church take on the matter of
parent-teacher associations in
parochial schools?
A. No official regulation has
been promulgated in this matter*
Such associations are left to the
discretion of the parishes in-
volved. Many parishes do have
an organization of parents that
does much of the work of parent-
teacher associations although that
name is often not used. Many
prefer to call their group a par-
ents association or they use the
name of a saint.
It might be pointed out that
within the framework of the Na-
tional Council of Catholic Women
there exists a Home and School
Association Committee. A local
committee of that organization
would serve as a parent-teacher
association.
The purpose of the NCCW
National Committee on Home
and School Associations is set
forth in its literature:
“Since both the home and the
school are interested in the spir-
itual, physical and mental and
moral welfare of the child, co-
operation between these two
agencies the home and the
school—will develop a better un-
derstanding on the part of each
of the problems of the other
which will result in a better prep-
aration of the child for life. To
help achieve this the Committea
on Home and School Associations
was founded. It is chiefly for
inspiration, encouragement and
help in organizing and program-
mihg for groups of Catholic par-
ents.”
Q. Is it permissible to receive
Communion at funeral Masses?
A. It is permissible, but in
many churches it does not seem
to be customary. In some par-
ishes it is true one does see Holy
Communion received during the
funeral Mass. Just why this is
not done in other churches de-
pends upon a variety of reasons.
In our day, when the laws of
the Eucharistic fast have been
so modified, it might be good for
a parish to reconsider this mat-
ter. It would seem that many in
the parish might be able to re-
ceive Holy Communion at a lata
funeral Mass who might not ba
able to get to an early Mass.
If in your own parish it has
not been the custom for people
to receive Holy Communion at a
funeral Mass, we earnestly sug-
gest that you do not start tha
custom without speaking to your
pastor beforehand.
Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark
Feb. 11, ms
First Sunday of Lon*
St. Columba's, South St.. Newark
Our Lady of Grace, Delano PI. and
6th St., Fairview
St. John's, 94 Ridge St., Orange
St. Joseph’s. 187 E. «th Ave.. Roselle
Mar. 1, mi
Second Sunday of Lent
Our Lady of the Rosary. 179 Emmett
St.. Newark
Sacred Heart. 76 Broad St.. Bloomfield
Alexian Brothers’ Hospital. 688 E.
Jersey St„ Elisabeth
Holy Name, 118 Passaic St..' Garfield
St. Ann’s (Polish). 291 St. Paul’s Ave.
Jersey City
St. Augustine’s. 3900 New Yortt Ave..
Union City
Diocese of Paterson
Fab. 11, mi
First Sunday of Lent
St.- Mary. Blackwell St., Dover
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary. 91 Maple Ave., Morristown
Mar. 1, ms
.
Second Sunday ef Lent
St. Joseph’s. 7 Parker Ave., Pasaale
PARISH
The assistant had just shoveled his car clear - when
the snow plow buried it again.
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Recommended Reading
Secular Publications
And Labor Reporting
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department, NCWC
Last week we put in a “plug”
for several Catholic periodicals
which are doing a good job in
covering news of social reform
and Catholic social action. Now
we’d like to mention some secu-
lar publications
which are help-
ful in keeping
abreast of de-
velopments in
the labor and
labor • manage-
ment relationi
field.
Of all the
daily newspap-
ers, we believe
The New York Times and the
Wall Street Journal do the best
job. Their labor reporters are
competent and well informed
(A. H. Raskin of the Times, who
was so unfairly criticized several
weeks ago by labor leader Mich-
ael Quill, is probably the best in
the business.) Moreover, they
are given enough leeway to cover
a story adequately and report it
in its complete context.
IN THE MAGAZINE field,
Business Week and Fortune pro-
vide extensive and competent
coverage of labor-management
news. Their labor reporters
have been working the labor
beat for many years. Their inter
pretation of the news is occasion
ally open to question, but we be-
lieve their reporting is admirably
objective, particularly in view of
the fact that they are writing for
a clientele which is made up al-
most exclusively of employers
and management representatives.
Fortune is almost brutally hon-
est at times in its criticism not
only of unfaithful labor leaders
but of anti-labor employers as
well. The current issue, for ex-
ample, is severely critical of
Nathan. Shefferman (of McClel-
lan Committee notoriety) and
some of his sponsors in American
industry (notably Sears, Roebuck
and Cos.) for their devious and
rather sleazy union-busting ac-
tivities. This is honest and cou-
rageous journalism.
One of the best of the week-
ly newsletters is John Herling’s
Labor Letter (1003 K St., N. W„
Washington, D. C.). Herling,
who also writes a column for a
number of daily newspapers, is
a perceptive student of the la-
bor movement.
The best of the official trade
union newspapers is the AFL-CIO
News. Such newspapers are
“house organs” by definition, and
are not expected to be nonparti-
san in their interpretationor even
in their coverage of the news.
However, the AFL-CIO News is,
to some extent, an exception to
this rule. It has reported the Me
Ccllan hearings not only
“straight” but very extensively
and has made noattempt to cover
up labor’s sins.
THERE ARE TWO other
periodicals which are required
reading for serious students of
the labor movement: (1) The
Monthly Labor Review, published
by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics of the U. S. Department of
Labor, and (2) Industrial and
Labor Relations Review, a quar-
terly published by the New York
State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations at Cornell Uni-
versity.
In recommending these period-
icals we do not mean to imply
that we always agree with their
interpretation or reporting of the
news. However, we have found
them to be reliable sources of in-
formation in a field in which too
many people are wont to take
sides on the basis of personal
opinion or personal prejudice
rather than on the basis of ob-
jective and verifiable facts.
What If You Have
Concealed a Sin?
These questions and answers are taken from Lesson 31 of
"This We Believe : By This We Live,"'the revised edition of the
Baltimore Catechism No. 3, reprinted by permission of the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine.
What are we to do if without
our fault we forget to confess
a mortal sin?
If without our fault we for-
get to confess a mortal sin, we
may receive Holy Communion,
because we have made a good
confession and the sin is for-
given; but we must tell the sin
in confession if it again comes
to our mind.
(a) There are times when a
person can receive the sacra-
ment of Penance without telling
the nature and number of all
his sins. A dying person, for
example, or a large number of
soldiers going into battle may
not have time for a detailed
confession. Before receiving ab-
solution they must admit that
they have sinned, that they are
sorry, and that they want to
be absolved. Those who have
confessed in this general way
must, in their next confession,
tell all their sins according to
their nature, number, and cir-
cumstances that change their
nature.
What happens if we knowing-
ly conceal a mortal sin in con-
fession?
If we knowingly conceal a
mortal sin in confession, the
sins we confess are not forgiv-
en; moreover, we commit a
mortal sin of sacrilege.
(a) Deliberately to conceal a
mortal sin in confession is a
sacrilege, because it is a griev-
ous abuse of the sacrament of
Penance, a sacred institution
of Christ.
What must a person do who
has knowingly concealed a mor-
tal sin in confession?
A person who has knowingly
concealed a mortal sin in con-
fession must confess that he
has made a bad confession, tell
the sin he has concealed, men-
tion the sacraments he has re-
ceived since that time, and con-
fess all the other mortal sins
he has committed since his last
good confession.
Why should a sense of shame
and fear of telling our sins to
the priest never lead us to con-
ceal a mortal sin in confession?
A sense of shame and fear of
telling our sins to the priest
should never lead us to con-
ceal a mortal sin in confession
because this is a grave sacri-
lege, and also because the
priest, who represents Christ
Himself, is bound by the seal
of the sacrament of Penance
never to reveal anything that
has been confessed to him.
(a) The priest may not speak
about anything he has heard in
confession even to the penitent
who told it to him, unless the
penitent himself willingly per-
mits it.
(b) If any person overhears
something that is told in con-
fession by another, he may not
speak of it to anyone.
(c) A person ordinarily
should, not mention to others
what he has told in confession.
Scripture
“Be not ashamed to confess
thy sins” (Ecclesiasticus 4:31).
“He who hears you, hears
me; and he who rejects you,
rejects me; and he who rejects
me, rejects him who sent me”
(Luke 10:16).
WHAT’S YOUR product? An
advertisement in The Advocate
can help you sell it.
God Love You
Vocations
Being Lost
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Souls are lost not just because
of the evil they have done, but
also because of the good they
have left undone. Our Lord im-
plied this in His parable of the
empty house, that was not filled
| with a virtue
I when evil was
driven out.
St. Paul also
asks us: “How
shall we escape
if we neglect?”
I In his last en-
cyclical on the
missions, the
Holy Fathcr
asks if we who
have the faith are conscious of
our responsibility to bring the
faith to the pagan world?
Two mission areas come to our
mind—Africa and Vietnam. Many
Bishops from Central Africa tell
us that each year they have to
Send away from 50 to 100 appli-
cants for the priesthood because
they cannot afford to educate
them.
FROM THE Vicariate of Qui-
Nhon, in Vietnam, we learn that
if there were 40 more priests
there would be 1,000,000 converts
within the next 10 years.
One entire village met a mis-
sionary as he passed through
and asked to be baptized. On
another occasion, an entire vil-
lage of 2,500 people, all of them
quite poor, pooled their re-
sources to purchase a hundred -
Papal flags as a sign of their
desire to become Christians.
An old priest, a former com-
munist prisoner, numbers his con-
verts in terms of villages, not
persons.
What happens there to some ex-
tent depends upon us. Only $l5 a
month will educate and maintain
a catechist to instruct converts; a
few hundred dollars will educate
a priest and build a chapel.
Last year the Catholics of the
United States gave 30c each to
the Holy Father for him to aid
all the missions of the word.
Many an American could sacri-
fice that much a day and never
miss it. Why not give your souls
a treat, by making an act of faith
in the Vicar of Christ by sending
him your sacrifices?
Cut out this Column, pin your
sacrifice to it and send it to
Most Rev. Fulton J. Sheen, Na-
tional Director, Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 366
Fifth Ave., New York 1, or to
your diocesan director: Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry
St., Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr.
William F. Louis, 24 De Grasse
St., Paterson.
UNNECESSARY Sunday shop-
ping is wrong on both sides of the
counter for the buyer as well
as for the seller.
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY coppttM. mi. ttcw.e. n«wtiwm
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Feb. 23 First Sun-
day in Lent. Feast of St. Peter
Damian, Bishop-Confcssor-Doctor.
He was born in 1097 at Ravenna,
and was left an orphan in charge
of an older brother, who ill-treat-
ed him. He joined the Benedic-
tine’s at Fontavellana and became
a model monk. He became the ab-
jbot and influenced several Saints
at the school. In 1057 he was
made Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia
and served several Popes in im-
portant posts. He wrote exten-
sively, his theological works, po-
etry and Latin verse being rated
among the best of the Middle
Ages. He died at Faenze in 1072
Monday, Feb. 24 St. Matthi-
as, Apostle. He lived in the first
century and is said to have been
one of the first disciples of Our
Lord. He was chosen by lot by
the other Apostles to take the
place of Judas Iscariot, who be-
trayed Our Lord.
Tuesday, Feb. 25 SS. Victor,
Nicephorus, Claudianus, Dios-
corus, Serapion and Papias, Mar-
tyrs. In the third century in Egypt
under -4he Emperor Numerian
they were tortured. Victorinus
and Victor were beheaded for
confessing the Faith. Nicephorus
was laid on a heated gridiron,
placed over the fire, then hacked
with a knife. Claudinus and Di-
oscorus were burned at the stake;
Serapion and Papias slain with
the sword.
Wednesday, Feb. 2B St. Nes-
tor, Bishop-Martyr. He was Bish-I
op of Magydos in Pamphylia
and was crucified at Perge in the
persecution under Decius, about
251.
Thursday, Feb. 27 St. Ga-
briel of the Sorrowful Virgin. He
was Francis Possenti born in 1838
in Assisi. He was educated by the
Jesuits at Spoleto and was a
careless pleasure-seeking stu
dent. After two serious illnesses
he developed a religious vocation
and joined the Passionists at Mo-
rovalle in 1856. He was noted for
selfdenial in small things. He died
of tuberculosis at Isola in Abruzzi
in 1862. He was canonized in 1920.
Friday, Feb. 28—SS. Macarius,
Kufinus, Justus and Theophilus,
Martyrs. They are said to have
been potters by trade and were
martyred for the Faith about 250
in the persecution under Decius.
Saturday, Mar. 1 St. Leo and
Companions. Martyrs. They were
a group of 13 who gave their lives
for their Faith in Africa. The date
]of their martyrdom is uncertain.
February Intentions
The Holy Father's general
intention for February is:
Strength in persecution
through Our Lady of Lourdes.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the religious sentiment
of the Chinese people will not
be destroyed by atheistic ma-
terialism.
Does Couple Adopting Child
Experience True Parenthood?
By Father John L. Thomas
After considerable waiting and negotiating, we finally
succeed in adopting our second child a year ago. I guess
my wife and I have never been quite so happy, but others
don’t secip to understand our feelings of Joy and pride.
They hint we’re cackling over somebody else’s eggs. Our
neighbor even commended us for our charity! We feel
we’re privileged to be real parents. Are we correct?
Every time I see the proud
parents of adopted children, I
think of those profound, beautiful
words of Mary when she and Jo-
seph found their lost Child in the
temple: “Thy Father and I have
sought thee sor-
rowing.”
Mary and Je-
sus called Jo-
seph father.
This was no
empty title,
merely used to
cover the mys-
tery of the Vir-
gin Birth, for
we read that
under Joseph’s care, even this
Child “advanced in wisdom, and
age, and grace with God and
men.”
ARE YOU REAL PARENTS?
Well, Bob, let’s consider carefully
what it takes to produce a ma-
ture man or woman. To start
with, of course, it requires God,
the Author of all life, Who creates
each immortal soul; and two bio-
logical parents, who furnish the
co-principles of life. Now if man
were a mere creature of instinct,
like the animal, all we would
have to add to achieve maturity
would be the factors of time,
nourishment, and, in some spe-
cies, a degree of early protec-
tion.
But man is not a mere crea-
ture of instinct. His noblest qual-
ities: supernatural life and the
habit of virtuous living, the or-
derly development of his intel-
lect and will, the learning of self-
control, the possession of skills,
I ideals, and so on, are all ac-
quired after birth.
The infant enters life unre-
generated and humanly unde-
veloped, an amazing bundle of
potentialities requiring the
grace of God and the loving
care of others to reach matur-
ity.
Hence his biological parents
contribute only his undeveloped
nature with its hidden powers.
These basic capacities of his be-
ing do define, of course, the pos-
sibilities or limits of his later
physical, emotional, and mental
[development.
Nevertheless, although the hu-
man species, taken as a whole,
includes individuals with widely
varied capacities, the majority of
men and women in any given na-
tion are born with roughly the|
same potentialities. They differ]
at maturity primarily in the de-[
gree to which they have devel-
oped what they started out with
at birth.
THAT IS WHY, as Pius XU
recently emphasized, the most
important aspect of the primary
purpose of marriage is education,
not procreation. This constitutes
the real significance of human
parenthood, the truly personal j
contribution fathers and mothers;
furnish to the making of a ma-
ture man.
In transmitting the co-princi-
ples of life, they are only, in a
sense, acting as middlemen for
the human species, since the
qualities of the genes they con-
tribute are not primarily the re-
sult of their efforts, but come to
them from their ancestors.'
Yes, Bob, you and your wife
share the most important as-
pect of the privilege of parent
hood. Just as the mother's
womb forms the essential, nour-
ishing environment in which
the tiny life-cell can unfold, its
marvelous hidden potencies
and develop to the stage of in-
dependent viability, so your
family circle, characterized by
loving care, affection, guid-
ance, training, good ezamplo
and grace, forms the zocial and
spiritual womb requisite for tbo
normal development. of chil-
dren to the stage of independ-
ent maturity.
A few weeks ago I was intro-
duced to a mother and her lovely
young daughter. When I men-
tioned how much they resembled
each other, she smiled happily
and then told me that the daugh-
ter was adopted. But the resem-
blance was there not by chance.
Mother and daughter appeared
so much alike because example,
imitation, and mutual love had
been long at work.
Bob, when your children reach
maturity, the imprint of you and
your wife will be found on every
facet of their character. Their
life-goals, ideals, and capacities
for love and affection will neces-
sarily bear your stamp. If this
doesn't constitute human parent-
hood, then what does the term
i mean?
Atheistic 'Baptism'
VATICAN CITY (NO—Radio
Vatican has reported that com-
munists in East Germany have do-
vised a form of atheistic baptism
as a means of absorbing the peo-
ple in “a false mystical material-
ism.”
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RICHLY ENHANCE THE CELEBRATION OF
EASTER WITH A NEW
WuRLIIZER ORGAN
The GREATEST NAME in ELECTRONIC ORGANS
At no other season does music contribute so much
as it does at EASTERTIME, and perhaps, your
church like many others is planning to have an
organ installed for Easter.
WURLITZER Organs are installed in thousands of
churches in the United States and throughout the
world every year where only the finest is acceptable
and where quality and tradition in music find no
compromise.
There is a WURLITZER Organ to meet every re-
quirement of the Divine Service from the smallest
chapel to the most pretentious church.
Telephone or writ* for descriptive literature
STORE HOURS:
Daily 10:00 A. M. to 7:00 P. M.
Saturday 9:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M.
MOOII
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MODEL
W 4800 DP
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The RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY
120 West Forty-second Street, New York 34, N. Y.
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NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, ZONE NUMISR A STATE
120 WIST 42nd ST. NIW YORK 36, N. Y. Wisconsin 7-9140
Do Something Additional
By Promoting Vocations
Christ would love to have you
do something for Him, and that
Is to give Him yourself. That is
His whole desire—the reason why
He has made Himself known to
you. But, even though you try to
give Him yourself whole and en-
tire, do you not feel that there is
something more to be done?
By giving yourselfto'Christ you
are really saving that you, too,
want every soul to become
Christ’s. We become, as it were,
heirs of the whole world and all
the good things in it because we
are identified with Christ. “All
things are yours, whether the
world, or life or death; of things
present or things to come all
are yours. And you are Christ’s.”
(1 Cor. 3,22).
But, remember, Christ gave us
His priests in order that it might
be easier for all to come to Him.
The hope of the world, by Christ’s
own command, are His priests.
So if you wish to do something
pleasing to Him, outside of trying
to love Him with all your heart
and soul, help young men to be-
come priests.
You can do this by your
prayers and sacrifices. The Soci-
ety for the Propagation of the
Faith will gladly accept your
Lenten offerings for this work, so
pleasing to Christ.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.TJ), PhJ>.. n n
*1 Mulberry St.. Newark 2. N. J.
Phone: MArket 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 ajn. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ>.
24 De Grasse St. Paterson 1, N. I.
Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 pjn.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Lay Missionary
Gets Mud Bath
In Panama and the tropics
there are two seasons the wet
and the dry. Right now down in
Concepcion, Panama, the tropical
rainy season is in progress, and
Rev. William Grassy Vincentian
missionary from Brooklyn, tells
a story of the hard trails made
even harder at the coming of the
rains.
“Georgina Bloch,” he writes,
“is one of our lay catechists, and
a recent trailways trip was a
hard one. In fact she was fortu-
nate. to get back in one piece.
Like the priest, she rides a horse
to the mission stations, going out
a week in advance of the mis-
sionary and teaching the children
catechism and preparing them
for confession and Communion.
“The trail was muddy, in
fact the mud reached the
horse’s belly. At a point on a
steep hill he slipped, sitting
back on his haunches. All the
way down the hill the horse
slid through the mud in a sit-
ting position, and on reaching
the bottom he could not get up
on all four feet.
"Georgina was faced with two
choices; to sit there indefinitely
on the horse or to jump off in
the black, sticky mud. She
jumped.
“By the time Georgina got the
horse to his feet and got on his
back again, we are sure even her
good mother back in Los Angeles
would not have recognized her.
Georgina is a former public
school teacher in Los Angeles.
She became a lay missionary
some years ago when she decided
to give herself more fully to God.
She accomplished this with the
help of some friends plus her
savings.
“Providing for her own support
here in Panama, Georgiana plays
a handsome part in leading little
children to God. Certainly she
never expected a mud bath in
her missionary work, but she
goes on bravely as a lay apostle,
despite her many hardships.”
Obituary
9 h » holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be tooted from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayera of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
parted this life:
Magdalen Karalevicius
Bishop Stanton
At St. Joseph’s
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith on Feb. 23 at St. Jo-
seph’s Church, Lodi, Rev. Ga-
briel M. Lucarelli, C.R.M., pas-
tor.
Bishop Stanton expresses his
appreciation to Father Lucarel-
li, and to the other pastors of
the Archdiocese, for their co-
operation in making these ap-
peals possible.
Salesians in India
Praised by Hindu
At the inauguration of Mercy
Home, a' four-ward hospital for
incurable cases in Madras, India,
the Salesian Fathers received a
warm testimonial from a Hindu,
a high government official on the
work of the Church in that land.
They write that “it was a most
comforting experience in these
upsetting days, to have Mr. Ka-
maraj, First Minister of the State
of Madras, assert: ‘I am shocked
by the great amount of social as-
sistance you Catholics give.' Fur-
ther along in his talk he also
said: ‘The fact is that what so
many political parties talk about
with so many words, you Catho-
lics put into effect.’ ”
Mercy Home (Prudhomme
Viduthl, In Tamil language) is
a diocesan Institution intended
to care for 400 patients. It is
one of the many Catholic insti-
tutions for social assistance op-
erated by the Archdiocese of
Madras, where Archbishop Lou-
is Mathias, 5.D.8., is the Or-
dinary. ,
Archbishop Mathias was a visi-
tor some years ago to the New-
ark offices of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, and he
is very grateful for the help he
received then and since that time
from the American friends he
made on that occasion.
CATHOLIC PRESS MONTH: An exhibit of Catholic
publications featured the recent meeting of the Holy
Name Society of St. Joseph of the Palisades, WestNew
York. Rev. Paul J. Nolan, spiritual director, and John
C. Cendo look over the latest issue of The Advocate.
At right, Martin Doyle, president, checks over new ad-
ditions to the parish book rack. Public Works Com-
missioner Cendo was guest speaker at the Holy Name
meeting.
At Blackfriars’
Present Drama of
Worker Priests.
By Anne Mae Buckley
NEW YORK In a shabby room a priest regards his
consecrated hands and sighs, “Good grief. What dirt!” Thus
the scene is set for “The King’s Standards,” new drama of
the French worker priests being presented by the Black-
friars’ Guild.
The play is a study of the in-
terior struggle of two priests, di-
rected by their order to abandon
their mission among the workers
of France.
Based on fact, it gives glimpses
of the kind of life lived by priests
who volunteered their participa-
tion in the worker-priest move-
ment directed to combat the
strong influence of communism
among the laboring classes of
France.
Living alone in cheap one-
room flats, working full-time in
factories, foundries, and on the
docks and barges, these priests
showed the working people they
were willing to share their bur-
den. Through this bond, the
worker priests sought to win peo-
ple to the principles of basic
Christianity and eventually guide
them back to the practice of their
Faith.
The real of some of these
priests, however, caused concern
among Church authorities. Al-
though the noble motives of the
worker priests’ apostolate were
generally recognized, some of
their activities were regarded as
inappropriate.
In 1954 the movement was dis-
solved by order of the Holy See.
WITH GREAT sensitivity the
Blackfriars’ play portrays the re-
luctance of two worker priests to
abandon the people who were, by
now, depending upon them for
help. Yet the fact that Phillipon
was being bribed from commu-
nism by Father Gramail’s cham-
pionship of the workers, or that
Martine might cease her works
of charity If the priest withdrew
his assistance, do not seem quite
important enough to make him
contemplate an act of disobedi-
ence. One is tempted to feel that
God could be depended upon to
care for these people, and that
He could do it without the help
of a certain priest.
Still, human feelings are pow-
erful and the compassion and
love of the worker-priest toward
his flock can be understood and
appreciated. The viewer’s heart
goes out to Fathers Gremail and
De Restores.
"THE KING’S STANDARDS"
was written by Costa Du Reis and
translated from the French by
Helen A. GrauberL The Black-
friars’ production is directed by
Fred J. Scollay.
In the role of Rev. Jean-Pierre
Gremail is Paul Eaton. Emmett
Bain portrays the exuberant and
rebellious Rev. Luc De Restores.
the two young priests the order
that they must retire from their
“apostolate to the masses," is
played by Raphael Roget.
In supporting roles are Hazel
Wolffs as the meddlesome and
amusing landlady, Richard X.
Slattery as the anti-clerical Phil-
lipon, and Pegeen Rose as the
tender-hearted Martine.
Settings and lighting are by
Floyd Allan; costumes by Bill
Griffin.
Performances will continue eve-
nings at 8:15 p.m. except Wednes-
days through Apr. 1. Saturday
matinees will be given through
Marr 29. Special rates are avail-
able for groups of 25 or more.
Holy Name
St. John Nepomucene, Gutten-
her* The annual Communion
breakfast will be held Mar. 9 In
the school hall after 7:30 a.m.
Mass. Speakers will be Rev.
Cormac Kinkead, C.P., St. Mich-
ael’s Monastery, and Frank Mc-
Inerney, Jersey City assistant
corporation counsel. John J. Car-
ney la chairman, Neil Kngelbach
will be toastmaster.
St Peter the Apostle, River
Edge A Day of Recollection
will be conducted for the mem-
bers from 8 am. to 1 pm, Mar.
1. The conferences will be given
by Rev. Paul Lehman, St. John
the Evangelist. Bergenfield.
St Antoninus, Newark Offi-
cers installed recently are Frank
Addonizio. president, John Miller,
John McDermott, Joseph Smith,
Nat Failla, Dominic Querera and*
Edward Hoff.
Our Lady Help of Christians,
East Orange—William J. Buck
Uy, vico president, spoke on
"The Catholic Proas'' at the re-
cent meeting Plans wore made
for the annual Communion break-
fast to be held in the school hall,
‘His Mother’s Promise’ to Aid
Little Sisters of the Poor
PATERSON “His Mother’s Promise,” sacred drama,
will be presented this year for its 11th consecutive season
by the St. Boniface Players here.
The drama will be offered four times, from Mar. 28
to Apr. 1, at 8 p.m., in Eastside High School. It is directed
by Aristide d’Angelo, a member
of the faculty of the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts of
New York City. This year’s
presentations are. for the bene-
fit of the Home for the Aged of
the Little Sisters of the Poor.
Each of the four offerings will
also have a special feature. Mar.
28 will be known as St. Mary’s
Night and the 9t. Mary’s Glee
Club will sing before the show
and during the intermission.
GLEE CLUBS will also per-
form at each of the other three
shows. Mar. 29 will be known as
Pope Pius Night and the enter-
tainment will feature the Pope
Pius XII Glee Club.
Entertaining Mar. 31 will be
the Benedictine Glee Club, and
this date has beeh set aside as
Benedictine Academy Night.
On the final evening, Apr. 1,
designated St. Joseph’s Night, the
musical offerings will be given
by, the St. Joseph’s Choral Group.
In addition to the four major
evening presentations there will
be two performances for chil-
dren, on Mar. 29, the first at
10:30 a.m. for local students, and
the second at 2:30 p.m., for those
from surrounding communities.
HONORARY CHAIRMEN of
the show are Bishop McNulty and
Rev. Francis A. English, St.
Boniface pastor. Father English
said that arrangements for groups
could be made by contacting the
St. Boniface rectory, 44 Jackson
St
Among the principal players
are Elzie Thomas as Mary; Ray.
mond Schweigardt as Joseph;
Helen Krieger as Bernice; Donald
Lesko as Barabbas; Bernadette
O’Byrne as Anna; Mary Schwei-
gardt as Judith; George Rogusa
as'Judas; Michael Harracka as Si-
mon; Angela T. Fiore as Zillah
and William Buckley as Caiphas.
Give Religious
Instruction to
Retarded
MONTCLAIR An organiza-
tion designed to facilitate the re-
ligious instruction of retarded
children was formed here recent-
ly and is known as the Montclair
Center for Retarded Children.
The moderator is Rev. Matthew
M. Pesaniello of Holy Family,
Nutley.
The children meet each Satur-
day morning at 10 a.m. at the
Madonna Hall of Immaculate
Conception Church. N. Fullerton
St., to receive instruction in the
catechism.
The organization’s next meet-
ing, to which the parents of these
children are invited, will be held
Feb. 25 at 8 p.m.
St. Paul’s Plans
Family Book Fair
JERSEY CITY-A Catholic
family book fair will be held in
St. Paul’s parish, Greenville, un-
der sponsorship of the Sodality of
Our Lady.
The fair will be set up in the
school hall and will be open from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Feb. 13. More
than 1,000 Catholic books, includ-
ing those most recently pub-
lished, will be displayed and on
sale. The titles to be displayed
have been selected to appeal to
all age levels.
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'New Newark Branch of the Legion of Mary
MappingPlans to Continue Recent Growth
By Joe Thomas
NEWARK A newly (Or-
ganized Legion of Mary unit
in a suburban parish was be-
ing given its first assign-
ment by the pastor through
the spiritual director. “Visit the
parents of children in kindergart-
en,” members were told.
They made their report at a
later meeting. Fifty per cent of
the parents, they had found, were
not attending Mass and receiving
the Sacraments regularly.
The spiritual director and pas-
tor made an instant decision.
Broaden the base of your visits
the Legionaires were told. “Visit
the parents of all school chil-
dren.”
A year later, at their annual
meeting, members could report:
one person brought to the recep-
tion of First Holy Communion, 18
returned to regular Mass attend-
ance, nine returned to the Sac-
raments, two marriages validated.
RESULTS such as that arc
common with the Legion of Mary,
a branch of which is currently in
the process of organization in the
Newark Archdiocese. Patterned
after the old Roman Legion, with
every member expected to be a
soldier in the strictest sense of the
word, the Legion has had fantas-
tic growth since it was first or-
ganized in Dublin in 1921.
Ten years later it came to
the United States. A curia—as
diocesan branches are known
—was organized in Paterson in
1954. And it is from the Pater-
son unit that the new Newark
branch stems.
The history of the Legion of
Mary in the Newark Archdiocese
also dates back to 1954 when
praesidia (the praesidium is the
basic unit, usually attached to a
parish and corresponding to a de-
tachment of soldiers on special
duty in the Roman Legion) were
organized at Blessed Sacrament,
Newark, and St. Lawrence, Wee-
hawken, and became affiliated
with the Paterson Curia.
At the close of 1956, there were
14 senior and four juniorpraesid-
ia in the Newark Archdiocese;
five parishes had two groups op-
erating. In 1957 Archbishop Bo-
land approved formation of an
independent curia in Newark, and
named Rev. Patrick D. McGrath
of Blessed Sacrament spiritual di-
rector.
THE FIRST organizational
meeting was held at Blessed Sac-
rament on Oct. 27. Assisting the
Newark group were officers of
the Paterson Curia under the di-
rection of Rev. Thomas H. Mur-
phy of Stirling, and officials of
the New York Regional Senatus.
The senatus is the next highest
group in the chain of command
leading to the concilium, the Dub-
lin headquarters.
Elected president of the New-
ark Curia was Mildred Clark,
small but energetic insurance
broker who has been a dedi-
cated Legionaire for almost
three years and former presi-
dent of Mary Gate of Heaven
Praesidium at St. John’s, Or-
ange.
Another indication of growth is
contained in the membership fig-
ures. There were 115 active mem-
bers in 1955, 185 a year later and
234 in 1957, at the end of which
there were 23 senior and four
junior groups affiliated with the
new Newark Curia.
As Paterson was the training
ground for the Newark groups,
Newark is for Trenton. Three of
[the affiliated groups are attached
to parishes in the Trenton Dio-
cese.
FINAL FIGURES for 1957 are
not available, but the Paterson
Curia’s annual report for 1956
shows that the 18 groups from
Newark brought 31 children to
delayed Baptism, brought 31 oth-
ers to a delayed First Commu-
nion, were instrumental in having
15 persons Confirmed and in j
bringing 114 back to regular Mass
attendance.
Another 107 returned to the '
sacraments, 11 couples were
helped in having their mar-
riages validated, 31 converts
were made and 87 public school
children were brought into Con-
fraternity programs.
While the results are astound-
ing, Miss Clark hesitates to dis-
cuss them. “For one thing,” she
points out, “Legion work is car-
ried on in secrecy. Individual cas-
es are not to be discussed on the
outside.”
“For another,” she says, “it is
not the spectacular we are aim-
ing for. We believe that we are
but instruments of Mary. Our
work is dedicated to her. We are
trained not to anticipate results;
j it could lead to competition
among members, or if the re-
sults were not what was expected
discouragement could set in.
“We feel, that if in one year,
we made 300 visits, and we did
no more than prevent one mortal
sin, then our work would be con-
sidered successful.” Besides, re-
sults are not always apparent.
The seed planted today may not
bear fruit for many years, she
explained.
WIIAT, THEN, is the aim of
the Legion? “The first aim,”
Miss Clark says, “is self-sancti-
fication. The second is the sanc-
tification of others through apos-
tolic endeavor.”
One can hardly avoid self-
sanctification If the Legion pro-
gram is followed. It calls for
certain specific dally prayers,
attendance at the weekly meet-
ing, and two hours of apostolic
work per week on a specific
assignment given at the meet-
ing.
Even more is required of prae-
torian members in the way of
religious work, but this higher
form of membership is on a vol
untary basis.
In addition, there are auxiliary
members and adjutorian mem-
bers. The auxiliary members are
those who cannot undertake ac-
tive participation, because of ill-
ness or other reasons, but they
agree to back the Legion by
prayer. Adjutorian members are
those in religious life, baired
from active membership because
the Legion of Mary, while it sub-
mits to ecclesiastical authority in
all matters, is strictly a lay or-
ganization. , '
Priest spiritual directors do no
more than lead the prayers, des-
ignate the apostolic work to be
performed, and give an “allocu-
tio” on some point in the Legion
of Mary handbook at the weekly
meeting.
The meetings themselves con-
sist of the Rosary, a spiritual read-
ing, the minutes, reading of the
standing instructions, roll call,
treasurer’s report, reports by
each Legion team on the work
assigned the preceding week, the
director’s talk, assignment of
work for the week, secret bag
collection, and concluding pray-
ers. They are designed not to ex-
ceed 90 minutes.
THE SANCTIFICATIONof oth-
ers, of course, is carried out
through visitations, the heart of
Legion work. All visits are made
by a two-member team rather
than individually. Through these
visits, Miss Clark says, “it is pos-
sible, over a period of many,
many years, to raise the spiritual
level of a parish to tremendous
heights.’’
She points out that the Le-
gion can exist anywhere.
Groups have been organized in
penal institutions, sanitoriums,
leper settlements, colleges and
even on a submarine. Testify-
ing to the effectiveness of the
j Legion of Mary is the insane
manner in which it has been
persecuted in China.
I Officers of the Newark Curia
| hope to extend Legion of Mary
[ work throughout the Archdiocese.
For that reason they are plan-
| ning an extension committee
which will visit priests and pas-
tors to interest them in organiz-
ing groups.
LEGION WORK is varied. Miss
Clark points out thkt it is not
confined to “problem” Catholics
or non-Catholics. “We try to visit
all the families in a parish,” she
says. “There’s always something
you can do to help raise the spir-
ituality of even a good Catholic.
And if a problem does come up
you are aware of it.”
Legionaires are also engaged
in parish census work, they visit
hospitals, conduct catechism
classes, aid in the instruction of
converts, distribute Catholic lit-
erature, promote membership in
Church societies, conduct clubs
for boys and girls—in short, do
anything asked of them by their
director or pastor.
"Nothing we ever do is wast-
ed, although nothing may be
apparent on the surface,” says
Miss Clark. “But it is the re-
visit the continued contact
which is important.”
Right now the Newark Curia,
besides organizing its extension
work, is preparing for its first
annual acies at Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral on Mar. 23 at 3 p.m. Pur-
pose is to renew the pledge of
loyalty to Mary. It corresponds
to the periodic assembly-pledge
of the Roman Legion to its lead-
ers.
Taking part in the Acies,
which is an annual must for ev-
ery curia, will be Archbishop Bo-
land.
COUNTING NOSES: Legionaires from Our Lady of Sorrows, South Orange, had a
real counting job on their hands when they stopped at the home of Mr. and Mrs.Robert M. Purcell while taking the parish census. The Purcells have seven chil-
dren. Legionaires and members of the Purcell clan are, from the left: Billy, Mary
Ann, Mr. Purcell and Regina, Mrs. Purcell and Angela, Theresa, Dr. Henry Johns-
town, Rosemarie, Xavier Prunera and Bobby.
Wanted to Be Farmer
Molly Changed Her Mind
By Anne Mae Buckley
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE,
Mass. From All-American
Girl to missionary Sister is one
short and joyous step—at least
it was for Molly Abel of Ora-
dell, N. J., who’s now Sister
Mary Francesco.
PERT, PRETTY Molly was a
real star at Dwight Morrow
High, Englewood, where she
played basketball, softball, soc-
cer, volley ball, and captained
the hockey team in the state-
wide games at Trenton in 1950.
After high school graduation
in 1953, Molly told her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Donald Abel,
that she’d like to study to be
a farmer. Mr. and Mrs. Abel
knew Molly had wanted to be a
farmer since she was so high.
They had long since stopped
being amazed that their daugh-
ter, dainty and feminine as she
was, should have such leanings.
They said she might study any-
thing she liked, as long as she
went to college.
At Pennsylvania School of
Horticulture for Women, Molly
rode horses, tended cows, and
pigs, pulled up fence posts,
plowed and pruned, and direct-
ed her classmates in a project
of raising eight-to-10-week-old
chickens in baskets.
SUMMERS she spent at
Beach Haven where she liked
to help out in the rectory of
St. Thomas, a Franciscan par-
ish.
Rev. Brian Boyle, O.F.M,
who's now at St. Joseph's, East
Rutherford, remembers Molly
—a berry-brown five-foot-(wo
mite, who’d help the cook in
the kitchen, but preferred
tasks such as cleaning out the
cellar and ripping up a side-
walk.
"You should see her throw a
sledge hammer,” Father Brian
muses. "And not for any 15
minutes at a time, either. She’d
work all day, if you let her.
"Yet, she wasn’t a tom boy;
she was very feminine in every
way,” he said.
DURING HER last year at
college, Molly was considering
a job on a farm in Indiana of-
fered to her by a former neigh-
bor. She wanted real earthy
farming, and thought of spe-
cializing in cows and pigs.
But then, “all of a sudden”
as she describes it, she found
herself writing letters to Sis-
terhoods. She didn’t know
much about that sort of thing,
but she picked at random Or-
ders she'd read about. From
the Marist Missionary Sisters,
Molly received some nice per-
sonal letters which set her
thinking deep thoughts about
her future.
The idea of being a mission-
ary Sister attracted Molly. On
the missions Sisters were
called upon to do all sorts of
things; there might even be
some opportunity for agricul-
ture.
SOON IT BECAME clear to
her that the Marist life was
the way she could best love
and serve God.
In February, 1955, Molly
made her decision. Once again
her parents said, "We want it
as long as you want it.” In Sep-
tember, 1955, Molly entered the
convent.
If Molly had wondered about
hpw difficult a transition it
would be— from outdoor girl
to nun she needn't have She
found very quickly that "con-
vent walls” let in plenty of
sunlight and good fresh air.
At the novitiate in Bedford,
Molly and the other young reli-
gious worked in the apple and
plum orchards, raised straw-
berries, took walks in the
woods. Even now, as a pro-
fesscd religious, she can play
volley ball, baseball, and ten-
nis, and study the flora of the
lush New England countryside.
MOLLY MADE her first
vows two weeks ago. Now she’s
waiting for her next assign-
ment, and hoping for the day
when she will be sent to one
of the Marist mission stations
—Fiji or Jamaica, Samoa or
Algeria.
She is under obedience now,
and must wait until she is told
for the things she wants to do.
But no one has tried to trans-
form the 22 year-old All Amer-
ican Girl into anew personality
or mold.
,
When Molly asked for the
name of St. Francis of Assisi
—a lover, like herself, of ani-
mals and plants—her superiors
granted her request. Now, when
she turns at the call: ‘‘Sister
Mary Francesco,” the whole-
some radiance, the breathless
youth, the calm capability, are
all still there.
And the simple happiness is
increased.
Molly bestows her radiant smile on her dad, G. Donald Abel of Oradell, on the day
she became Sister Mary Francesco, S.M.S.M. Mrs. Abel’s expression makes joy
unanimous.
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Charge Orthodox Church Being
Used to Destroy Catholicism
ROME (NC)—The Soviet Union
aims to destroy the Catholic reli-
gion through the schismatic Rus-
sian Orthodox Church, according
to an article in Civilta Cattolica,
published here by Italian Jesuits
“The true end of the new
course of Soviet religious policy
is the destruction of the true reli-
gion, the Catholic religion, by
means of another creed,” the
magazine stated. That creed is
“the Orthodox schismatics of
Moscow, who have collaborated!
fully with the political attitudes
of Moscow in every field.”
The publication noted that the
relationship between the Russian
church and the communists is
more and more controlled by the
state.
THE MAGAZINE cited articles
published in the Journal of the
Moscow Patriarchate written by
the Patriarch Alexis and by the
Metropolitan Nikolai, praising the
use of force in Hungary and de-
fending Soviet aspirations in the
Middle East. The Russian, maga-
zine also published an appeal to
those persons who fled Russia, to
return and not to be intimidated
by “false propaganda.”
Civilta Cattolica noted that a
significant reply to a similar
plea was given by the Metro-
politan Athanasius, president of
the episcopal synod of the Rus-
sian Orthodox schismatics in
exile, who wrote:
“Among these defenders, allies
land supporters of Soviet power,
we see, to our great sorrow, the
|supreme representatives of the
Russian hierarchy with its pres-
ent head, the Patriarch of Mos-
cow and all Russia . . . walking
slavishly before the atheistic pow-
er. They seek not ohly to justify
all these crimes, but, through
their instigation, to support at-
tacks on the rest of the free Rus-
sian people.
“The appeal sent to the patri-
archal synod for the fleeing Rus-
sians cannot help but raise senti-
ments of profound indignation be-
cause of its hypocrisy.”
New Catholic
Book Releases
Following is a listing of Cath-
olic books relented this week
and compiled by the Catholic
University of American library,
Washington, D. C.
(tag** In Prayer, by J. to. Arlnlero. A
translation and condensation at a
lane Spanish work on mystical theol-
ogy. (Herder. (3.33).
**»rt Thlnklne of God, by Eugene
Bleldron. Meditations prepared for
the Young Christian Worker* of Mil-
waukee. (Bruce. 30c paper).
Arthdi »‘*“ •* ••«»•
Fe, 1(71-1*00, by Angelico Chavez. A
calendar of an important missionary
diocese. (Academy of American Fran-
ciscan History, Washington. 07.30).
The (mergence ef Liberal Catholicism
In America, by R. D. Cross. A study
of the attempts "to improve the often
unhappy relations between Catholics
and American culture." (Harvard
University Press. (3.80). '
■v* and Mary, by P. T. Dehau. A theo-
lotrtcai study bated on St. Thomas,
scripture and other saints and schol-
ars. (Herder. (3.03).
ln ritual Direction, by C.
H
'i Poyll; Wrtu * n Primarily for
priests. (Newman. (4.75).
Christian Thouoht and Actlen, by Ael-
rad Graham. "The role of Catholicism
in our time." (Harcourt. Brace. (3).
Chretien de Troyes, by F. E. Ouyer. An
appreciation of the 13th century In-
ventor of the Christian pootic ro-
mance. (Bookman Associates. (4).
T
»
•£•?* Cr,M' b>r Thomss Holland.
A Christian adventure story of the
for children of ages nine to 13.
(Sheed A Ward. (3.35).
Fountain of Llvino Waters, by Valen-
tino Long. A collection of essays to-
cused ln 1 the faith as exemplified ln
literature and biography. (St. An-
thony Guild Press. (3.30).
Plaints of the Passion, by Jude Mead.
Meditations on tho Reproaches of
the Good Friday Liturgy. (Bruce.
*3.30).
The Liturgy ef the Matt, by Plus Parsch.
A third edition translated and adapt*
od by Rev. A. T. Winston* with an
Introduction by Clifford Howell. S.J.
(Herder. (4.03)
The Acts of the Apostles, by Giuseppo
Rlcciotti. A text with commentary
translated by Lawrence E. Byrne.
C.R.L. (Bruce. (8).
(poech Correction, by (later Mary Cy-
PrUn' Spradllng. Proceedings of a
Workshop in Special Education con-
ducted in June. 1(37. (Catholic Unl-
veralty of America Press. (3.73. paper).
Roman Catholicism in Ingland From tho
Reformation to I*S(, by E. I. Watktn.
An historical study from the time of
Elizabeth I to 1(50. (Oxford Univer-
sity Press. (1.30).
Tho Word of (alvatlen. Vol. H of a
translation from the French cover*
the Gospel according to SS. Luko and
John. (Bruce. (14).
DecencyLegionRegaining
Some of Its Lost Prestige
By William H. Mooring
I get many letters suggesting
that I write a textbook on the
Legion of Decency, the Hollywood
Movie Code and how to organize
and conduct the movie clubs re*
cently suggested by Bishop Wil-
liam A. Scul-
ly of Albany
(Chairman of
the Bishops’
committee un-
der which the
Legion is run).
I appreciate
the compliment
but I do not
think it should
be the preroga-
tive of any Catholic critic to write
textbooks on this subject. Official
study material, prepared and
published by the Legion of De-
cency itself, seems to be the ur-
gent need of the day. Primary
information can be obtained from
Legion headquarters, 453 Madison
Ave., New York, and teachers in
every Catholic school should be
informed on the subject which,
one would think, might have
been required study from grade
school up.
It seems to me, however, that
education is up to official sourc-
es; that critics and commenta-
tors can best serve by reporting
facts and interpreting trends.
ONE TREND to be reported is
that the National Legion of De-
cency is regaining some of its
lost prestige in Hollywood. Msgr.
Thomas F. Little, executive sec-
retary of the Legion, tells me
several of the major studio heads
have expressed their respect for
the Legion as a constructive
force. For the most part these
were men who all along have
had the good business sense to
cooperate with the Legion and
their own movie code, in an ef-i
fort to keep up the moral quality
(and box-office value) of their
films.
There are others, notably
among the independent produc-
ers, who through prejudice or
misconception of the Legion’s
aims, resent its classifications
and even obstruct the film in-
dustry code.
The effect of the Legion’s new
classification, “unobjectionable
for adults and adolescents,” is
gaining recognition and approval
by the more responsible element
in the Hollywood studios. It has
meant that several big films
which presumably would have
been listed as “morally objection-
able in part for all,’> have in-
stead been morally approved for
adults. Some Catholics t?ll me
they fear this new rating system
involves “moral concessions” to
the Hollywood producers and
“lets down our guard” but I think
the wisdom of the move will be
proved by results in very short
time.
The Gift of Love
Good (Family)
Tear jerkers being ever in fash-
ion this glossy remake of Nelia
Gardner White’s “Sentimental
Journey,” filmed with Maureen
O’Hara and John Payne in 1946,
may bring out the hankies again.
Lauren Bacall and Robert Stack,
as the blissful, young, married
lovers, soon to be parted by sud-
den death, are not quite as ideal-
ly coupled and the little girl they
adopt is far too precocious to be
convincing or sincerely appeal-
ing. Neither very good nor very
bad, this swerves rather uneven-
ly from genuine humor and path-
os to incredible hokum.
Cowboy
Good (Family)
This Western owes its excep-
tional and invigorating freshness
to the fact that Frank Harris’
“Reminiscences as a Cowboy”
projects a real story about cow
punchers. This and the important
fact that Glenn Ford, one of Hol-
lywood’s better actors, plays the
prime role. In a brutally realistic
script, there are scarcely any of
the recognizable stereos we are
so used to. Jack Lemmon is fun-
ny, yet completely believable, as
the inexperienced cow hand who
expected life on the range to be
one long weenie roast. Several
others draw equally fresh and
honestly contrasted characters,
although much of the action is
raw as well as rugged. It’s an
unusually strong cowboy tale but
not one you’d likely choose for
the youngsters.
Beautiful But
Dangerous
Fair (Objectionable in part)
Lavishly produced in Italy, with
badly dubbed English dialogue,
some fine operatic singing, ex-
cellent photography and a script
riddled with cliches, this patchy
affair is expected to sell here on
the reputation of Gina Lollobrigi-
da. Her costumes are designed to
display physical attributes rather
than decorate any talent she may
yet disclose as an actress. Sug-
gestive sequences and costuming
give rise to Legion objections.
Catholic Hour
Films Picked
For Awards
WASHINGTON (NC)
First place awards were
granted at the Catholic Inter-
national TV-Film Festival in
Monte Carlo, Monaco, to two
television films produced by the
National Council of Catholic Men
for the Catholic Hour.
Top honors in the “History of
the Church” category were
awarded to the NCCM “Rome
Eternal” series, telecast over the
NBC network in January.
The series "Family, U.5.A.,"
shown last May, was awarded
first place in the dramatic cate-
gory. Written by Bob Crean, for-
merly of Little Falls, N.J., the
“Family USA” series is being
made available on a rental basis
to schools, parishes, inter-paro-
chial organizations, etc., by
NCCM.
The awards were presented by
Prince Rainier of Monaco to
Richard Walsh, NCCM television
director. Other awards were tak-
en by religious films from
France, Germany, Italy and Hol-
land.
The television festival
"
was
sponsored by the International
Catholic Association for Radio
and Television. Attending were
representatives from the United
States, Canada, Brazil and all
the countries of Western Europe.
Fordham President
In Praise of Press
NEW YORK Rev. Laurence
J. McGinley, S.J., president of
Fordham University, lauded the
American press for its diligence
in making Americans the best in-
formed people in the world as he
«poke at a luncheon marking the
40th anniversary of the Ram, un-
dergraduate newspaper.
“We may fail ourselves and all
the free world in our decisions,”
Father McGinley said. “But none
of us, leaders or led, can ever
plead ignorance. We may be able
tp say,' ‘if only we had done this,’
but we can never say, ‘if only we
had known’.”
Father Welsh
Talks at Bergen
Serra Meeting
RIDGEWOOD Rev. Aloysius
J. Welsh of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary was the speaker at
the first official meeting of the
newly formed Serra Club of
Ridgewood. The meeting took
place Feb. 20 at the Chimes Res-
taurant, Paramus. His topic was
“Understanding the Church’s Po-
sition on Censorship.”
A preliminary meeting of the
group was held in January at
which the men were addressed
by Msgr. James F. Kelley, pas-
tor of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel,
Ridgewood.
In the future, the club will meet
on the second and fourth Thurs-
day each month. Membership is
open to Catholic men residing in
Bergen County.
Current Play in Brief
By Joan Thlluson Nourse, Ph.D.
New Play
The Entertainer Bitter, cyn-
ical British play about a coarse,
calloused small-time vaudevillian.
Includes seriously objectionable
humor and scenic display.
At You Uk* It—Splendid N. Y. C.
Feillvtl producUon ot Shakespeare’s
merry mlx-up in the Forest of Arden.
Auntie Meme The merry life of ■
Bohemian lady of the ’2oa. sometimes
recounted with risque humor and pro-
fanity.
The Bella Are Blntlna —Breexy musi-
cal about an Impulsive answer-service
girl who can’t help mothering her cli-
ents. One .chorus number rather skimp-
ily costumed.
The Body Beautiful Amiable musi-
cal about a collese boxer who turns
pro to win over some settlement lads.
Subplot treats divorce with broad hu-
mor.
Compulsion—Clinically detailed study
of the perverted perpetrators of a thrill
murder. Panders to morbid curiosity
Ihroueh overly explicit handling of ab-
normal behavior.
The Dark at the Tap at the Stairs—
Polnnant drama of an Irascible married
pair painfully groping toward mutual
understanding. Includes some quits
candid dlscusaloq of marital InUmacies.
Indesme Garrulous, eccentric play
permeated with a paaan philosophy of
despair.
Fair Same Garment district com-
edy with youns divorcee heroine fend-
ing off determined Übertines. Harps
steadUy on aeducUon thema and glam-
orlxes loose-living types.
Oarden District Two new short
plays by Tennesaes Williams, again
morbidly preoccupied with pervsrfton.
The Infernal Machine Serio-comic,
strongly Freudian vertson of the
Oedipus myth. Indicting the gods as
sadistic.
Jamaica Lively calypso vehicle
tor aong-atyliat Lena Horne. Some cos-
tumes akimpyi some lyrics, risque.
The King's Standards Impressive
Blackfrlara’ production of a moving,
provocative French pla> about the
much discussed worker priests.
LIT Abner • KelUcklnx musical re-
creating the sany. eccentric world of
Dogpatcn. V. S. A. Some Inadequate
eeatuming and sporadic risque Mta.
Lone Days Journey The harrowing
recriminations of a lapsed Catholic fam-
ily disintegrating spiritually through
drugs, drink and despair.
Look Bock In Anger A vivid start-
ling Brltlab play about a young mar-
riod pair bitterly at odda amid the
pressures of post-war living. Includes
some obieetionable lines, and frowns
but llabtly upon extra-marital love.
Look Homeward. Ante) Strong,
compassionate drama of a sensitive
youth's progress toward maturity. Re-
counts an unhappy illicit love affair
with neither moral condemnation nor
approval.
The Music Man—Trash. exhilarating
new musical romance of ltll lowa set
to a snappy Sousa march beat. Fine
for the family.
Mr Pair Lady Brilliant malodie
adaptation of Shaw's comedy about the
Cockney flower-girl transformed by the
proud professor of speech. Some low.
broad humor In scenes featuring her
raffish father.
New Dlrl In Tewn Well-made
Broadway musical lighter in tone than
the original. “Anna Christie." Tends to
treat Immoral affairs with sympathetic
humor.
■Oh Captain Indecent gulps and
costumes help scuttle that satiric musi-
cal sagaof a sea-going Lothario.
Romanoff end Juliet Light, whim-
sical East-West romance set In a myth-
ical kingdom. Specialises In satiric disa
at typical Russian and American foibles.
The Rape Dancers Harsh, gripping
drama of marital discord Intensified by
mutual concern over a handicapped
child. Climactic scene seta excessively
candid on connubial matters.
Sunrise at Camps belie Strong, mov-
ing drama about F.D.R.'s courage In
overcoming the crippling handicap of
polio.
Time Remembered Enchanting
love story in a fantastic French Setting.
Helen Hayes delights as a majestic but
balmy duchess.
The Trial of Dimitri Karamosov
Dramatically effective excerpts from
the famed Russian novel of passion,
guilt and remorse.
Two for fhe Seesaw Clever, two-
eharacter comedy condoning illicit love
ahd relying heavily for humor upon
suggestive lines and situations.
■ West Side Story Stock modem
"Romeo and Juliet" musical, act amid
Manhattan teen-gang warfare. Accepts
unorthodox "private" marriage and In-
cludes much raw language.
Wlnkelbers A sordid excursion
among the more debesed members of
the Bohemian set.
Television Film Ratings
jr*n**to* is • listiaf M Um am** sptMMuiix % tee*! taleetto* tor tin eomiaf week. tie
retlac iMfiii Um tar tt» lemon «t Deeeacy im«n alter cerk Him title.)
Tb» I tftam of Dtctncy rated ibtst films whom ibty utra first released. There may bo changes
im somo, duo to cuts modo übom tbo films uroro proporod for tolovision mso. Gmorolly, bouovrr, ibo
Logiom of Decency rotimgs may bo ottopiod os torrocl moral evaluations of tboso tolovision films.
SATURDAY. MB. 11
11 i* (Si— WrMklM Craw lAdulU. AdolaaranU)
10 a m. (1 >—Liaban Story (AdulU. AdolaaranU)
1130 a m (S>.Enchanted loreet iramity)
1 am it)—Colorado Sunaot iramlly)
1 a m. ISV—Whlaaattna City (Adulta. AdolaaranU'
I SO am. 'Tv—Go Waat Youna Lady iramlly)
list Owl so am. <Ol- rualUva iramlly)
4 am. IS)—Cmaraaacy l.andlna iramlly)
4 am. (ID—Winds of Wasteland iramlly)
I am *S> Chumaa at Oxford iramlly'
SSO am ill—Slaa of tha Ram (OhiecUonable)
• am. il)—Rrtdao of San l.ula Ray ■ Adulta. Adalaaronla)
• am tov—ruaht far rraodoaa lOUoettoaaUa)
10SO am. IK—JWIUeaa I Adulta. Adoloaranta)
II 11 am. IB)—Bor Hlahnaae aad UM So 11boy iraauly)
■UNSAY, MS. 11
10 a m. )Tv—Raua War iramlly
1 am. •!) -It Haaaooad In Rrooklya iramlly)
180 am iSi-Adranluraa of Martin Bdon iAdulta. Ado-
-130 am iS>—Homo on tbo Prairie (family)
I 30 am. Itiv—Houaa of roar lAdulta. Adolaaroota)
3 4 0 am. i»)—Roy Moota Girl (Adulta. Adoloaconta)
3. 430 4 10 am. (Ov—Tualtivo ifamilyi
3 am Ulv- Otad Man's Gulch iramlly)
10 30 am. (t)—Srar< lAdulU. AdolaaranU)
II 43 am. Hv-Srtda Wore Rod (Adulta. Adoloaranta)
1130 am i4»—Laa Muorablot (AdulU. Adolaaraaia)
I 40 am. (■>—Doadly Gama iramlly)
MONDAY. ABB. 14
t 0 a m 4 IBS am. (S>—Lady Takoa a CSanra (AdulU,
I 30 am. '!)—Cornea l ama C 00. (AdulU. AdotaaraaU)
130 am. «0‘- Aaoal on My MbouMor lAduMa, Adolaaraaia'
130 am UD-Dorao of Anaana I AdulU. AOolaaraoU)
Jam Hl)—Tbrao Daooorato Man lAduha. AdolaaranU)
»3S am (3)--Woman U Whlto lAdulu. AdolaaranU)
IJO am. (4l - Dakota Ul (ObiarUonabla)
• am. ■•> Yauna Buffalo RIU iramlly)
M am.iM—Allaahany lortstna iraauly)
!ai? ** ***•*» 'Adulta. Adalaacaala)
1341 am. il)—North of Noma (TamUyl
TUBtDAY, PBS. IS
10 am. 4 1:30 am. (S'—Loot Honeymoon (ObiarUonabla)
1:30 a m. (TV—Coraaa tamo C.O.D. (Adulta. Adoloaranta)
3:30 am. (•)—Corar l!a (Adulta. AdolaaranU)
0 am. 111)—! Shot Billy tha Kid iramlly)
030 am. H>—Malic Box iramlly)
030 am. (4V-Man With a Million iramlly)
B am. (o»—Nlahttlma In Nayada iramlly)
TBO 4 10 am. Allaahany Uarlatna iramlly)
• am. iSv—Roy Maau Olrl (Adulta. AdolaaranU)
11 ls S4. (3)—Conauaat (AdulU. AdolaaranU)
1:38 am. ID—la Everybody Happy iramlly)
WBONBSDAY. MB. 14
130 am. (TV—Coraaa Coma C.O.D. (AdulU. AdolaaranU)
*3O am. (ID—Lady Saya No lOhlocUonabla)
SBO am. (3)—Cry Havoc (AdulU. AdolaaranU)
S:3O am (4)—Sabra Jai (Family)
B am. (Ov-Alona tha Navalo Trail iramlly)
T:3O 4 10 am (oV—AUaahony CarUlna iramlly)
B am.(S)—Boy Maau Girl (Adulta. AdolaaranU'
H IS am. (3)—Adveelurei of Robinaon Cruaoa iramlly)
THURSDAY. MB. If 1
10 am. 4 188 a-R). is>—Racklaaa Moment (ObiarUonabla)
1:30 am. (T>—Coraaa Cama C.O.D. (Adulta. AdolaaranU)
3:30 am (o)—t'nknown World iramlly)
4 am. 1 11 v Braakln* tha Sound Banter (family)
330 am ia>~rtoau iramlly)
T3O 4 10 am. (o)—Allaahany l pnalna iramlly)
IMS am. 13V—Mini's Dallcht (Objectionable)
11 IS am. (Tv—lnvialbla Man Raturna iramlly)
ISB am. (D—BU frama (Adulta. kOaMmanUl
MIDAY. PBB. SB
IB am. 4 I 30 3m. (3v-Public Enemy a Wife (Pamily)
180 am. (TV—Carpao Camo C.O.D. (AdulU. Adotaoradla)
• 30 am. (•)—Sumaaar Storm (QblocUonablo)
BBS am. lllV-RtS Wheal (OhjecUooabta)
4 a m (11>—Deputy Marahail (Paaatly)
530 pm. (3V—l3
Run Madalotaa lObiecttonablo)
B am. (0V- Bella of Baa Bosnia <ramify)
t
30 4 IB am (tv-Alla phony Vprtataj (family)
• 30 am. mv-Ultlo rupttloo (Adulta. Adoloaranta)
II IS pm. tSV-Ftaap Martin (AdulU AdoMacaou)
IMB am. (Tv—tavtalblo Man Raturna (family)
1388 am. (tv-Body Hardy Moou DahuUato (family)
MOVIES
fAWkI: iwMbb Bb'lbe Mew York qfftce Bf.ttfc.
National teeloiv Decency with coopera-
tion of Motion, Picture Department, inter-
national federation of- Catholic Alumnae.
Entertainment ratine by william Meorlne, Advocate movie arltic
• «*Outsta«din* "'excellent "«eod 'Fair aWeak
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
NEW MOVIES: Campbell’s Kingdom; Cowboy; Gift of Love;
Mats from God’s Country; Summer Love
Abductors *
Abominable Snowman
Admirable Crichton
Acroaa the E ridge **
All at Sea *
All Mine to Give
Alligator Named Delay
. Apache Warrior
April Love *•
Around the World la
Eighty Dare
Attack of the Crab
Monater
Badge ol Marshall
Brennan
Bailout at 43,000
Battle Hell ••
Beast ol Budapest
Beginning ol the End
Bernardlne *
Black Scorpion *
Bolahol
Bombers B-52 **
Bridge on River Kwal
Buster Keaton Story ••
Chase a Crooked Shadow
Chasing the Sun
Coldltx Story
Courage ol Black Beauty
Crash Landing *
Crooked Circle
Damn Citizen
Decision Against Time
Deep Si* •
Deerslayer
Delicate Delinquent
Destination 80,000
Diamond Salari
Dragon Wells
Massacre **
Duel at Apache Well
Enemy Below **•
Enemy from Space
Escapade in Japan
Escape from Red Rock
Escape Irom Terror
Eunny race •••
Gentle Touch
Ghost Divers
Giant Claw
Girl Most Likely •
God Is My Partner ••
Gun Duel In Durango
Gun Glory
Gunsilht Ridge *
Half Human
Happy Road *
Hell Canyon
Hell Ship Mutiny
HeUcats el the Navy
*
Hired Gun
How to Murder a Rich
Uncle ••
I Accuse
It All the Guys In the
World
Invaders from Mare
It Conquered the World
It’s Great to Be Young
Invisible Boy
Jacqueline
Jamboree
James Dean Story
Joe Dakota
Johnny Tremaln
Kettles on Old MacDon-
ald's Farm
Kronos
Last Stagecoach West
Lawless Eighties
Let’s Be Happy **
Lord ol the Jungle
Man Afraid •
Man In the Road
Men ol Sherwood Forest
Merry Andrew
Missouri Traveler
Monolith Monsters
Monater from Green
Hell
Monster That Challenged
•he World
Night Passage
••
Mustang
Night the World
Exploded
No Sleep Till Dawn
Noah’a Ark
Old Yeller
Oklahoman
Omar Khayyam ••
Operation Madball •*
Out of the Clouds
Outlaws
Pawnee
Perri •••
Persuader
Plunder Road
Public Pigeon No. 1
Pursuit ol Graf Spec *■
Raiders of Old
California
Reach for' the Sky **
Return to Warbow
Ride Out for Revenge
Rising of the Moon **
Rockabilly Baby
Sabu and the Magle Ring
Sad Sack ■
Saga of Satchmo
Search for Paradise
Seven Hills of Rome •••
Seven Wonders of the
World
Sing Boy Sing
••
Slim Carter
Spanish Affair ••
Spanish Gardener ••
Spoilers of the Forest
Spook Chaser
Steel Bayonet
Stopover Tokyo
Story of Mankind *
Story of Vickie
Tammy ••
Tarzan and the Lost
Safari
Ten Cemmand-
ments ••••
That Night
This la Russia
Third Key
Three Brave Men *
Thunder Over Tangier
Time la My Enemy
Tin Star •••
Torero
Toughest Guy in
Tombstone
Town Like Alice ••
30 Million Miles to
Earth
Under Fire
Up In Smoke
Voodoo island
World Was His Jury •
Zero Hour ••
Morally Unobjectionable
for Adults and Adolescents
NEW MOVIES: In the Money; Scotland Yard; Dragnet; True
Abandon Ship
Affair to Remember •••
Amazing Coloaaal Man
Black Tent
Break In the Circle
Brothers Rico •
Careless Years ••
Cartouche
Cast a Dark Shadow
Chicago Confidential '
China Gate
Copper Sky
Count Five and Die
Counterfeit Plan •
Curse of the Demon
Dalton Girls
Day of the Bad Man
Death in Small Dosea
Desk Set
D. I •
Dino *
Doctor at Large •
Escapade
Flood Tide
Fort Bowie
Fort Dobbs
Forty Guns ••
French They Are a
Funny Race
From Hell It Came
Fury at Showdown
Fuzzy Pink Nightgown
Garment Jungle
Green Eyed Blonde
Gun Fever
Gunfire at Indian Gap
Guns Don’t Argue
Hard Man
Hatful of Rain •••
Hear Me Good
Story of Lynn Stuart
Helen Morgan Story
••
Hell on Devil’s Island
Hit and Run
Hold That HypnoUst
Hot Rod Girl
Hot Rod Rumble
Hunchback of Notre
Dame
niegal
Interlude ••
Iron Sheriff
Joe Butterfly ••
Johnny Trouble ••
Journey to Freedom
Jungle Heat
Killer on the Wall
Land Unknown
Legend of the Lost z
Lure of the Swamp
Midnight Story
Monte Carlo Story •
Murder Reported
My Man Godfrey
•••
Naked Ib'e
Naked in the Sun
No Down Payment ••
Oklahoma Woman
Outlaw’s Son
Parson and the Outlaw
Paths of Glory
Pickup Alley
Quantes *
Quiet American •
Raintree County
Restless Breed •
Ride a Violent Mile
Ride Back **
Rock All Night
Rodan
Run of the Arrow
Safecracker
Saint Joan *
Sayonara (See below) •••
Sea Wife
Beventh Sin *
She Creature
She Played With Fire
Sinner
Slaughter on Tenth
Avenue
So Lovely. So Deadly
Something of Value **
Stakeout on Dope Street
Tall T
Taming Sutton’s Gal
3:10 to Yuma •••
Tlajuana Story
Time Limit ••
Tip on a Dead Jockey
Treasure of Panche
Villa
Triple Deception
Trooper Hook ••
Unearthly
Unholy Wife ••
Unknown Terror
Vampire
Violators *
Voodoo Woman
Way to the Gold ••
Weapon
Wink of an Eye
Witness for the
Prosecution •••
Woman tn a Dressing
Gown
Young and Dangerous ••
Young Don’t Cry
. 9.o,erv*
tlo
ll: Cert,in moral elements which are found In the treatment
of Sayonara must be Interpreted in the light of behavior patterns tn
digenous to a pagan culture.
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
; NEW MOVIES: Muggers; Outcasts of the City
Adultress
BonJour Tristeaae •••
Cabirla
Darby’s Rangers ••
Desire Under the Elms
Fighting Wild Cats
Gates of Paris
Gervaise
Girl in the Woods
Goddess <
Going Steady •
Lady Takes a Flyer
Ordet
Peyton Place •••
Time Without Pity
Wild Is the Wind
u i s »ie*ay
-
MorallyObjectionable in Part for Everyone
NEW MOVIES: Cop H»ter; High Hell
Actipn of the Tiger *
Affair in Havana
Affair in Reno
Aa Long aa They're
Happy
Baby Face Nelaon *
Bachelor Party ••
Back From the Dead
Badlanda of Montana
Band of Angela •
Bayou
Beau James *
Beautiful But Dangaroua
Beauty and the Bull
Fighter
Bermuda Affair
Big Boodle *
Big Capor •
Black Patch
Black Whip
Blonde in Bondage
Blonde Sinner ••
Bop Girl Goea Calypao
Boy on a Dolphin ••
Bride la Much Too
Beautiful
Buckakin Lady
Burglar
Calypao Joa
Calypao Heat Wav*
Checkpoint
Crime of Paaalon *
Curae of Frankenateln
Daughter of Dr Jekyll
Deciaion at Sundown
Deep Adventure
Dellnquenta
Deaignlng Woman *
Devll'a General
Devll'a Hairpin •
Dlaembodted
Domino Kid
Don't Go Near the \
Water •
Dragatrip Girl
IS and Anxious *
Escape From San
Quentin
Every Second Counta
Face In the Crowd
Farewell to Arina
Female Animal
Female Jungle
Fernandel the Dreas-
maker
Fire Down Below •
Fleah and the Spur
Flight to Hong Kong
Girl in Blaek stocking.
Girl in the Kremlin
Girin in Priaon
Gold of Naplea
Green Man
Gunbattle at Monterey
Gunfight at O. K.
Corral •
Gunslinger ,
Hell Bound
Hell's Crossroad.
Hidden Fear •
Bollywood er Bast”
House of Numbers **
Invasion of the Saucer
Men
Iren Pettlceat *
I Was a Teenage Were-
wolf
Island in the Sun
**
Island Women
Jeanne Eagles *
Jallhouae Rock *
Jet Pilot •
Joker la Wild •
King and Four Queens*
Klaa Them for Me •
Lady of Vengeance •
Lafayette Eacadrtlle
Land of Destiny
Lea Girls *•
Little Hut g
Lizzie ••
tang Haul
Loser Takes AD
Lost Lagoon
Love hi the Afternoon
Love Slaves of the
Amazon
Lover's Net
Man in the Shadow **
Man of a Thousand
Facea •••
Man on Fire
Man on the Prowl
Man Who Turned to
Stone
Mister Corey *
Monkey on My Back
*
Mr. Rock and Roll
My Gun la Quick
Naked Paradise
No Time to Be Young
Oasts g
1.000 Years From Now
Palama Gama **
Pal Joey g
Panama Sal
Pantaloona
Paris Does Strange
Things
Portland Expose *
Pride and the Passion
Prtnca and tha
Showgirl ••
Quiet Gun
Rainmaker •*
Raw Edge ■
Razzia
Royal Affair Is Ver-
sailles
Runaway Daughtare
Scandal la Serrante
She-Devil
Sheep Haa S Leas. The
Short Cut to Hell •
Showdown at Abtleaa
Silk Stockings •
Story of Esther Costello
Stowaway Girl
Strange One *
Street of Sinners
Sun Also Rises *
Sweet Smell of Success*
Tarnished Angela*
Teenage Doll
This Could Be the
Night •
Three Faces of Eve
Top Secret Affair *•
Town-on Trial
True Story el Jeeee
Jamea *
Two Grooms for tho
Bride
Untamed Youth
Until They Sail ••
Valerie
Value for Money
Wayward Bus •*
Wayward Girl
White Sheik
Wlnner*a Circle
Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter
Woman of the River
Young and the
Psaaionate
Young Guns *
Zombies of Mara-Tan
Separate Claetification
«OTlt A Separate Claaalfteation u *ive« to eertaie film* wfciek. vfella
■i*r*u* require tom* iiulyila lid utUmliM u a proteetlee
• ™ njaiafermod nilait wrong tntarpraUUena and falao ronelaalena>
■TORE CENTER *C*U The highly propagandise nature of thla
MtlrovtnUl film (b—k hunting, anti-eommuniam. «4rU Übertiea) off ora •
warpodo ovoraimpllflad and atrongly omotloaal aoluUon to a complex proh
*•* " Amorioaa life. Ito mmcioua arguments tend aorloualy to ho mlaloadiaa
aad mlwapraiaoUttvo hr roaaoa of aa loop! and distorted proeootatlo*
Condemned
Adarabla Cnttm
Bandit. n*
Bad. Tha
Bhaa tud
Dart! la MM riM
PMWMB *!■». Tfca
FTaaah Ida*
Frta-Fraa
Gama ml Lara
BUI
Huaband for Aaaa
I Am a Camara
Lattara From My
Windmill
Moan b Bloa
No Orrhlda far Mtaa
Blaadlafe
Ona Rummar ad
Hnutaam
Satan Daadly Maa
Otaa ml tha Racalaa
Snow U Black
San ad Otabad
Fauna aad tha Damn ad
Catholic Radio, Television
TELEVISION
SUNDAY, SIB. IS
Noon tit—CbrlilaMwi Procram. Dan
nla Dae, Kevin Delaney
!»-*> pm till—The t hriatophera.
I P.m. <11) Italiop Fulton J. Sheen
TUISDAV. SIS. IS
•_*> IMS. <»lt Bishop Fulton J. Shaan,
Lila la Worth Uvtnf"
SItOAY, SIB. IS •
8.90 pm. <l3t—Blue Army of Our Lady
ml Fatima
SATURDAY. MAI. 1
• JO 808. tl3>—Echoes of Poland
RADIO
SUNDAY. SIB. IS
S;18 am**RW-'Sacred Heart."
I 1* •jLJJLRC*-Mw •* « Franeta
Sam. WO«-iaart,0 Theater
s« a.m. WMTR-Hour ml Bt. Franeta.
JfJJ »S —Church ml tla Air.
IB IS a.m. WADC—Christian ta Action.
"Cardinal Nawmon
“
* JB SB. WKCA C atholic Hour
"NohUt, of Teachlac Cam.7"
BSI pm WUCA A«a Marla Naur
Proaram: Eacarata from NCCM
arahla lnatltuta la Patanwa.
0-90 in WVNJ _ Tha Urlaa Roaary.
Bar. Robart P. Ktan
MONDAY, FBR. 14
* F.m. WSOU <FM) Oacrod Maart
Proaram.
tui Iday, FBR. IS
Sam WSOU (FM> Oacrod Hoard
Proaram.
wioniioaV. FBO 14
‘p"rm ‘ ,M* “ Ucrm* Hmm
390 F.m WRNX Ol SiaFhaa-a
Church. Novoaa.
w *
tmumdaV. FRO. »
*
Proaram
*OIJ '*** ~ ****** Hoard
**• WtOV «»-An Marta
FRIBAV. FBR. 10
V-I--*00 trUi ~ *****
»j»«- mmSX - rwFaUtal Mai*
Wtoil «n*) - Nnur ad bo.
'&!£,i"***1 - •*— *
BATUBOAV. MAR. |
1.4* *m. WVNJ - ttaataa ml Mar*.
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DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
M VAUIY »OAD. CLIFTON, N. J.
Under flat* license
An established hem* that li quiet,
restful and luxurious, located an
spacious (rounds. For the aged,
chronically Ills and convalescent!.
14 Hear Nursing Staff
SYLVIA NOLL BOLSTER, R.N.
Directress
Telephone lAmbert 5-7*77
THAT DREAMY FURNITURE
YOU NEVER THOUGHT YOU COULD AFFORD NOW CAN BE
YOURS at BIS DISCOUNTS
Barney's Giant Warehouse
CUT OUT AIL EXPENSIVE FRILLS AND OVERHEAD.
• Low rent mill location
• No fancy show window*
• No hi pressure laltimen
• Mostly self service BUT
• FREE delivery anywhere
• Sample* • Model Home*
• Trade In* • Exchanges
• New Factory Overstocks
Unlimited Credit To All
Outfit No. 9767
S Room Ranch Type Outfit was an display for $495. Complete
with everything now going for
$225
,
pay it off $2. weekly
Outfit
An exceptional Trade In will serve you for years; many extra
accessories; 3 Complete Rooms
Outfit No. 11876
Executive of Plant now moving tholr operation* turned in hi*
choice household of decorator furniture, 3V4 rooms for the
Unpaid Balance
S3 15. pay it off $3. a week
Drive rigVif in and SEE 135 Model Home Outfit*
BROWSE BARNEY'S FOR BARGAINS
BARNEY'S DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
382 FREUNGHUYSEN AVE., NEWARK, N. J.
Off Route 22 Open Mon., Wed., Fri. Nile* to 9
Never Open On Sundays
Bu« Stop for 11, 12, 24, 62
’ Special Deal for Veterans
Sub|ect to OK by NJVIA
PAERSON DRIVE IN WAREHOUSE
47 River Street Open Thur*., Fri. Nile*
[• MAKE MONEY •
It'i •»«»—»h»w Cathallc motion ylcturo
*r«r»mi. Our plan ■uarantaat roaulta.
An Mail war a# ralilna tunda and dolna
an ayaatalic warm Lot'i not anly cam-
alaln about tha bad film*— lat'a holy nut
an tha aaad anaal Wrlta ar tall today
tar dataili. Koay this ad.
CATHOLIC FILM LIBRARY SIRVICB
la nan-yraflt araanliatlan)
1M North tth Straat
HUmboldt l-llis Nawarfc. N. 4.
SCHRECK &
WAEITY
SNOW OUAROS - VENTIMTINO
ROOFING and
SHEET METAL
NIXAUTt - lird Barrier
LIGHTNING RODS
25*27 HAGUE STREET
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J. !
9 OLdfield 9-4068
STORMS. ' 1
ARE ROUGH ON YOUR CLOTHING!
OUR "MARTINIZING PROCESS" REVIVES LIFE AND BEAUTY
IN YOUR CLOTHING - AFTER A ROUGH GOING-OVER
BY OLD MAN WINTER.
"MARTINIZING" MAKES CLOTHES:
• BRIGHTER
• FRESHER
• LAST LONGER
MtißnSlanr,
the most in DRY CLEANING
EACH STORE IS INDIVIDUALLY OWNED AND ORE RATED
Catholic Press
Office Moved
NEW YORK—Cardinal Spell-
man stressed the necessity of the
Catholic press as he officiated at
the blessing of the new head-
quarters for the Catholic Press
Association at 6 E. 39th St. here.
Also present was Bishop Albert
R. Zuroweste of Belleville, 111.,
episcopal chairman of the NCWC
Press Department, and CPA of-
ficers and directors.
Bishop Zuroweste and the CPA
board of directors were guests
at a reception later marking the
launching of “Realities,” anew
book of significant articles from
Catholic publications.
The book was edited by Dan
Herr of the CPA board and Clem
Lane, city editor of the Chicago
Daily News. Bruce Publishing Cos.
of Milwaukee is the publisher.
PREPARING FOR NOTRE DAME: Menbers of the
committee check over plans for the forthciming ap-
pearance of the University of Notre Dame Concert
Band in Rutherford. The presentation is an event in
the celebration of the golden jubilee of St. Mary's
parish.Left to right, Agnes Mozian, Thomas Monroe,
chairman, and Ann Lydon. Standing, Edward Punphy,
Msgr. Charles C. Demjanovich, pastor, Edward Fo-
garty, Robert Blum and Ben Willia.
Notre Dame
Concert Band
At Rutherford
RUTHERFORD As an event
celebrating the golden jubilee of
St. Mary’s parish here, the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame Concert
Band will present a concert at
the Rivoli Theater, it was an-
nounced this week by Msgr.
Charles C. Demjanovich, St.
Mary’s pastor.
The band will appear In Ruth-
erford on Apr. 10 for its only per-
formance in the metropolitan
area this year. The concert (vill
be one of 15 programs presented
during the band’s 3,000-mile
Spring tour.
The two-hour evening concert
will consist of a variety of music,
including classics, semi-classicai
hits and marches, novelties and
Dixieland. There will be several
soloists.
Sponsoring group for the band’s
apearance is the Ave Maria
Choir under chairmanship of
Thomas Monroe, choir director.
Proceeds from the concert will
be used for educational purposes
"Pray for Them"
Father Ryan
PRINCETON (NC) - Rev.
Thomas F. Ryan, C.M., 68, for-
mer president of St. John’s Uni-
versity, Brooklyn, died here at
St. Joseph’s College where he
had been a history professor.
Father Ryan, who had been in
ill health for some years, was
one ot the youngest college heads
in the .nation when he assumed
the presidency of the Brooklyn
institution in 1931. He served un-
til 1935 when ill health dictated
that he asume lighter duties.
He took up residence at St. Jo-
seph’s rectory in Emmitsburg,
Md., and taught occasionally at
Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary and Col-
lege, and St. Joseph’s College for
women, both in Emmitsburg, re-
maining until last year.
A native of Boston, he studied
for the priesthood at St. Vincent’s
Seminary in Philadelphia, and
was ordained in 1918. He taught
for a year at St. Joseph’s College,
a Vincentian minor seminary
here, then joined the faculty of
St. John’s University, serving in
various administrative posts un-
til he became president.
Sister J. Miriam
CONVENT—A Requiem Mass
for Sister Josephine Miriam of
the Sisters of Charity of St. Eliz-
abeth was offered Feb. 18 in the
chapel at St. Anne’s Villa here.
She died Feb. 15.
Daughter of the late Nicholas
and Mary Brown, she entered the
Sisters of Charity in 1922 and
was professed in 1924. Follow-
ing her profession, she was mis-
sioned to St. Cecilia’s, Kearny,
until 1926 when she was trans-
ferred to Boston, her native city.
In 1942, she was appointed su-
perior at St. Joseph’s Convent,
Jtoxbury. She retired to St
Anne's Villa in 1954.
Sister M. Josephine
CONVENT—The funeral of Sis-
ter Margaret Josephine Nolan of
the Sisters of Charity took place
Feb. 19 with a Requiem Mass in
St. Anne’s Villa chapel. She died
Feb. 16.
Daughter of the late John and
Mary Nolan of Montreal, she
joined the Sisters of Charity from
Paterson in 1902. In 1899 she
Was graduated from St. Joseph’s
Hospital School of Nursing.
Following her profession she
was appointed to Good Samaritan
Hospital, Suffern, N. Y., where
she later served as superinten-
dent. She also served at St.
Vincent’s Hospital, Montclair, and
St. Mary’s Hospital, Passaic. In
1938 she was missioned to St.
Elizabeth’s Hospital where she
remained until her retirement to
the Villa in 1954.
Surviving are her sisters, Sister
Jane Francis of St. Bridget’s Con-
vent, Jersey City, and Mrs. John
Moeser of Prince Edward Island.
Sister Mary Irma
CONVENT - The oldest mem-
ber of the Sisters of Charity of
St Elizabeth, Sister Mary Irma
McAlinden, died at St. Anne’s
Villa, Feb. 10. A Requiem Mass
for the repose of her soul was
offered Feb. 13.
Daughter of the late James and
Catherine McAlinden, she entered
the Congregation in 1887 and
was professed in 1889. Her re-
ligious life was spent at Convent
where she was prefect of music
in the Academy of St. Elizabeth
until the late 19405.
Mrs. Kathrine A. Egan
JERSEY CITY—Mrs. Kathrine
A. Egan of 293 Academy St. was
buried from St. Aloysius Church
Feb. 14. Mrs. Egan, a member
of the Third Order of St. Dom-
inic, died in the Jersey City
Medical Center Feb. 10 after
a
short illness.
She leaves four sons and three
sisters, including Sister Anna
Joseph and Sister Mary Laura,
both Sisters of Charity.
Mrs. Joseph Borovich
LODI Mrs. Anna Borovich,
76, of 81 Richmond St., died at
her home here Feb. {6 after an
illness of six months. Born in
Czechoslovakia, Mrs. Borovich
came to the United States 60
years ago and has been a resi-
dent of Lodi for 28 years.
Surviving are a son, three
daughters, seven grandchildren
and a brother, Rev. Basil Huha
of East Chicago, Ind.
Alice Sehulster
ECHO LAKE—A high Requiem
Mass was offered at St. Joseph’s
Church here Feb. 13 for Alice
Sehulster, 77, of Echo Lake Rd.,
who died in St. Joseph’s Hospitai
after a long illness.
She is survived by three sisters,
including Sister M. Francesca and
Sister Gertrude Marie, both of St.
Anne’s Villa, Convent, N. J.
Mrs. Alfred E. Ower
PATERSON Mrs. Catherine
Woods Ower, wife of Alfred E.
Ower, 55 Henderson St., was
buried from St. Bonaventure
Church Feb. 19. She died at
home after an illness of several
months.
Mrs. Ower was a member of
the Rosary Society at St. Bona-
venture, where she was also active
with the Cancer Unit. Surviving
are her husband, two daugh-
ters, five brothers, including Rev.
Hubert Woods, 0.F.M., of St.
Anthony’s Guild here, three sis-
ters, and two grandsons.
Mrs. William Bryson
ORANGE A Requiem Mass
was offered at Holy Name Church
here Feb. 17 for Mrs. Alice
Cannon Bryson of 393 Alden St.,
widow of William J. Bryson. She
died Feb. 13 after a long illness.
Mrs. Bryson was 79 and leaves
two daughters, including Sister
Alice William at Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel Convent, Ridgewood,
three sons and seven grandchild-
ren.
Mary Mulligan
CLINTON Mary B. Mulligan,
sister of Msgr. Michael J. Mulli-
gan, pastor of St. Henry’s Church,
Bayonne, died here Feb. 13. Miss
Mulligan had been housekeeper
at St. Henry's for 34 years. She
was 84.
A member of the Altar and
Rosary Society at St. Henry's,
she is also survived by another
brother and two sisters. She was
buried from Immaculate Concep-
tion Church here Feb. 17 after
a Requiem Mass.
James P. Flwond
PATERSON A high Requiem
Mass was offered at St. Mary's
Church here Feb. 12 for James
P. El wood, 83, of 413 Totowa
Ave., who died Feb. 19 at Pater-
son General Hospital.
A native of England, Mr. El-
wood cam# to Paterson in. 1901.
He is survived by his wife, a
daughter, Sister Agnes Berna
dette of Trenton, three sons, 13
grandchildren, and a sister in
England.
Paul L. Tracy
ORANGE Paul L. Tracy
of 283 Fuller Terrace, brother
of Msgr. John A. Tracy, pastor
of St. Virgil's Church, Morris
Plains, died at East Orange Vet-
erans Hospital on Feb. 18 after
a long illness.
Besides Msgr Tracy, he is sur-
vived by is wife, two other broth
ers and a sister.
Holy Family Passion
Play Opens Feb. 22
UNION CITY “America’s Oberammergau,” popular
name for the Passion Play presented annually at the Passion
Play Theater of Holy Family parish, will open its 44th sea-
son with a special children’s matinee at 2:30 p.m., Feb. 22.
Subsequent performances will be given on every Sun-
day in Lent with weekday eve-
ning performances on Mar. 14
and 21.
Patterned after the famous Eu-
ropean Passion Play of Oberam-
mergau in Bavaria, the Holy
Family production with a cast of
more than 100 depicts- the Pas-
sion and death of Christ and is
staged in 10 tableaux and two
acts of three scenes each. Albert
G. Freeh ,is director.
Besides'local residents, many
of the participants come from the
suburban areas of New Jersey
and New York.
Frank McCarthy, who will
again portray the role of Chris-
tus, comes from New Milford;
Edward Wetzel, Judas, from Ber-
genfield; Robert Fertig, Annas,
Parsippany; Thomas Rush, in
charge o{ lighting, Queens Vil-
lage, N.Y., and Edward Pastore,
head of the character effects de-
partment, is from Brooklyn.
Other leading roles are Harold
Wallum as Caiphas, Eugene Reil-
ly as King Herod, Maurice Stack
as Pilate, Ruth Fiedler as Hero-
dias and Marie Stack as Claudia.
Stage settings are under the
direction of Julius Zeuner, stage
manager. Heading the costume
department is Mrs. Wedad Shal-
houb and Mrs. Margaret Tock-
ney. The auditorium staff is head-
ed by John C. Heimbuch.
Despite the fact that this will
be the 44th season for this na-
tionally known play, many local
residents of Hudson County are
believed still unaware of its ex-
istence. According to Rev. Clem-
ent M. Weitekamp, pastor and
producer, the many thousands
who annually view this produc-
tion are mostly from distant
points and return each year.
This year, Father Weitekamp
said, a special effort is being
made to interest the local county
residents. Special bulletins and
invitations describing the play,
ticket accommodations and thea-
ter party arrangements have
been distributed widely and ar-
rangements have been made to
handle the increased attendance.
Information regarding these ar-
rangements and ticket arrange-
ments can be had by calling the
Holy Family rectory.
Seton Hall
Registration
Hits 8,927
SOUTH ORANGE Registra-
tion in all divisions of Seton Hall
University reached 8,927 students,
according to Spring semester fig-
ures announced this week by Dr.
Alfred D. Donovan, vice president
of student personnel services.
University College in Newark
has the largest student body with
4,238 men and women matriculat-
ing in day and evening sessions
on the undergraduate and grad-
uate level. The campus enroll-
ment in South Orange totals 1,925
while University College in Jer-
City numbers 1,423 students. Se-
ton Hall of Paterson, which in-
augurated classes three years
ago, reached a high registration
mark with 983 students participat-
ing in the daytime and evening
curriculum.
The School of Law in Newark
has 24ft registrants and the grad-
uate chemistry program in South
Orange has 105. Figures do not
include the Seton Hall College of
Medicine and Dentistry in Jersey
City or the post graduate medical
education program.
Caldwell Friends
Mark Birthday
CALDWELL—The ninth anni-
versary party of the Friends of
Caldwell College will be held Feb.
23 at 4 p.m. at the college. The
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra
and the college choir will enter-
tain. Mrs. Thomas J. Lee, Plain-
field, is chairman.
At a recent meeting the or-
ganization elected Edward A.
"Weber, Newark, president. Other
officers are Mrs. James J. Mc-
Mahon. Montclair; Carl J. Wil-
lenborg, Hoboken; and Mrs. Wil-
liam J. Reilly, West Caldwell.
Elected to the board of directors
were Mrs. Ann Walsh of New-
ark and Mr I*e.
Center for Blind
Invites Public
NEWARK—A talk, "The Cath-
olic Church’s Work With the
Blind,” by Rev. John J Klocke,
S.J., director of Xavier Free Li-
brary for the Blind, New York
City, will highlight open house at
the Mt. Carmel Guild Center for
the Blind, Feb 23 Father Klocke
will speak at 4 p m. in the Cen-
ter, 99 Central Ave.
The open house, which will con-
clude the first Catholic Week for
the Blind, will include an exhibit
of Braille, materials and craft
work done by the blind. The pub-
lic is invited.
'Steady Dating'
Topic of Forum
At Oradell
ORADELL—“Everyone has a
certain norm by which he or she
conforms themselves. What better
norm is there than Christ and
His teachings? Or—are you still
going to keep up with the
Joneses?”
This is the theme of the re-
marks with which Rev. Joseph
A. Domozych will open the forth-
coming panel discussion on
“Steady Company” at St. Jo-
seph’s Church here.
Father Domozych will be mod-
erator of the discussion to be
held at 7 p.m., Feb. 24. under
sponsorship of the parish Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine.
Practically all aspects of
steady dating will be discussed
by a selected panel at the ses-
sion to which high school stu-
dents, parents and friends are in-
vited. There will also be a ques-
tion period.
Leadership Talks
To Be Aired
MORRISTOWN-Recorded ex-
cerpts from the Leadership In-
stitute for the mid-Atlantic re-
gion of the National Council of |
Catholic Men held in Paterson
Feb. l will be featured on Thresh-
old of Serenity, Feb. 23, over ra-
dio station WMTR, 1250. The
broadcast, sponsored by the
Legion of Mary of the Paterson
Diocese, will begin at 11:05 p.m.
Bishop McNulty's keynote ad-
jdress Will be heard, as well as
excerpts from talks by Bishops,
priests and laymen on such top-
ics as adult education, youth
apostolate, public relations, legis-
lative activities, radio and tele-
vision apostolate, leadership
training, community and family
life, and other phases of Cath-
olic Action.
UNNECESSARY Sunday shop-
ping is wrong onboth sides of the j
counter for the buyer as well i
as for the seller.
Report $253,155
For Hoboken School
HOBOKEN A total of $253,155 was reported by the
men of the memorial gifts committee at the third memorial
gifts report meeting of Our Lady of Grace School building
fund campaign.
John L. Lewis, memorial gifts co-chairman, thanked
the men and urged them to vol-
unteer their services for the gen-
eral phase of the campaign. The
minimum goal at the outset of
the campaign was $250,000.
Mayor John J. Grogan an-
nounced that a*lmost 300 men
have volunteered for the general
phase in which parishioners will
be asked for benefactor’s gifts
and fair part gifts. He also an-
nounced that a few memorial
gifts are still available to parish-
ioners.
The campaign is being conduct-
ed to defray expenses of rebuild-
ing the present school within the
existing walls. When complete, it
will contain 25 classrooms, kin-
dergarten, teachers’ lounge, li-
brary, audio-visual room, health
room, a completely new auditori-
um and kitchen.
WILL.LOOK LIKE THIS: This is the proposed new
main entrance of Our Lady of Grace School, Hoboken,
as visualized by Paul C. Reilly, architect. A campaign
is being conducted to defray the expense of rebuild-
ing the school within the existing walls.
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Donahue's Florist
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmboldt 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
'(
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSCX COUNTY
JOSEPH.!. FINNERAN
102 SO. CLINTON STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-0022
L. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
•HUmboldt 2-3333
GORNY B GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
'BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntrlair 2-0005
GEORGE AHR * SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACF MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
V
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
BERGEN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY
70 MONMOUTH ROAD
GLEN ROCK, N. J.
MUlberry 4-4396
THOMAS J. KELLY, Inc.
37 WEST MAIN STREET
BERGENFIELD, N. J.
DUmont 4-1286
THOMAS J. DIFFLY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 2-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlai 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
HUDSON COUNTY
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOurnal Square 2-2266
UNION COUNTY
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
« ELizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD t SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizabeth 2-5331
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
Leo F. Bannworth, Director
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
EL 2-6664
PATRICK B WERSON
635 NORTH WOOD AVENUE
LINDEN, N. J.
Linden 3-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
mrrri?mmusui
171 WASHINGTON PUCE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe.coM 7-0141
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ES.ex 3-6053
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOME
394 PARK AVE. cor. High St.
ORANGE, N. J.
OR 3-0935
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
OORNEY B GORNEY
j-
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINUN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRe.coM 7-3002
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PUCE >
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe.coM 9-3183
Per listing in this section cad The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Classified
Housekeeper
FOB CATHOLIC RECTORY
Salary Opan R«f*r*nca«
Call OK 3*2639
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Canductad by Hu manki of
Saint fault Abbay
flaota moka ratarvelioni aarly.
Wfita for Information tot
FATHER DOMINIC. O.S.R.
Ooaaa of faota Ratraot Haata
St. faaft Abbay. Nawtan N J
As long
as you livo
fOU will rocoivo a
DEFENDAItE and
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Society Of Tho Divine Word
OIRAIO. PINNA.
ANNUITY DIPT
Without
EARS!
Keep Your Hearing Loss
a SECRET with
Acousticon's Amazing New Mystery Ear
this is ALL there is ....
.
. . this is ALL you wear.
• NO BUTTONS!
• NO TUBES!
• NO WIRES!
• NO MOLDS!
NOTHING IN EITHER EAR!
All Your* In A Stunning Eye Glas* Frame—
Acouslicon't Amaxing New
"My«tery-Ear" Keep* Your
Secret.
Perfect for moderate hear-
ing lo*s astonishing for
those with conductive loss.
Come in and see
Acousticon'* great
new My*tery-Ear
If you can't come in,
Writs or Phono for
From Homo Appomtmont
ACOUSTICON
Hearing Aid Centers
"New Jersey's Most
Hearing Aid Organisation"
YES! WE HAVE TIME PAYMENTS
Toomey
Cassocks And
Shirtfronts
FIRRI BROS., INC.
For the most complete selections of Religious
Articles and Church Goods.
Agnus Dei
Tabernacles and
Churchwares
U mile touth of Rout*
4in Pafomui ib«- The largest selection of Bibles, Missals, Prayerbooks
tw**n Bamb*rg*,-, ond Bridal Books in the East,
and Modoll'i).
Genuine
Oberammergau
Wood Carvings
All forms of Church Furnishings.
FERRI BROS., INC.
O*•'/»» J*»oy» Mo* CompUe SmltUon of Mlgioua Ariklaa
* S-124 ROUTE 17 PARAMUS
STORE HOURS;
Daily, 9-5:30
Phono HU 7-8600
Clotod Sunday*
Progressive
Bronze
Churchwares
Priest Celebrates 40th Anniversary
And Gives Advocates Lent Tip
By June Dwyer
THIS WEEK a priest cele-
brated a very special day—his
40th anniversary as a priest. It
was a very special time for
those who knew this priest and
who had been given graces
through his hands.
The people of his parish got
together and had a dinner in
his honor andthey will attend a
special Mass of thanksgiving
for him. At the dinner the peo-
ple presented the priest with
some money that they had col-
lected as a thank you to him
for his wonderful service it
was $lOO for every year h 2 had
been a priest.
There were many thoughts
spoken at thd dinner for the
priest many of them that
would have inspired you, Young
Advocates. The young lawyer
from the parish sppke of the
many sacrifices thO priest had
to make for God during those
40 years; of the times he was
discouraged and perhaps dis-
appointed- of the times when
he had to'put his people ahead
of his own thoughts.
And the lawyer said that
those who had received the sac-
raments from the hands of this
priest—or who had attended one
of his more than 14,000 Masses,
or who had looked up to him
as another Christ-wanted to
say thank you to him for giv-
ing his life to bring us to
Christ.
Other priests were there to
celebrate this anniversary too.
Each spoke of the joy of the
priesthood—of the honor of be-
ing allowed to bring Christ to
the altar and to the people.
THIS ANNIVERSARY was a
fitting way indeed for us*to
start the season of Lent. Surely
there is a special message in
this great occasion for the boys
and girls who now see 40 years
as a span of time close to eter-
nity.
Forty years ago with the help
of God a young man was or-
dained. He could not know what
the years ahead would bring,
but he tried and had faith.
This past week we began a
little “40” of our own—the 40
days of Lent. We do not know
what these days will bring but
we can try and have faith.
You will hear many beauti-
ful thoughts during Lent that
should inspire you. You will be
told of the sacrifices that you,
a child, can make for God dur-
ing these 40 days. There will
be tjmes when you will be dis-
couraged and disappointed
perhaps you will not be as good
as you had hoped—but you will
pick yourself up.
You will receive extra sacra-
ments during this month and
you will attend extra Masses,
said by another Christ. And in
the end you will feel the* con-
tentment of having given your
days to bring Christ into the
world and into your heart in a
more perfect way.
At the end of your “little 40”
there will be 4 dinner—a very
special feast in your honor.
And Christ Himself will rise
up to speak to you on Easter
morning. He will give you His
body to feast on in Holy Com-
munion and His love to feast
on in your thoughts and in your
hearts.
There will be a check too for
each and every sacrifice that
you made. And just as those
of the world chose to show
their gratitude a hundred-fold
—so too-will God give you His'
thanks. But your check can
never run out for it will con-
tain grace.
NOW, IN this holy season of
Lent, let us give thanks to God
for having given us the priests
to minister to us; and let us
learn by the example of their
lives that we too, in our little
way, can serve God.
Harrison Idea Became a Library
HARRISON—The idea came out in a teach-
ers’ meeting in October; the results are now
ready for exhibition.
The topic at the meeting was reading. The
teachers wanted the students of Holy Cross
School here to be able to read well. TJiey came
up with an idea for reading clubs. But then the
problem was where to have these clubs meet
And what about the need for proper graded
material so the young readers could advance
their reading skill?
Sister Frances Eugenia, principal at Holy
Cross, put all of these problems together, and
with the financial help of Msgr. William Cos-
telloe, erected a solution—a library. The entire
project was completed by Jan. 19 and has been
open to the public since Feb. 15.
Anthony Valente worked closely with Sister
Frances Eugenia, listening to her ideas and
working them out with his own carpentry tech-
niques. A storeroom in the basement, running
one-half the length of the building, was chosen
for the reconstruction. New flooring was add-
ed, windows were made larger and brighter,
paneled walls were installed, sliding doors cov-
ering store-closets were set in, and modern
library furniture was purchased.
THE BOOK shelves, which line the walls,
are unofficially divided into six sections, which
give each reading level a chance for proper
development. “We want to make a wealth of
graded material available to the children, par-
ticularly from the first to the fourth grades,”
said Sister Frances Eugenia. “We will have at
least 50 or 60 books for each grade with our
new library.”
With the help of catalogues and Sister Anne
de Beaupre, who received her library training
at St. Elizabeth’s College and who will be the
librarian, the principal ordered the book*
Local librarians have now offered their
professional help in cataloguing the works.
THE PARENTS have gotten into the act,
tOo. Recently Mrs. Thomas Highland was elect-
ed president of the Holy Cross School Library
Guild which will help support and run the li-
brary. The Guild was organized at the invita-
tion of the faculty. All parents were invited
to the meeting.
The organization is set up with officers and
a five-man board of directors. The parents have
volunteered time which will be' spent at the
library helping the children, restacking books,
and doing the hundred and one jobs neces-
sary to keep the library going all day during
the week.
This past week the' parents had their
first chance to see the library and to do tjieir
bit at a book fair. The fair had a three-point
reason: (1) to show the parents what was going
into the library; (2) to give them a chance to
buy books for their own homes, (adult books
were available for this purpose); and (3) to
allow them to buy books which they would
then donate to the library.
WITH THE LIBRARY up and the books
ready, the teachers had one last point to work
on. One teacher in each class has been chosen
to work with the reading clubs from 12:15 to
12:50 each day in the library. The facilities
available include visual aids as well as space
for discussion and the handiness of the books.
The older reading clubs are known as Com-
prehension Clubs.
Enthusiasm is high at Holy Cross. The chil-
dren have even been making posters in a con-
test to announce the book fair and the new
library. And the enthusiasm will develop into
something more when the youngsters leave
Holy Cross with a knowledge of how to use a
library—and what a libraryl
READY FOR ACTION: Sister Anne de Beaupre, librarian at Holy Cross, Harrison,
looks at posters advertising Book Fair. Students at the right are eager for library to
open so they can start taking out books.
Lives of the Saints
From God’s Garden
Older boys and girls may
have discovered that there are
one ormore persons in a group
who will snear at the good we
try to accomplish. As the say-
ing goes, “there is always one
mocker in a crowd.”
This week's saint, syith the
help of God, answered a jeer-
ing man in the crowd in such a
way as to convert him.
It was about 320 years after
the birth of Christ. Dorothy
was being beaten and tortured
by the governor of Caesarea
because she would not marry
nor would she worship idols.
She was so good and holy that
she even converted two sinful
women who had been sent to
tempt her.
The governor finally decided
to kill Dorothy. As she was
moving along the streets a
crowd gathered to laugh at her.
One man in the crowd, a young
lawyer named Theophilus,
called out to Dorothy and asked
her to send him fruit from
the garden to which she was
going. Dorothy turned to the
young man and she promised
that she would. Dorothy knew
very well that Theophilus was
making fun of heaven but she
had faith in God.
When she arrived at the spot
where she Was to be killed,
Dorothy knelt and prayed.
Suddenly there appeared an
angel with a basket contain-
ing three apples and three
roses. Dort)thy took them
from the heavenly visitor and
sent them to Theophilus, telling
him that she would wait for
him in the garden from whence
the flowers and apples had
come.
Theophilus took the gift, per-
haps still unbelievingly. But
when he ate the fruit he real-
ized that it truly was from
heaven. The young lawyer be-
came a Christian and later gave
his life as a martyr.
St. Dorothy is the patron
of gardeners and florists.
This week’s saint had the
courage to stand up against the
crowd for what she believed in.
Pray to her for that same cour-
age in your own life. Ask her
to help you to stay strong,
even against the temptations of
those whom you consider your
friends.
St. Dorothy, flower of cour-
age, fruit of the Church, pray
for us.
St. Dorothy
Dorothy is portrayed by Doro-
thy Zdeb of Hoty Rosary
School, Passaic, which is staffed
by the Felician Sisters. St. Doro-
thy’s feast day is Feb. 6.
LOOK MOM: Dennis O’Connell of St. Cassian’s, Upper
Montclair, shows his mother the check he received
for coming in third in the recent Advocate school
subscription campaign. Mom isn't at all surprised. One
of Mrs. O’Connell’s sons has been a winner since the
campaign began seven years ago. Tim. first place win-
ner the first two years, is now a senior at St. Benedict’s,
Newark. Paul, the other winner in the family, is a
sophomore. Coming up—little Kevin. Sister M. Ken-
neth, 0.P., St. Cassian’s, looks very happy that the
O'Connells are in her school.
A Column for Growing-ups
Abbey Guests
By Norah Smaridge
ALTHOUGH ENGLAND IS a Protestant country, she
has many monasteries whgre guests are welcome to stay
awhile, either in guest-houses, or in the monastery itself.
More and more Englishmen, even non-Catholics, are taking
the opportunity to see monastic life at first hand.
The procedure usually follows
the same pattern. The fliest ar-
rives at the gate-house, usually
heavily barred against the outside
world, and rings the bell. He
Is then shown to a spacious room
or cell. Furnish-
ings consist of!
a bed, wash-
stand, prie-dieu,
writing desk,
and a chair or
two.
Soon after-
wards, the
guest - master
calls upon him
and takes him
in charge. The 1
normal length of a guest’s stay,
as prescribed by the Rule of St.
Benedict, is three days. During
that time, he may come and go
as he pleases, wandering about
the monastery, watching the mon-
astic artists and wood-carvers at
work/ reading in the library, tak-
ing an interest in the farm, or
making excursions into the coun-
tryside.
THE TIMETABLE in his room
tells the time of meals and serv-
ices, which are different in win-
ter and summer. Attendance at
services is not compulsory,
though he is of course expected
to attend Mass and Compline, the
last office of the day. Most guests
like to do this, for it is an en-
riching experience. '
The “midnight” service is
usually at 2 ami., and the guest
may be wakened by a monk's
traditionalLatin greeting, after
which he scurries through the
cloisters, perhaps by lantern.
In most Benedictine monaster-
ies, the guest takes his meals
with the monks in the refectory.
He may even sit as a guest of
honor beside the Lord Abbot In
the Trappist monasteries, how-
ever, he eats in a separate parlor,
waited upon by the guestmaster
or his assistant. For breakfast,
there will be coffee or tea, with
bread, butter, and Jhm or honey,
all made in the monastery. Lunch
and supper usually include soup,
a vegetable stew, fruit or cheese,
and the local beer or cider.
ONE OF THE most marvelous
churches in England, perhaps
even in the world is Buckfakt Ab
bey, in Devonshire. Built by a
few monks, with no mechanical
aids, it is one of the most beauti-
ful buildings of modern times.
'
In the reign of Henry VIII, the
Abbey was suppressed. Then, in
1882, 40 Benedictine monks came
from France and bought the site
and ruins.
Year in, year out, the monks
toiled, always fired with a mar-
velous love and enthusiasm Tor
their work. -All sorts of people
gave contributions
In 1822, the new church was
opened. But it was not until 1822
that the Abbey, representing a
century's work by a handful of
monks, was finally reedy for con
serration.
Closter Parents Bringing
Catholic Authors to Graders
CLOSTER The Parents’ Guild of St! Mary’s here is
bringing Catholic Press month home to their children in a
big way. They are not only bringing the books to the chil-
dren; they are also bringing the authors.
On Feb. 26 the children will hear Mr. and Mrs. Robb
Beebe, illustrator and author of
'Catholic children’s-books and will
see examples of their work. Topic
of the lecture will be ‘‘Readers
Are Leaders.”
The children, under the direc-
tion of Sister Mary Gertrude,
C.S.S.F., principal, will also do
their part by presenting a play-
let on Esau and Jacob. The
drama has been taken from Mrs.
Beebe’s recent book “The Bible
Story: The Promised Lord • and
His Coming.”
(
This is the second author-
meets-his-readers session con-
ducted by the library committee.
Floyd Anderson, managing edi-
tor of Ths Advocate, was the
first speaker.
St. Michael's, Union City
The Mother’s Guild will hold the
annual Irish Nite dance at the
parish center Mar. 22, Mrs.
Grace Bello is chairman.
Oak Knoll, Summit The
school building fund will benefit
from a luncheon, bridge-fash-
ion show to be sponsored by the
Mothers’ Auxiliary May 13 at
Mayfair Farms, West Orange, at
12:30 p.m. Mrs. Alexander Handy
of Short Hills is general chair-
man assisted by Mps. Harry De
Vore, also of Short Hills.
Don Bosco High School, Ram-
sey Over 1,000 attended the
first annual calendar party spon-
sored by the Mothers' Guild re-
cently. Charles Dreitlein headed
the variety show.
Addie Answers
IDENTIFICATION:
1) cross; 2) altar missal; 3) can-
dle; 4) chalice; 5) paten; 6) stole;
7) host.
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Entrance
Examination
Notice
BERGEN CATHOLIC
HIGH SCHOOL
ORADELL, N. J.
DATA
SATURDAY, MARCH 8,1958
10 A. M.
PLACIt
BERGEN CATHOLIC
HIGH SCHOOL
-* Porest and Oradall Avm.
Oradoll, N. J.
FEEi $2. payabla on oxamlnatlon day.
No previous registration required.
Entrance Is on tha basis of axaminafion only
Entrance Examinations
for
ST. BEXEDMCT'S ,
Preparatory School
520 High St., Newark, N. J.
wiu tl MUD
MARCH 1.1958
at 9:00 a. m.
Raglitration* for th« tost* dot* Saturday, February 22,
1958 and applicant* mutt ragltttr in par&on
on Saturday*, 9 to 11 a.m.
Scholarship and
Entrance Examinations
AT
Seton Hall
Preparatory School
Saturday, March 1,1958
9:30 A. M.
Registration for these examinations closes
*
on Wednesday, February 26, 1958
A fee of $2.00 is to be paid
at time of examination
s
Address request for catalogue to;
HIADMASTER
SfTON MALI PRSPARATORY SCHOOL
SOUTH ORANOI, NIW JBtSIY
Exam Calendar
(Ixamlnatlons for gntrancg to high
**£*? * tV" 1 »a wall ai
tcholarthlp axamlnatlona will bo
aivon on tho following datoa. Schools
wishing to Include axam data In
this calendar should forward Infer-
"•♦Jon to the youth editor.)
Feb. 22 Don Bosco High
School, Ramsey. Scholarship
and entrance exam, io a.m.
(Fee of $1 at time of exam.)
Feb. 22—Don Bosco Techni-
cal High School, Paterson. En-
trance exam. 9:30 a.m. Fee
fl. Registration necesdhry.
Mar. l_St. Benedict’s Prep,
Newark. Entrance exam. 9
asm. Registration any 1 Satur-
day, 9 to 11 a.m., until Feb. 22.
Mar. 1 Seton Hall, South
Orange. Scholarship and en-
trance exam. 9:30 a.m. (Regis-
tration by Feb. 26; fee of J2.)
Mar. 9—Essex Catholic High
School, Newark. Entrance
exam. 12:30 p.m. Personal
registration Mar. 3 and 4 from
3 to 5:30 p.m. Bring letter of
recommendation from pastor
and principal.
Mar. B—Holy Rosary Acad-
emy, Union City. Scholarship
and entrance exain. 8:45 a.m.
Mfir. 8 St. Peter’s Prep,
Jersey City. Entrance exam.
Prerious registration not nec-
essary. 8:30 a.m.
Mar. 8 St. Anthony’s High
Bchool, Jersey City. Entrance
exam. 9:30 a.m. Registration
by Feb. 20 (Fee |2).
Mar. 15—Mt. St. John Acad-
emy, Gladstone. Scholarship
and entrance exam. 9:30 a.m.
Fee 82. Registration necessary
by Mar. 7.
f
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Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jersey
Secondary School for girls. 94th year.
Resident and Day. Exceptional record
for collage preparation. Vocational
courses. Music, Art, Dancing, Dramatics.
Sports and Activity program.
Information! JEfferson 7-1600
★ FILMS DEVELOPED ★
• Exposure Rolls
with one Glossy 35C
Deckle Edge Print „prinh
of each exposure. 4 ct*. *a<h
or
8 Glossy Size
Enlargements.
Glossy Finish.
40c
nprint*
S ct*. aach
Writ* for mailing envelopes
We have a color service
Ryan Foto Box 264
Chatham, New Jersey
SELLS
new
carpets
TOO
Famous Brand Broadlooms
at down to earth prices.
Known for Quality
Cleaning since 1936
Showrooms Open
TUES. and THURS. till 9
FREE PARKING
1070 Magnolia Ave.
Elizabeth, N. J.
ELizabefh 3-8300
Camp St. John’s
A LAKESIDE MOUNTAIN CAMP
Mod’.m'bulldfn00 °'! *andy B*°th #" Hun,,r k’ l'*' 100 NYC.
nfi .lM •°7
ln “th Cobln - ‘how.r,. hHIM m«ali. Dlv.rsi-
«oach.f ,l*<,” 1'?
nOl a"d i "~,UC,ionol - Motur., prof.ul.nal fach.r. and
""d, Pr*P ,tho°l* On. ..0„..llo, for .v.ry
"Y *' Chaplain. On. alMnduiiv. f... Catalog.Writ.: *ob.rt X. o.lg.ngatk, Yal. Univ. Athl.tic A.s’n, N.w Hav.n, Conn, .tp*’on * 0* *g on 7-7007 (N.Y.C.); Vall.y Str.am 5-188* (long Island)
.
Plan a Lenten Pilgrimage to
THE PASSION OF THE SAVIOR
EIGHTH SEASON
FRANCIS JORDAN AUDITORIUM
of tha Savior Seminary, Blackwood, N. J.
Matinee Performance*
Sundayi, March P, 16, and 23
”
2:30 P. M.
Evening Porformancot
Sundays, March 16 and 23
•:00 P. M.
Children'! Matinee*
Saturday!, March 15 and 22
2:30 P. M.
All ORCHESTRA SEATS - $2.00
Children Accompanying Parent!
Half Pjice
CHILDREN'S MATINEES—SO CENTS
SPECIAL GROUP RAT^S
Adult group! of 25 or more are
entitled to tickets at
$1.50. PER MEMBER
For reservations call CAnal 7-0625 or write, to Father
Malachy, S.D.S., St. Francis Jordan Auditorium,
Blackwood, N. J.
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
FISCHER'S
enriched BUTTERCUP
Sm that your children get enough nutritious
extra enriched Buttercup Bread with meals, aa
sandwiches or aa an after school snack. And
try Fitcher’t Buttercupyourtelf and you’ll see
why more and more families are enjoying the
healthful benefitsof this deliciousbread. I
m• <
i*
!
■ .
Maryknoll Nun Serves in City
AsDoctorAnswering Police Calls
By Sister Maria del Rey
NEW YORK (NO - When,
■round 2 a.ra. or so, Sister Ann
Veronica steps aboard an am-
bulance to go screaming
through New York’s streets to
where police stand guard over
gome unfortunate who needs a
doctor she steps one pace
closer to her goal, tending the
gick in the world’s mission
fields.
She is a Maryknoll Sister,
serving as resident surgeon at
St. Vincent's Hospital in New
York’s lower west'side and
often on emergency night duty.
St. Vincent’s, conducted, by the
Charity Sisters of Mt. St. Vin-
cent, New York, is one of the
largest hospitals in the city. It
stands in a tragic section of the
city. Sister Ann Veronica
averages six trips a night to
care for those whose life, for
some reason or other, has flick-
ered low in the night hours.
‘Sister Ann Veronica’s emer-
gency calls take her to dimly
lighted tenements, stately old
brownslones and 50-cents-a-
-night flophouses,” writes Ro-
land Berg, medical editor of
Look in a February issue.
“Her patients range from col-
icky babies to derelict drunks
and beaten girls. To all, she
brings the comforting presence
of religion and the healing
skill of the physician.”
Ambitions? Well, Veronica
Klus thought she would like to
be a nun—or a doctor. In the
end, she decided to forego the
medical profession to serve
God.
By 1949 she was a full-
fledged Maryknoll Sister. An
excellent stenographer, she
spent a year and a half in of-
fice work at the motherhouse.
Then, she started college work,
and went on in medical studies.
An M.D. in 1956, she began
internship at St. Mary’s Hos-
pital, Rochester, N. Y. It was
then decided by her superiors
that Sister Ann Veronica
should , specialize in surgery.
For all these years of train-
ing, Sister Ann Veronica has
been a missioncr. In spite of
preoccupation with the ills of
the body, she knows that ills
of the soul are more tragic.
The girl, cut from cheek to
temple by her lover, is a case
in point. As police hild her
in the room where she had
been beaten, she fought to get
free. “He’s ruined my face!,”
she said. “Let me die. I don’t
want a doctor!”
But when Sister Ann Ver-
onica approached, the girl
gasped in surprise, then threw
her arms around the young
Sister’s neck. “Oh, I’m glad it’s
a Sister! Take me out of here,”
she sobbed. *
In a follow-up visit to her
home later, Sister Ann Veron-
ica persuaded the girl to ask
for moral help at the local
convent. To date, she has
come twice to the superior.
In her night’s work in low-
er Manhattan, Sister Ann Ver-
onica has found that police-
men are her best friends. More
than once, headlights of the
police car and the ambulance
have combined to give her
light enough to determine the
patient’s condition. They have
become emergency lamps as
Sister performs minor surgery
right on the street.
GOD’S DOCTOR: Sister
Ann Veronica, one of 15
Maryknoll nuns to be a
doctor, uses her skill on
lower Manhattan emergen-
cy calls and in the operat-
ing room of New York’s St.
Vincent’s Hospital.
Newarker
Takes Vows
At Mission
NEWARK—Sister M. Madeleine
| Frankovsky, a former resident of
| Newark, made her final vows as
.a Medical Mission Sister in a
ceremony held Feb. 11 at Our
'Lady of Coromoto Hospital, Mara-
caibo, Venezu-
ela.
The daughter
of Mrs. Susanna j
Frankovsky, 916
De Graw Ave.,i
Newark, Sister
M. Madeleine is j
a graduate of
All Souls Hospi-
! tal School of
jNursing, Mor-|
ristown. After making her first
profession of vows in 1953, she
was assigned to the nursing staff
of Our Lady of Coromoto Hospi-
tal, Maracaibo.
' The Medical Mission Sisters,
| Philadelphia, arc dedicated to
care of the,sick and suffering in
mission countries.
Marians Entertain
At Bergen Meet
I HACKENSACK - The Bergen-
j Hackensack District Council of
| Catholic Woihcn will meet Feb.
: 27 at Holy Trinity School here
at 8:30 p m. Mrs. 0. Wry of East
Rutherford will be in charge of
the program.
LI Mrs. Gerald Dundon, arch-
diocesan spiritual development
chairman, will speak. The Mar-
i ian Players of St. Mary's, Ruth-
erford, will present tableaux of
"The Five Sorrowful Mysteries.’*
Mother of Ten Children
Enters Cloistered Order
WASHINGTON (NC) A H2>car old mother of 10 child-
ren—nine of whom became relifioua—haa become a cloistered
nun.
Sister Mary Gertrude of the Sacred Heart, the former Mrs
James A. Burns of Columbus, Ohio, was received into the
Franciscan Nuns of fhe Most Blessed Sacrament at their monas-
tery here. Mrs. Bums* husband, a Columbus plastering con-
tractor, died two years ago and she then resolved to join the
Sisterhood.
Mrs. Burns is the mother of six girts and four boys. One
son is married, another died while a Jesuit seminarian and a
third will be ordained a Jeauit priest in June. Her fourth son,
Oblate Father John Burns, officiated at the ceremony in which
his mother entered the cloistered community. All six of her
daughters are nuns.
One of them, Sister Mary Agnes, is a cloistered member
of the convent of the Franciscan nuns of the Blessed Sacra-
ment, which Mrs. Burns has entered Three are members of
the Congregation of the Third Order of St Francis of Mary
Immaculate, of Joliet, 111.
700 Science Teachers to Gather
Feb. 22 for Catholic Workshop
SOUTH ORANGE—An esti-
mated 700 teachers will gather
at Seton Hall University cam-
pus here Feb. 22 for the ninth
annual New Jersey Catholic
Round Table of Science. The
largest group to convene for the
round table will meet at the
gymnasium at 10 a.m. to de-
velop the theme, “Science and
Mathematics to Meet Today’s
Problems."
Forty high schools will be
represented by more than 150
teachers, and 90 elementary
schools, participating for the
first time, will send over 500
delegates. The teachers will
come from the four dioceses in
the state.
Rev. Thomas J. Tuohy, head-
master of Seton Hall Prep: will
open the program. Dr. Ellis
Brown, coordinator of sciences
at Seton Hall University, will
discuss the science courses now
offered and those to be avail-
able at Seton Hall.
Sister Mary Peter, R.S.M., of
Georgian Court College, Lake-
wood, a recent recipient of an
Atomic Energy Commission
grant, will discuss the student
science-activity program with
the high school division teach-
ers. The science training pro-
gram in the elementary school
will be highlighted by Sister
Mary Grace, R.S.M., also of
Georgian Court.
An exhibition of films, film-
strips and other visual aids as
well as textbooks, booklets and
teaching aids for both grade
and high school will be avail-
able during the noon recess.
More than 20 commercial com-
panies have sent material.
The afternoon session will
consist of workshops and a pan-
el discussion. Workshop speak-
ers will include: Dean Albert
Meder, executive director of
the national mathematics com-
mission, speaking on new re-
quirements in mathematics for
the college entrance board; Dr.
Nicholas De Prospo of the Se-
ton Hall University biology de-
partment, discussing man’s sur-
vival in space; and Dr. Rlobcrt
Mull of Ciba Pharmaceutical,
who will explain the role of
chemistry in the production of
new medicine.
Junior high school teachers
will hear Sister Mary Nicholas,
principal of Cathedral School in
Trenton, speak on ‘‘Motion
Missiles Moon."
“Science in the Catholic Ele-
mentary School” is the topic of
the panel discussion for grade
school teachers. Sisters who
have written grade school text-
books and Sisters now teaching
science in high school will form
the panel. The authors will be
Mother Mary Thomas, S.S.J.,
principal of Our Lady of the
Valley, Orange, and Sister
Mary Walter, S.S.N.D., Arch-
bishop Walsh, Irvington. The
high school teachers on the
panel will be Sister Mary Casi-
mir, R.S.M.D., Camden Catho-
lic, and Sister Rita Xavior,
S.S J., Queen of Peace, North
Arlington.
The program will close with
Benediction of the Blessed Sac-
rament in the University chapel
at 4 p.m.
SCIENTIFIC PLANNING: Members of the New Jersey Catholic Round Table of
Science committee are shown discussing “Thinking About God’s World,” written by
Mother Mary Thomas, S.S.J., second from left, principal of Our Lady of the Valley,
Orange. The group is planning the meeting to be held Feb. 22 at Seton Hall Univer-
sity, South Orange. Others, left to right, are: Sister Mary Nicholas, R.S.M., principal
of Trenton Cathedral School and chairman of elementary science for the meeting;
Sister M. Leona, O.S.B. of Benedictine Academy, Elizabeth, president of the Round
Table; SisterRita Xavier, S.S.J., Our Lady Queen of Peace, North Arlington.
With North Jersey Women
A New Lent
By June Dwyer
The end of February comes
with the beginning of Lent.
Women’s group* are making
March a special time for prayer
and thought.
Into Lent
Archbishop Boland will be
guest of honor at the Bayley-
Seton League’s Communion
breakfast Mar. 1. The women
will attend 9 a m. Mass in the
Immaculate Conception chapel
at Seton Hall, South Orange,
and will have breakfast in the
Bishop’s Hall at the campus.
Rev. Alexander Sokolich, chap-
lain of St. Mary's Hospital,
Orange, will be the speaker.
Sadie M. Scully of South
Orange is breakfast chairman.
Mrs. Seymour Everett of East
Orange, will be toastmaster ...
The Rosary Society of Holy
Cross, Harrison, arc closing out
February with a day of recol-
lection set for Feb. 22. Rev.
Thomas J. Gillhooly, dean of
Seton Hall, Paterson, will con-
duct the spiritual exercises
which start with a Mass at 10
am. Mrs. James Coradine is
handling arrangements ... A
day of recollection is also
planned by the St. Peter the
Apostle Rosary, River Edge.
Rev. Paul Lehman of St. John
the Evangelist, Bergenfield,
will conduct the retreat day
Mar. 8 at 8:30 a m. . . .
Communion breakfasts are al-
so on the agenda. Mar. 2 is the
date chosen by the Bt. Peter’s
Rosary, Belleville, to attend
Mass and to meet at the Hotel
Robert Treat, Newark, for some
material and spiritual food.
Rev George Keating. Essex
County Catechetical Director
and Teresa Varm, state depart-
ment field representative in la-
bor and industry, will be the
speakers. Mrs. Edward Can-
will be toastmaster. Mr*. Ed-
ward De Martino is chairman
. . . The Mercler Club will hold
a Communion breakfast for
children Mar. 8 in Madonna
Hall of Immaculate Conception,
Montclair. The breakfast will
follow 8:30 Mass Mrs Mar-
rian Fingerhul of Montclair is
chairman . . . Mrs. John Miles,
vice regent of Court Veritas
CDA, is chairman of the
group’s Communion breakfast
which will follow the 8 a m.
Mass at St. Augustine’s, Union
City, Mar. 16. Sister Vincent de
Paul of St. Joseph's, Jersey
City, will speak . . ,
Agenda Highlights
Sacred Heart, Rosarians,
Bloomfield, will hear James
Robins, executive director of
the Essex County Association
for Retarded Children, at the
Feb. 26 meeting. Mr. Robins
will shoi4 a film, "Tuesday’s
Child," at the Sacred Heart Ly-
ceum at 9 p.m. Mrs. William
Hendey handled the arrange-
ments . . . Rev. Joseph Ccve-
tcllo of Mt. Carmel, Montclair,
addressed the Catholic .Wom-
en's College Cluh at a re-
cent meeting. The group is
planning a Communion break-
fast Mar. 2 following the 9 a m.
Mass at Sacred Heart, Newark.
Rev.. John Ansbro, Caldwell
College chaplain, will speak at
the breakfast set for the Hotel
Suburban. East Orange. Bar-
bara McGee of Bloomfield is
chairman . . .
Mrs. Gerald Dundon, arch-
diocesan NCCW spiritual de
velopment chairman, will ad-
dress the Rosary Society of
Our Lady of Grace, Fairvicw,
Feb. 27. At a recent meeting
the women heard Mrs. Veronica
Donnelly of Clifftide . . .
Cakes went cut sale following
the Masses at Sacred Heart, Irv-
ington, recently. Mrs. Alexand-
er Jacrmonski and Mrs. An
thony Zarvocki were behind
the project which was to raise
funds for the Junior Rosary-Al-
tar Society . . . The Senior
Auxiliary of St. Mary’s Hospi-
tal, Orange, will hold a St. Pat-
rick’s dessert-bridge Mar. 29 at
12:30 p.m. in the Seton Hall
University gym. Mrs. Freder-
ick Koenig is chairman assist-
ed by Mrs. James Driscoll
The Caldwell College chapter
of the Third Order of St. Dom-
inic will hold its card party
Feb. 28 at the Robert Treat
Hole, Newark, at 8:30 p.m.
Anita Crowley of the college is
chairman . . . Mar. 17 the
Parents' Guild of St. Joseph's
Hospital School of Nursing,
Paterson, will host a fashion
show and card party in the
school auditorium. Mrs. Mi-
chael Cortese is chairman.
Women
around the
World
A fire which destroyed the cen-
tral institution of the Sisters of
the Humility in Ottumwa, lowa
•also started a fire of generosity
in the hearts of the Davenport
Diocese. The clergy and laity
have presented $7,500 to the Sta-
ters for their new buildings.
•
Mexico City will lie the home
of a, special secretariate of the
World Federation of Catholic
Young Women which will be
opened to coordinate the activ-
ities of the group and to estab-
lish closer contacts with var-
ious national affiliated groups.
•
The Friends of the Lepers,
Inc., president has been ap-
pointed to the committee of ex-
perts of the International Cath
olic Center for the Assistance
to Mansemans Marie Dach
aucr, who maintains national
headquarters in Sacramento.
Calif. was also named to the
editorial board of the center’s
journal Hansen s disease is
commonly known aa leprosy.
Speaker in Lakewood
LAKEWOOD Anne Free
mantle will be the main speaker
for Georsian Court’s observance
of Catholic Press month Mrs
Frecmantle will address the fac
ulty and student body in the
Casino, Feb 24
NCCW Will Sponsor
Human Rights Institute
WASHINGTON (NC)—Speakers have been announced
here for an institute to be held in New York City Mar. 14-
16 in commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Eights.
. The National Council of Catholic Women, sponsor of
the institute, announced that two
U. S. representatives to U. N.
agencies will take part in discus-
sion sessions. Mar. 14 in the U. N.
Building, Mrs. Oswald Lord of the
U. N. Commission on Human
Rights will take part in a ses-
sion on “international approaches
to hunger.” Mar. 15 at the World
Affairs Center, Christopher Phi-
lips of the U. N. Economic and
Social Council will discuss "im-
proved standards of living.”
Theme of the institute is "The
Hungers of Mankind.” It will
be opened by Auxiliary Bishop
James H. Griffiths of New York,
who will speak on the “Founda-
tion of Human Rights.”
Scheduled to take part in a
discussion session on “intellectual
hunger” Mar. 15 are Paul K. T.
Sih, director of the Institute of
Far Eastern Studies at Seton Hall
University, South Orange, and
Oscar Halecki, professor of his-
tory at Fordham University.
Gary MacEoin, U. N. observer
of „,the International Catholic
Press Union, and Sister Maria
del Rey of Maryknoll, N. Y., will
speak at a Mar. 16 session.
Gregorian Court Choir
LAKEWOOD Georgian Court
College glee club sang the Mas*
for the closing of a mission at
Fort Monmouth recently. The
Mass was celebrated in the Field
House of the Base
Medical Nuns
Have Double
Celebration
PHILADELPHIA (NC) - The
feast' of Our Lady of Lourdes,
Feb. 11, was also a red letter
day for the Medical Mission Sis-
ters whose headquarters is locat-
ed here.
On that date in 1936, a special
instruction was issued by the Sa-
cred Congregation for the Propa-
gation of the Faith in the name
of Pope Pius XI, allowing the Sis-
ters to study and practice med-
icine and obstetrics to safeguard
the lives of mothers and children,
especially in mission areas. Prior
to that time, since the 12th cen-
tury, Church regulations forbade
priests and nuns to practice med-
icine without special permission.
At the time the permission was
granted in some countries, nota-
bly in Africa, whole tribes were
decreasing and destined to dis-
appear because mothers and in-
fants were not receiving medical
assistance at childbirth. The in-
struction not only confirmed the
pioneer efforts of medical mis-
sionaries but also urged the
founding of new communities to
| carry on the mission health work.
Mary Is Topic
Of Essex Meet
KEARNY The Ksscx-Ncwark
District Council of Catholic Wom-
en will hold a day of recollec-
tion and an open meeting Feb.
23 at St. Cecilia's here.
The program will start with a
Rosary and Benediction in the
church at 3 pm. Katherine Mc-
Laughlin, president, will conduct
the meeting in the parish hall.
Dorothy Brogan, a representa-
tive of the inter-parochial group,
will speak on the 100th anniver-
sary of the apparitions at
Lourdes. Other speakers will dis-
! cuss Our Lady’s other appear-
ances.
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umwiMiw, PURVEYORS THE
MOST DISTINGUISHED
CLUBS, HOTELS AND
RESTAURANTS
Why Not In Your Homo?
Quaker Farm
TURKEY
HEN OR TOM
•
Rock Cornish Game
• CAPON
KENTUCKY
LEG O' LAMB
•
PRIME
BEEF TENDERLOIN
•
PRIME SHELL
STEAKS
•
BONELESS STUFFED
ROCK CORNISH HEN
4
44th
SEASON
Passion Play
America’s
Oberammergau
Grieff Passion Play
Auditorium
(Park Theatre)
32nd Street and
Hudson Blvd.
Union City, N. J.
Dates of Performances
Sunday, February 23.
March 2,9, 16, 23, 30
at 2:30 P. M.
Friday, March 21 and
28 at B:15 P. M.
Special Children’s per-
formance Saturday,
February 22
at 2:30 P. M.
(Tickets for this per-
formance —50 c)
Admissions
Orchestra, $2.00 - $1.50
Balcony, $lOO
Loge, $2.00
(Special rates to groups
of twenty or more)
For tickets or informa-
tion call or write:
FR. C. M. WEITEKAMP
530 35th Street
Union City, N. J.
UNion 7 6535
3 for 1
CARPET
SALE
Here it
y• u r
chance to corpot
your
homo or of-
fico ot root vol-
uot . . . como in
today and too
thoio beautiful
carpotil
Toko AO Day* to
Pay. No Interact
No Carrying
Charge
• •
Uto Our Budget
Plan. 3 Year*
to Pay
• •
Trade in Your
Old Carpet*
PRICE INCLUDES:
1. Your choice of carpet.
2. Heavy luxury padding.
3. Tackless installation.
OPEN MON
WED. t ERI
Till IP. M
OTHER NITES
Till «
"FLOOR COVERING CENTER of NEW JERIEY"
329 BROAD ST., NEWARK
HU 3-4423 Plenty of Fro* Parking
NOW...
Chewable Vitamin-Mineral Tablet
(
£ DELICIOUS TO CHEW, NO UNPLEASANT
VITAMIN AFTERTASTE
Attractive Candy Jar Full of Bright Red Wild Cherry
Flavored Vitamin-Mineral Tablet*. ~
Formula:
VHemln A ISM USP unit*
Vitamin D >lO
UtP unit*
fbiamino <B-n t m*
Rlbatlevin iB-ll *>l me.
Vitamin B-1> * meant.
A*«arbi« Add iCI >0 me.
PvrMeilne lt-41 0 1 me
NletlnemMo 10 me
Celelttm Pentathenete 1 me.
Iren M me
Capper 0,07 mo
Cebett 0014 me
Molybdenum 0.01 me
Meneenete t.Ott me
iodine 0 017 me
Petaulwm 001 me
Moeneilum O.IM me
lino . 0.01 me
Dose.' For your better Health a* a dietary tupplement
one tablet each day.
A wonderful Grit lor Precieul Health
To your Special People Par Loiter,
'
Birthdoyi, Fecit Doyl and Eipectolly
During Lent at a dietary eupplement
ORDER NOWI too TABLET* ONLY MU
Order C O D and pay poitmon
M *3 plw* poitege cheigoi er, lend dwk or money order
Gateway City Pharmaceutical Company, Inc.
, EASTERN BRANCH. PO.
BOX A4. LIVINOIION. N. 4.
Shipment Imwedretely on Receipt ef Order.
WEDDINGS.
>
BANQUETS
{Manned to
perfection
1 4 Beautiful
oir (ondmontd room*,
accommodating 6 to 600
For Rtitrvationi Call
BANQUET MANAGER MArktt 3-4060
MILITARY PARK HOTEL
14 PARK PUCr. NtWAUK, N 1.
fashion
lor
spring
wedding
i
COMPLFTi SHOWING
FOR BRIDE and
BRIDESMAIDS
Ooon All Oor
Wothtnoton't Birthday
Mon., Wod and Prl.
I*o P. M to Ml p. M.
Saturday
» 00 A. M. to 4 4# P. M.
LA-NOR ;rN
l
•4 SPIINOriUO AVINUI
#1 $•. 0-on, o/In. NIWAtR
MA 1.4141
Opdn Mon , Wo#., Prl.
4-4 14 PM.
Two*., Thurt. Prl. 4 44 • 4:44 P M.
OPEN EVENINGSJJUFFMAN &2OYLE °
A French Provincial dinette of rare beauty
»\ F:
iiiSi
i
1L
EX
u
*•«>“
rffi fff\
Your choice of 3 tables, 2 china, 2 buffet styles
v»«r <**.<., 1 •« 1 ePQ »... » ./ i #,/«. QQ QP
HUS 4 *4* IV f • et hotter er ce«p<«ta dtine O*# 4r
m Ref Iff
Attractive lovmgj and graciout »fyling moke thi* ipeciallypurehated dinette
o moil unutual value. The table top i» in mar proof Formica. And tee the large
•election of piece* to choote from. At all 4 (tore*.
HACKENSACK
«* 4. 01 14J00
SPRINGFIELD
It. 11, on * 4XO
ORANGE
C•«»-•/ A—. 01 r 1000
POMPTON LAKES
a* li. ri J-J4QO
Irish, Hilltoppers Score
NJCC Tournament Under Way
With Pennant Races Undecided
By Ed Grant
NEWARK—St. Michael’s (UC) owns the North Hudson
title; St. Mary’s (E) has completed an undefeated regular
season and the BPCC and NJCC pennant races are .still
well snarled as the last week of February and tournament
season arrive.
Pairings were announced for
three such affairs this weelj, the
most important of which, of
course, is the North Jersey Cath-
olic Conference tourney which
opened Feb. 21 with St. James
facing St. Mary’s (R) in a solo
affair at St. Aloysius. Others get-
ting started this week are the
Union County tourney with St
Mary’s a big favorite and the
Bergen County Jamboree.
SEEDED FIRST in the NJCC
affair is Immaculate Conception,
with Queen of Peace, St. Cecilia’s
and St. Michael’s (N) following
in that order. The first three will
not see action until the quarter-
final round Feb. 25 at Immacu-
late and an as yet undecided site,
while St. Michael’s takes the
plunge Feb. 23 against Good
Counsel at Queen of Peace.
Other games that day include
Sacred Heart-Pope Pius at Queen
of Peace and Walsh-St. Michael’s
(JC) and Holy Trinity-St. Antho-
ny’s at Immaculate. After the
Feb. 25 action come the semi-
finals Feb. 28 at a site to be de-
termined and the finals Mar. 2
at Irvington High School.
Not in the tourney is St. Alo-
ysius, which'has elected to keep
itself eligible for a trip to Wash-
ington or Newport by playing
only the NJSIAA affair. St. Ma-
ry’s (E), already invited to New-
port, can’t go as it is committed
to the Union County and NJSIAA
action, the maximum number of
tournaments allowed by the state
association to its members.
Dumont, all on Feb. 22 at Fair-
leigh Dickinson.
SO MUCH for the tournaments
to come. In the action this week
just past, the victory of St. Mi-
chael’s merits first attention as
it marks the first time the Irish
have held the northern division
title of the HCIAA since Tommy
Heinsohn was roaming the courts
there six years ago. Tommy’s al-
ter ego on the present team, Paul
Tagliabue, netted 39 points in the
defeats of St. Joseph’s and Union
Hill which clinched matters.
The Irish will not know the
identity of their opponent or even
the site of the Feb. 25 playoff
until Ferris plays Bayonne for
the South Hudson crown in the
preliminary to the St. Peter’s-
LeMoyne game at the Jersey City
Armory Feb. 21. If Ferris wins,
the game will be at Dickinson, if
Bayonne triumphs, it will be at
Weehawken.
DON BOSCO TECH and St.
Luke’s just about ipade the BPCC
race a private matter as the for-
mer defeated St. Bonaventure, 65
59, Feb. 15, while the latter cor-
raled St. John’s, 74-61, Feb. 13.
That left both with 6-2 records,
while St. Joseph’s, with league
season completed, is 7-3. The two
leaders meet Feb. 25 at Don Bos-
co’s court and the winner of that
one has only to worry about a
game with St. Mary’s cellar
dwellers to clinch tjie title.
Weather played its part in
snarling the NJCC I race tempo-
BT. MARY’S finished up its
regular campaign at 16-0 with a
79-41 rout of St. Patrick’s on Feb.
14. A1 Loßalbo's boys face the
same team Feb. 21 at the Eliza-
beth Armory in the first round of
the UCT, while Sacred Heart
opens its bid the next night
against Linden. Needless to say,
St. Mary's is top-seeded in the
affair.
In Bergen, St. Cecilia’s, Don
Bosco and Holy Trinity are
among the entries in a field which
includes undefeated North Arling-
ton and once-beaten Englewood
The Saints have drawn Northern
Valley Regional, the Rams meet
Hackensack and Trinity takes on
aecc
St. Luke i a 2 .750
Don Boico Tech .... S 2 .750
St. Joaeph’e 7 3 .700
St. Boneventure 7 3 .700
St. John'! 2 7 227
St. Marjr'e 1 S .143
NJCC DIVISION
.
W L Bet.
Immaculate • t .857
Queen of Peace .... 4 1 .800
St. Aloyelua .' 8 2 .750
Walah .400
Pope Piue 2 5 .280
St. Michael'e 1 4 .200
St. Mary'e l 8 .143
Walah 2 3 .400
NJCC DIVISION I
St. Anthony’! 5 2
St. Cecilia’! 7 3 .700
Sacred Heart 8 3 .887
St. Michael’! 8 4 .800
St. Jamep 4 3 .429
Holy Trinity 1 8 .143
Good Couniel 1 9 .100
rarily when the decisive game
between Queen of Peace and Im-
maculate, slated for Feb. 15 was
postponed. St. Aloysius lost its
last chance for a share of the
honors when the " Queensmen
topped Pope Pius, 67-55, Feb. 14.
IN DIVISION 11, Sacred Heart
put things in a hopeless snarl by
losing to St. Michael’s (N), 69-65,
Feb. 12, then turning around to
top St. James, 79-77, two nights
later* The accompanying stand-
ings show that there is no clear
margin among St. Anthony’s, St.
Cecilia’s and Sacred Heart, all of
whom have finished their league
action.
Any hope that Seton Hall might
join St. Aloysius, St. Michael’s
(UC) and St. Mary’s (E) as a
leader in its county ended when
the Pony Pirates bowed to Bloom-
field in the semi-finals of the Es-
sex County Tournament on Feb.
18. Seton Hall had just managed
to get by St. Benedict’s, 37-36, in
the quarjer-finals and fell to the
undefeated Bengals after playing
them even for three periods.
Wide-Open Baffle Looms
For Essex CYO Award
MONTCLAIR Competition for the annual Essex
County CYO Outstanding Player Award looks to be wide
open this year, with no player dominating the scene as did
Lee Sager of East Orange in 1957.
When Sager captured the 12th annual award a year
ago, he totaled 52 points on 21
ballots, the third highest total in
history. This time, 30 points
may be enough to win as the can-
didates include Mai Abernathy of
Bloomfield, Frank Besson of
Seton Hall, Jack Mount of Im-
maculate, Tom Boose of Weequa-
hic, Richie Rears of St. Bene-
dict's and many more.
Ballots are now in the mall to
all eligible voters, who include
the coaches and newspapermen
of Essex County. They must beI
returned to the CYO by Mar. 13.
Voters are asked to make three |
choices with five points for first,
three for second and one for
third.
Highest number of nominated
players was 36 in 1955, fewest
20 in 1948. Dave Fulcomer of
Montclair, present Princeton cen-
ter, had the largest victory mar-
gin: 47 in 1954, but Jim Ahem
of Valley holds the record for
points with 64 in 1950. The low-
est winning total was 26, com-
piled by Carmen Franco of West
Orange in 1949 and Merrill Mor-
gan of.Montclair in 1956.
Ahearn is one of only two Cath-
olic high school players to win
the award, the other being Dave
Smalley of Seton Hall in 1952.
That latter year saw a unique oc-
currence with every one of the
Pony Pirates' starting five men-
tioned in the balloting: Hugh Gal-
lagher, Charlie Lorenzo, Dick
Farrell and Mickey LoPrete.
Other well-known winners
were Richie Regan of Newark
West Side in 1948 first CYO grad-
uate to take the award; Carlie
Travers of Belleville in 1951, like
Regan a Seton Hall player in his
college days and Richie Veith of
Belleville in 1955, now a star at
Niagara.
School,College
Sports
COLLIOI SASKSTBALL
llltirtiy, M. 11
Seton Hill ■! Detroit
Soton Hall IP) at Poat
Sunday. Mb. 1)
St. Peler'e at Fairfield
Mender. Feb. 14
Fort Monmouth at Baton Hall (P)
Wedneaday. Fob. 14
St. Pater'a at Adelphl
Friday, Feb. 14
New Palta atReion Hall (P)
SCHOOL BASKITBALL
Mender. Feb. 14
Delbarton at St. Bernard'a
Tueadey. Fab. IS
St. Luke'a at Don Boaco Tech
Martat at Bayonne
Oratory at Morrtatown
Barley Eilard at St. Mary'a (R)
Holy Trinity iH) at St. Joaeph'a tp)
Wedneaday, Feb. 14
Martat at St. Peter'a ISD
Thwraday, Feb. 11
St. John'a at Waltlnaton
St. Mary'a iP> at St. Luke'a
St. Mtchael'a (N) at St. Patrick'!
Friday, Feb. IS
Boaota at Bereen Catholle
Curtta at Martat
Barley Eilard at Ml. Lakea
MJCC Teumement
Prldav, Pee. II
tat 81. Aloyslua Gym. Jeraay City)
St. James v*. St. Mary's 1R)
lundiVi ||
tat DuNa ot Peace. North Arltnaton)
St Michael's. iN> vs. Good Counsel
Sacred Heart vs. Poee piua
tat Immaculate Conception. Montclair)
Walsh VS. St. Michael’s IJC>
Holy Trinity va. St. Anthony's
Tuesday. Pah. II
tat Immaculate Conception, Montclair)
Immaculate vs. Sacred Heart Pope
Plus winner
•t Cecilia'S IK> vs, SI James.M
Mary a winner at site still ha be
selected
Queen o< Peace vs. Walsh St. Michael’s
UCI winner
**• Anthony's Holy Trinity winner va.
St. Michael's iNKSood Counsel win-
ner
• rUia. ».h ti
• 111 Nil Mill la bo hIkIMi
bomtfinal Round
tuniiy. Mir l
111 Imituton Huh Krhooli
rtnal Mound
UNION COUNTY TOURNAMINT
(all limn ot Ulaaboth Armory)
Friday, Rob. II
•l. Mari'* iK) *» HI Fat rich a. • am.
lalwrday. Fob. It
I union «• Hotrod lloorl, »ja »a*.
MbObN MMIOIII
laturdar. Fob. 11
(at Falrtoldh Dtrktnoon. Ruttiorloid’
I'D* Oooro **.■ Harkonaarb. I am
•l ikilU'i rt .Sanborn Voltoy
Roaional. 130 am
Holy Trinity (Ml **, Dumont. 0 la.
Hindi r. Fob. I«
(at boraon t atbolin
fair loon n. Don baaeo Maobonaatb
winnor. IN am.
Tuoodo*. Fob. t«
tai Don boico *
Rtdaooood «*. Ft CootUa>Nortbom
VaUoy dinnor. Ml Id.
Knalooood **. Holy TrtaUyDuaaoal
outnor. b am
Tbomdaa. Fob- M
(at boraon CatboUci
MOM raaaad
Wardai. Mar. I
(al ralrlotfh Dtrkinionl
final round
St. Peter's All But Clinches Met Title,
Accepts Bid to NIT After Win
JERSEY CITY The metropolitan title almost secure-
ly in its grasp, St. Peter’s College can now look forward to
its second National Invitation Tourney, which they accept-
ed a bid Feb. 19.
Sound victories over Wagner, 91-64, and Manhattan,
96-87, this past week eliminated
any doubt that the Peacocks
boast the leading team in the
area. True, they haven’t met, nor
will they meet two of the other
contenders, Fordham and St.
John’s, but these clubs’ overall
records just about disqualifies
them from consideration.
THERE ARE only two games
with local foes left for the Pea-
cocks, both on the road. The first
takes them to Adelphia Feb. 26,
the second to lona on Mar. 1, This
latter tilt could be a rough one,
as the Gaels have a big, veteran
team which loves to spring up-
sets. Moreover, there is a close,
friendly rivalry between Don Ken-
nedy and the lona coach, jovial
Jimmy McDermott.
Before these games, St. Peter’s
has its lgst home tilt with Le-
Moyne on Feb. 21 and a Sunday
visit to Fairfield Feb. 23. The
Peacocks now have a fine chance
of closing out their season with
a previously unheard of 21-2 rec-
ord and can hardly do worse than
21-3, as compared with the 18-3
regular sason mark of ’56-’57.
HANK MORANO really explod-
ed for St. Peter’s in the second
half of the Wagner game and
wound up with his high game of
the season, 34 points. This earned
Hank the award annually pre-
sented to the > outstanding player
in this contest by the Staten Is-
land Club of St. Peter’s College
alumni. It also lifted his scoring
average to an even 20 per game.
The Manhattan game was a
weird one which saw the Pea-
cocks almost constantly on the
foul line, winding up with 42
points from there. Morano picked
himself up anew school record
with 18 successful foul shots and
had 26 points all told. All the oth-
er starters were also in double
numbers.
WHILE THINGS were going so
well for St. Peter’s, they were do-
ing just the opposite for Seton
Hall. To add to all the other bur-
dens the Pirates have had this
season, ineilgibility sidelined four
players, including Jack Rowley
and Seth Hicks, just before the
Georgetown game Feb. 15. This
left Honey Russell with only an
eight-man squad with which to
finish the season.
Rowley had been the one de-
pendable man all year for the
Pirates and Hicks had only re-
cently returned to action after an
injury to take up a big part of
the scoring burden. Their last ef-
fort produced a total of 22 points
in the 76-65 loss to Niagara at
Madison Square Garden Feb. 13.
The Georgetown game had
been looked upon as the last easy
one for the Pirates, as the Hoyas
have also had their eligibility
problems. But, instead, it turned
out a 66-65 heartbreaker as base-
ball players Julie Nicolai and
Hugh Dunnion poured in 31 points
in a vain attempt to overcome an
early Georgetown advantage.
SETON HALL has only the
Feb. 22 tilt at Detroit listed this
week and, after that, come Ford-
ham and LaSalle. The record was
7-15 going into the lona game of
Feb. 19 and, frankly speaking, It
does not appear that another vic-
tory will be added under present
conditions. These are four of the
strongest foes the Pirates have
met all winter.
Weather canceled out the only
game listed for Seton Hall (Pi
last week (with Fairfield Feb.
16), but the Bucs make up for it
in the next seven days, facing
Post Feb. 22, Fort Monmouth
Feb. 24 and New Paltz Feb. 28.
This stretch should tell whether
Jim Comerford’s boys are going
to push over the .500 mark for
the season. The record is now
6-8.
Press Box Paragraphs
A Raw Deal
E.J.G.
Among spectators at the Feb.
22 national interscholastic
track and field championships
at Madison Square Garden may
be four boys from St. Michael’s
(JC), who. by all rights, should
be there as competitors in the
two-mile relay.
It qould be that, before these
words are read, permission will
have been granted for them to
run. But the words are still val-
id, we feel, for they cover a
situation which comes up every
year and for which there *cems
to be no solution.
THE BACKGROUND of it is
this: Up to about five years ago,
the national Interscholastics
were crowded by the entry of
many youngsters who had no
business being in a meet of
such importance. Their pres-
ence delayed the proceedings
no end and threatened, at one
point, to put the meet out of
existence.
It reached a height at the
1953 meet when Johnny Kopil
of Bayonne, later of Villanova,
was forced to start from the
second row in the one-mile run.
He won the race, but a hoped-
for time of under 4:20 (he had
done 4:20.1 at a New York Arm-
ory two weeks earlier) was Tbst
in his struggle to get out of the
pack and into the lead.
AS A RESULT, there wa»
set up a seeding committee,
headed by Seton Hall coach
John Gibson, who also acts as
clerk of course at the meet.
It was to be the job of this
committee to screen all entries
and refuse those who did not
measure up to certain stand-
ards set (or each event.
We want to say right here
that none of the criticism of
the committee's action which Is
to follow Is In any way directed
at Gibson. He has done his best
la the past five years to see
that New Jersey entries, from
Catholic and public schools
Mke. received justice. With-
out him, there would have been
no hope of reversing some of
the outstanding emissions such
as the Snyder case la ISM.
The committee is composed
chiefly of coaches and officials
of the New York PSAL, which
jointly sponsors the meet with
the national AAU. There Is alto
a representative from the Bos-
ton area and one from Uto pri-
vate prep schools, whose meet
was merged with the high
school division at the same ttmrJ
this committee was established
WHAT IS THE beef, then?
Well, let’s talk about a specific
case, the one just mentioned,
of the Snyder sprint relay team
in 1956. This team had won an
880-yard relay in one of the
major New York schoolboy
.meets that winter. For the na-
tionals, coach Tom Gerrity
made one substitution, putting
in a freshman named Richard
Branch for a junior named Ma-
jor Smith, who was nominated
for the 60-yard dash. On the
basis of this change having’
weakened the team, the. entry
was refused.
Protests were entered by
Snyder and by others in a posi-
tion to put pressure on the
cqmmittee. A reversal was
made and the team was al-
lowed to run. It ran all right,
ran so fast indeed that it won
the title.
NOW THIS, admittedly. Is an
extreme case, but it indicates
that some sort of prejudice
must be working for it to have
happened. Now we’ll try to
show where that prejudice
comes from and, unfortunately,
we must place it in the person
of a member of the committee
who coaches at a New York
Catholic high school.
This story goes back to 1834,
the last year the prep school
meet was held. Two New York
Catholic schools decided that
year that they would enter the
prep school rather than the
high school section of the meet.
Once a far tougher division in
the heyday of Seton Hall Prep,
the prep school races now of-
fered easy pickings.
THE GAMES committee
turned down the bid of these
two schools on the basis that
they had entered all previous,
meets as high schools and there
had been no major change in
their athletic policy which
would merit a change in rating.
That should have been the end
qf it, but it wasn’t. The two
coaches then attempted a retali-
ation which seems hard to be-
lieve.
Entered in the high school
60-yard dash that year was Au-
brey Lewis of Montclair, with-
out doubt one of the finest ath-
letes and finest gentlemen New
Jersey schools have produced.
These two coaches, with allies,
attempted to have Lewis thrown
basis of this change having
.out of the meet on a technical-
ity: namely, that he had run
for an AAU club the week be-
fore at the Millrose games.
THEIR ARGUMENT was
that the nationals are run under
PSAL rules and that one of
these rules forbids a high
school athlete to take part in
outside competition of any
kind. But their bid failed, as the
AAU stepped in, contacted the
NJSIAA and found that the lat-
ter body had no rule covering
Lewis’ action. In effect, the
AAU said that while PSAL
rules of competition govern the
meet, the eligibility of boys en:
tered is to be decided by their
own state associations.
One of those two coaches is
the one we mentioned above as
a member of the committee.
His feelings toward New Jersey
were hardly helped by an inci-
dent at the Penn Relays last
April when a legitimate protest
hy two Garden State public
school coaches resulted in the
disqualification of his mile re-
lay team which had won its
class race.
Now it U not our contention
that St. Michael’s owes its ab-
sence (if so it be) from this
year's meet to some diabolical
plot concocted for revenge. We
simply feel that the committee
is loaded, that New Jersey does
not have fair representation
and that the standards in most
events are ridiculously strict.
We do not feel that there
should have to be a fight each
year to get boys into the meet
who are good enough to place
sad even win.
St. Leo's Seeded
1st in Tourney
JERSEY CITY-St. Leo's. Irv-
ington, hat been given the top
seeding In the 10th annual Gram-
sit tournament being sponsored
by St. Peter's Prep. The tourna-
ment, which has been entered
by 52 Catholic grammar school
teams from Hudson, Bergen and
Union Counties, which opened at
the Prep gym Feb. 20.
Rev. William Dolan, S. J., tour-
nament director, has announced
that semifinals will be played
Feb. 24 at T:2O. The finals have
been carded for the folowtng
night at 1:20. Trophies will be
given to the top four teams as
well as to the outstanding player
and to those chosen for the all-
tournament team.
Adams, Pegut Star
At Jersey City Meets
JERSEY CITY A1 Adams of St. Michael’s (JC) and
Larry Pegut of St. Aloysius’ took a big lead in their re-
spective events—BBo yards and 60-yard high hurdles—fpr
a berth on The Advocate’s 1958 North Jersey Catholic All-
Star track and field squad with a twin* pair of stunning
performances on Feb. 12 and 15
at the Jersey City Armory.
In the -14th annual Hudson
County CYO meet on Lincoln’s
Birthday, Adams anchored St.
Michael’s to a record victory in
the two-mile relay for North Jer-
sey Catholic Track Conference
members while Pegut placed
fourth in the open 60-yard high
hurdles, the best a Catholic
school athlete had done in this
event in almost a decade.
Adams, by the way, is a for
mer teammate at St. Paul’s
(Greenville) grammar school of
Harry Smith, who earned the
watch as the outstanding per
former at the CYO affair. Smith,
whose 60-yard dash victory
sparked Snyder to its first team
title in the meet’s history, is the
first graduate of the Hudson CYO
junior track program to take this
award.
THEN CAME the Jersey City
championships Feb. 15 and here
both boys entered the winner’s
circle, along with Pegut’s team-
mate Brian Hennessey. Adams
defeated a strong 880-yard field
in a record 2:03.2, Pegut won the
hurdles in 8.3 and Hennessey the
mile in 4:41.2. Brian’s win, how-
ever, still leaves him a bit short
of Bergen Catholic’s Art Prior,
who has two sub-4:35 clockings
to his credit this winter.
Despite the Michaelians’ 8:31.4
clocking in the CYO /neet—after
a stirring duel with a surprising
St. Peter’s team—there was still
doubt as to whether they would
be in the field at the national in-
terscholastics at Madison Square
Garden Feb. 22. A ridiculously
low 8:20 qualifying time is re-
quired for that meet and, while
several New York teams which
haven’t broken nine minutes this
winter have been accepted, Tom-
my Finn’s boys hadn’t up to Feb.
18. (Comment on this situation
may be found elsewhere on this
page).
THERE SEEMS little doubt
that Adams and his teammates,
junior Pete Ganucci, senior Bob
Kocot and fellow sophomores Er-
nie Tolentino, form the best re-
lay combine Finn has had since
his 1953 sprint and mile relay
teams, anchored by Tippy Maliff,
placed third and second, respec-
tively, at the Penn Relays. In the
CYO race, Ganuccj ran 2:01.1,
Kocot did 2:07.8, Tolentino 2:06,6
and Adams 2:06.9. Kocot and Tol-
entino were run all out by John-
ny Riordan and Walt Mclnerney
of St. Peter’s.
The last two, along with Ed
Bradley, almost exactly duplicat-
ed their finish in last June’s
NJSIAA Catholic mile at the Jer-
sey City meet. At New Bruns
wick it was Mclnerney second,
Riordan fourth and Bradley fifth
back of SetOn Hall’s Ed Wyrsch.
Hennessey, third in that race,
was an easy winner this time
and the only change in the Petre-
an parade saw Riordan and Mc-
lnerney switch places.
Other points were scored in the
city meet by the Prep, Michaeli-
an and St. Aloysius teams which
ran 3-4-5 in the mile relay. St.
Aloysius placed third to Lincoln
and Snyder in the team score
with 1716 points, St. Peter’s was
fourth with 10 and St. Michael’s
fifth with seven.
HONORS IN THE CYO gram-,
mar school championships went
to St. Aloysius' and Christ the
King, both of Jersey City. The
Aloysians copped the girls and
combined titles, while Christ the
King grabbed the boys diadem
for the first time. -St. Aloysius
finished with a grand total of 62
points and had 33 in th 6 girls’ di-
vision. Christ the. King scored its
entire 44 points in the boys’ ac-
tion. !
Individual champions included
Jean Gallagher of St. Paul's
(Greenville) in the senior girls’
dash and Bill Kurfehs of St. Alo-
ysius in the senior boys’ dash.
In the Union County relays at
the Elizabeth Armory on Feb. 14,
Holy Trinity of Westfield placed
second in the distance medley re-
lay as Stan Blejwas lost a stir-
ring duel to Jon Dante of Union
at the tape. Blejwas ran 4:39 on
the narrow, 12-lap to a mile,
track, while Dante, national in-
terscholastic 1,000-yard favorite,
turned in 4:33.
Scoring Lead
Is Regained
By McLoughlin
NEWARK The ding-dong
scoring race between Bobby Mo
Loughlin of St. Joseph’s (WNY)
and Billy Raftery of St. Cecilia’s
(K) took another turn this past
week as the former tallied 108
points in three starts to surge
into the lead.
With two regular season games
left, McLoughlin now shows 527
points for 18 games, a 29.3 aver*
age. Raftery, who had “only” 48
points in two games last week,
has 452 points in 16 starts for
33.3. Billy finished his season
Feb. 18 against St. Aloysius, but
plunged right into the NJCC
tourney this week and, after that,
there’s the NJSIAA.
The dormant race for third
spot reactivated when Dennis Bel*
tram of St. Michael’s (N) re-
turned to action after a two-game
layoff and scored 19 points to
drop his average to 23.0. This
leaves him a bit behind Joe Butts
of Sacred Heart, whose 51 points
in two games (36 against St.
James) puts him at 23.2.
There was no change in the
list of 20-point men, though Gene
Helinski of St. Anthony’s almost
dropped out of the class and
now rests squarely at 20.0. By
next week, there may be more
members, however, as Tom O’Dea
of St. Cecilia’s (E), Mike Cunniff
of St, Michael’s (N) and Tom
Palace of Don Bosco are less
than half a point away at 19.6.
In the matter of the highest
scoring duo among North Jer-
sey Catholic teams, Beltram and
Cunniff stand first with a com-
bined average of 42.6. Next are
Raftery and Dan Pidgeon at 42.2,
with Butts and Bill Brennan a
close third at 41.6.
S. Ptl. Avi,
M'L’shl’n, St. Joseph's IS 527 29.3
Raftery. St. Cecilia’a (K) 16 452 28.3
Butts. Sacred Heart 18 371 23.2
B’ltr'm, St. Michael’s IN) 13 299 23.0
Georft, St. Luke’s 19 415 21.8
Cusack, St. Bonaventure 18 380 2L.1
Mount. Immaculate ~. 20 402 20.1
Helinski. St. Anthony's 21 420 20.0
O'Dea. St. Cecilia’s (E) 17 334 19.8
C’nn'ff, St. Michael’s (N) 15 294 19.6
Pslsce. Don Bosco ... 17 333 19.6
Sullivan. Holy Trinity .. 15 289 19.3
Oswald. Holy Trinity . . 15 286 19.1
Ernst. St. Aolyslus 19 360 18.9
T’tl’b’e, St. Michael’s 19 359 18.9
Brennan, Sacred Heart . 16 295 18.4
D’S’nso, Don Bosco Tech 19 357 lit.3
M’na’rdo, St. B’n'venture 18 327 18.2
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Vocation Notes
Dead Men Back to Life
By Msgr. William F. FurlongIn December, 1954, newsoano™
““““
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about a “dead” man who had been broushTh tho World told
The report told how Stanley Wisni*^ 1 ck
L
to llfe again,
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his heart had stopped beating- how Ho «,
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elhon against God, and if it dies in
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u
revcr- Greater thAi. than the powerof putting natural life back into a human body, would be the
power of putting-divine life God’* iif« Zi • , u
soul that has lost if
“
• 1 fe ~ back lnto a human
mUe Latin wordfjl' t CVery P nest can do that with fivelit ords which mean, "I absolve you from your sins."
reaufws
A
Xf thi* gU°n
(
t3Ught that- “To pardon a single sinrequires all omnipotence of God," and .
. what God
?ah«niv»y Hls omln P°tence, the priest can also do by saying,‘I absolve you from your sins’." *
wt !!r«f 1a think °f <iUr L°rd as saying t 0 the Priest .
.Lh nnhi. and Ve " and earth’ but 1 leave you a better
oiw ? 7ta °n: make out of this that is in sin,
frnlt #
L 1 hav
,
e ma
,
de the earth bring f o rth all kinds of
bu *.to yoo I confide a more beautiful creation, name-
“latl t l! e SOU shou,d bring forth fruits of salvation.”
F»thpp«^fP t£nSrl
tell
i? US
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L
at St August ine, one of the greatFathers of the Church, taught, "that to sanctify a sinner is a
greater work than to create heaven and earth.” God created
heaven and earth only once; the priest, in his lifetime, will
bring supernaturally dead people back to life thousands of times!
Apostolate for Vocations:
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone SOuth Orange 2-9000.
Paterson Diocese: 'Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse St
Paterson. Telepone: Mountain View 8-1605.
Parish CYO Briefs
Films will be shown at the
Feb. 23 meeting of the Carrol
Club at St. Michael’s (Union).
Junior Sodalists from the par-
ish will hold a box supper auc-
tion for members and their fa-
thers on Mar. 2 in the parish
auditorium. Dads will bid for
the meals prepared by their
daughters with the funds going
toward the Sodality’s spiritual
project.
CYO groups at St. James
(Springfield) are being reorgan-
ized under direction of Rev.
Edward Oehling . . . About 20
CYOers from Holy Trinity
(Westfield) will make a Lenten
pilgrimage to St. Mary’s (Eliz-
abeth) for a holy.hour Mar. 9.'
Chet Sanok of Montclair, for-
mer New Jersey State amateur
golf champion, will be the
speaker when St. Stanislaus
CYO (Newark) holds its an-
nual Communion breakfast
Feb. 23 in the parish hall fol-
lowing the 9 a.m. Mass Break-
fast sponsor is the adult advi-
sory board. Invocation will be
given by Rev. Robert Jacun-
ski, CYO moderator.
Immaculate Conception (Mont-
clair) Girl Scouts are planning
a spaghetti supper Mar. 23 to
help pay for their Easter week
outing to Washington. During
Boy Scout Week, Troop 21 at
St. Philip the Apostle (Clifton),
merit badges were presented to
Joseph DeStefano, Robert Lay,
John Diessner Jr. and Joseph
at a Court of Honor
Feb. 18.
EA GLE AWARD: Thomas Wayne of Troop 151, St. Mary’s (Nutley) receives con-
gratulations from Boy Scout Executive H.J. Davis on receiving his Eagle Scout
award at a Communion breakfast on Feb. 15. Looking on are Thomas’ parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Anton Wayne, and Rev. Seymour B. Everett, moderator.
Archbishops Pay Tribute
To Leading Catholic Youth
MILTON, Mass (NC)—Two Archbishops and more than
1,000 of her fellow students gathered here to pay tribute to
a petite 20-year-old girl who was honored as the “Outstand-
ing Catholic Youth in the United States.”
She is Margaret Ann Nichols, known as Peggy to Jier
friends at Regis College, Weston,
where she is a junior.
Miss Nichols was presented a
plaque at a ceremony in her par-
ish church, St. Mary of the Hills,
in this Boston suburb. Her selec-
tion by the National Council of
Catholic Youth as the year’s out-
standing youth was announced
last December.
The dignitaries at the ceremo-
ny included Archbishop Richard
J. Cushing of Boston, Archbishop
Leo Binz of Dubuque, Iowa; Gov.
Foster Furcolo of Massachusetts,
and Msgr. Joseph E. Schieder,
director of the Youth Department
of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, Washington.
Archbishop Binz, who is episco-
pal chairman of the NCWC Youth
Department, presented the plaque
to Miss Nichols. “You represent
splendidly what we desire young
Catholics to be,” the prelate told
her. •
Archbishop Cushing praised her
as “a living symbol of the mil-
lions of Mary-like young women
who beautify by their example
and personal sanctity the bewil-
dered age in which we live.”
Mlgr. Schieder read a citation
singling out Miss Nichols as a
person “in whose life there are
exemplified the finest attributes,
the most outstanding qualities
and the loftiest virtues inherent
in the ideal of Catholic youth.”
Miss Nichols, a daily communi-
cant, was voted the outstanding
Catholic Youth at Regis in 1957.
At the school she is an active
member of the Catholic Action
Study Committee, the Writers’
Club, the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine, the school paper, a
leadership program and the liter-
ary club. She is attending on a
scholarship.
Her parish work includes teach-
ing weekly classes for the Con-
fraternity. She has held a variety
of official posts in the Boston
Archdiocesan Council of Catholic
Youth, both on the deanery and
the archdiocesan level. She is
also a regular columnist on yout£
for the Pilot, newspaper of the
archdiocese.
Collegians Will
Hear Mitchell
At St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY Secretary of
Labor James P. Mitchell will be
the principal speaker when the
National Federation of Catholic
College Students holds its East-
ern regional meeting at St.
Peter’s College on Mar. 9.
Theme of the meeting will be
“The Role of the Educated Cath-
olic.” Also listed as a speaker
is Msgr. John J. Egan, director
of Cana conferences for the
Chicago Archdiocese.
One of the features of the meet-
ing will be an evening Mass cele-
brated by ReV. Francis Keating,
S. J., of St. Peter’s. He, is mod-
erator for the meeting at which
Joseph Harris of LaSalle College,
Philadelphia, NFCCS president,
will preside. Edward Lockwood
of St. Peter’s is chairman of the
planning committee.
The senior class at St. Peter’s
is sponsoring a series of discus-
sions on marriage by Rev. Ger-
ard Murphy, S. J. The first of six
talks was given on Feb. 20. Suc-
ceeding lectures will be given on
five consecutive Thursdays.
Father Murphy is a member
of the Advisory Board of the Fam-
ily Life Bureau of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference. He
has given Cana conferences in
the Newark Archdiocese for the
past 10 years.
Hudson Bowling
Led by St. Paul's
JERSEY CITY St. Paul’s
(Greenville) is dominating the
Hudson County Senior CYO
mixed Bowling League with 12
weeks still left in the season as
its teams are running ,1-2 in the
standings.
St. Paul’s 1 has a record of
40-14 for a three game lead over
SI. Paul’s 2. After that come St.
Paul of the Cross, St. Michael's
(UC) and St. Aedan’s 2, all with
a chance to catch the leaders in
the remaining action.
The leaders also have the high
team average of 682 and the high
game of 798. In addition, Jim
Medley has tossed the high sin-
gle game for boys at 222, while
Rosemary Bradley owns the high
single game for girls at 201 and
the high three game series of
480. Rosemary McCann tops the
girls averages with 136.
Sal Cacioppo of St. Michael’s
(UC) breaks up the St. Paul’s
monopoly as he tops the boys’
averages with 148 and also owns
the best series of 550. The St.
Michael’s team has rolled the
highest series with 2,222.
INTRODUCE a friend to The
Advocate.
ROME BOYSTOWN: A year learning how to be a pre-
cision shop machinist prepared Julio, at left, to learn
operation of this lathe to make nuts and bolts. While at
right Vincenzo, also of Rome's Boys Town, established
by Irish born Msgr. John Patrick Carroll-Abbing,
paints the ceramic face of a Mardi Gras parade char-
acter. The face, which is really a flower vase, is the
boy’s own design, will later be sold with profits split
between the artist and Boys Town. These two activities
ars typical of those at the institution. "We want these
boys to learn to work... and to learn the habits of
work," says the Monsignor. Besides these tasks, there
are also courses in electricity, carpentry, shoe making,
wine making, farming and other activities.
Denies Interim
Mouse Order
AUSTIN, Minn, (RNS)—A Dis-
trict judge here has declined to
issue a temporary injunction re-
straining the Austin Rocket So-
ciety, a group of 10 Catholic high
school students, from using live
animals in their rocket experi-
ments.
The injunction was asked by the
Humane Societies of the United
States and Minnesota. The rocket
group earlier sent live mice aloft
in their experimental tubes.
Judge A. C. Richardson indi-
cated he was denying the Hu-
mane Society’s motion principal-
ly because the rocket group had
filed an affidavit saying they
would not send any more mice
aloft until the question is resolved
in court.
The humane societies seek a
permanent injunction against the
use of live mice in the experi-
ments. Judge Richardson said he
expected the hearing on that mat-
ter will come up in the June term
of the district court.
Holy Name Wins
In Knights' Contest
NEWARK The Holy Name
Cadets of Garfield qaptured the
individual soprano bugle honors
in the annual indoor individual
drum and bugle corps contest
sponsored by the Golden Knights
of Blessed Sacrament, Feb. 15 at
the school hall.
Despite the weather, only a few
of the entries failed to arrive for
the meet and some corps came
from as far as Massachusetts. St.
Catherine's of St. Albans, L. 1.,
won two events, as did the Audu-
bon All-Girls corps. A single vic-
tory went to the Paterson Cadets.
The Time of Your Life
The Last Apostle
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
Monday we celebrate the feast day of the
Last Apostle, St. Matthias. Although he was
with Christ from the first, he worked as one
of the 72 disciples during Christ’s life
on earth. He became The Last Apostle because
he was chosen to take the place of Judas. St.
Matthias was around for the
great gifts on Pentecost Sun-
day and made very good use
of them. We are told that he
was a great one for mortifica-
tion, so he is a natural for
you during Lent. When you
feel like giving in to your ap-
petite think of St. Matthias
and hang on until it’s “eatin’
time.’’
Still Good
Christ told the Apostles to watch and pray
during His agony. It is mighty sound advice
for you during the entire of Lent. If you ever
hope to get the jump on temptations, it ought
to be now. It can very well be, if you watch
and pray. Watch over your own weakness, and
pray better and longer than you ever have in
your* life. There is hardly a person alive who
cannot pray more than he does.
Textbook Fancy
The books on how to live with others usual-
ly have a chapter on hostility. That is just
a fancy way of saying “anger.” Whatever it is
called it manifests pride and selfishness. Let’s
not be hostile to anyone or angry with anyone,
especially those who want to help us: our pa-
rents and teachers. Class dismissed, and smile.
For Study
From time to time we ought to take stock
of the physical setup in our homes and see if
we are using the proper means for our study.
We ought to have proper light, and the table
or desk should be the proper height for us.
None of this ought to be a matter of expensive
adjustments. Perhaps the type chair we use isn't
correct. All this has an affect on our work.
The tools of the trade help make the craft*-
man.
Smile
During Lent It becomes almost virtuous
to smile and be happy, for the season is at a
rather rough period of the year. Christ gives
the word when He mentions that we should
not look as though we are doing penance, but
should keep on with our usual way of ex-
terior life. He mentions anointing the hair to
let us know that we should dress up as usual.
Penance really should be interior, and known
only to God.
Decent Disks and Suitable Songt
Arrivederci Roma Younger Than Spring-
time (Victor) Mario Lanza; Dominique Fin-
gers Medley (Capitol) Joe “Fingers” Carr;
Cherokee Big Guitar (M-G-M) San? (The
Man) Taylor; My Jimmie Next Thing to
Paradise (Victor) Jeannie Johnson; Trust In
Me Gigi (Mercury) Billy Eckstine; Pm Not
Afraid Anymore Just In Case You Change
Your Mind (Columbia) Eileen Rodgers; Let’s
Try Romance Shirley Purley (Victor) Ray
Peterson.
High Fidelity Department
Hymns for Home For Lent and Pas-
si ontide (Tosa) St. Lawrence Seminary Choir
of Mt. Cavalry, Wis., The Immortal Hank Wil-
liams (M-G-M) Hank Williams; All Through
the Night (Capitol) Fred Waring and the
Pennsylvanians; The Touch of Eddie Heywood
(Victor) Eddie Heywood; The Music Man
(Capitol) Original Broadway Cast Recording;
Ralph Flanagan in Hi Fi (Victor) Ralph Flana-
gan; Carmen Dragon Conducts a World of
Music (Capitol) Capitol Symphony Orch.; Dream
Time (Decca) Wayne King and his Orchestra;
Carmen Dragon Conducts Serenade (Capitol)
Capitol Symphony Orch.; Heart of Paris (Decca)
Roger Roger; Swing Hi Swing Fi (Vik) George
Sivare and his orchestra.
Peacocks Host
To Pershing Rifle
Drill Competition
JERSEY CITY The annual
Pershing Rifles Drill Meet will
be sponsored by St. Peter's Col-
lege at the Jersey City Armory on
Mar. 1, with Seton Hall also
among the field of 11 entrants.
Competition will be held in ri-
fle marksmanship, trick drill, in-
fantry drill regulations and indi-
vidual manual of arms. First and
second place trophies will be
awarded and the drill meet tro-
phy will go to the company with
the highest combined score.
The entries include, in addi-
tion to St. Peter’s and Seton Hall,
John Carroll of Cleveland, M.1.T.,
Penn Military College, University
of Connecticut, Youngstown Col-
lege and New York Maritime
Academy.
Formed by the late General
Pershing, the Rifles now include
130 companies divided into 12
regiments throughout the United
States. The Bth regiment includes
all P/R units in New York and
New Jersey with headquarters at
CCNY.
PLAN YOUR purchasing from
our advertisements.
'Advocate' Essay Topic
NEWARK "The Advocate is an aid to and a continua-
tion of the Catholic education of the whole family," is the topic
of the 1958 Newark Archdiocesan CYO essay contest, announced
this week by Msgr. John J. Kiley, director.
The competition will again be conducted in four sections:
eighth grade boys* eighth grade girls, high school boys, high
school girls, all of whom must be students at Catholic schools.
Schools are asked to submit their best entries by a girl
and a boy and these will be judged on both a county and arch-
diocesan level. Plaques will be awarded to the winners in each.
The essays must be submitted to the county CYO offices by
Apr. 1.
Underscoring the fact that February is Catholic Press
Month, Msgr. Kiley recalled the words of the late Archbishop
Walsh, who founded the Advocate in 1951: “The Advocate, the
official newspaper of the Archdiocese of Newark, is designed
as a family paper with lively interest and genuine help for all.
It is my ardent, my prayerful wish that every family in the
Archdiocese be a subscriber to The Advocate.”
Msgr. Kiley also urged the competitors to remember the
statement of Pope Pius XII on the Catholic Press: "It is scarcely
necessary for Us to dwell at length on how effectively news-
papers, magazines and reviews can be employed either to pre-
sent truth and virtue in their proper light and inculcate them
deeply in men, or to expose fallacies masquerading under the
guise of truth, or to refute certain false opinions which are
hostile to religion, or which do great spiritual harm by dis-
torted presentation of vexed social questions."
Name Lewis, Kopituk
NOTRE DAME—Aubrey Lewis
of Montclair, football and track
and field star, and Richard Kopi-
tuk of Linden, drum major, are
among Notre Dame’s nominations
to the Who’s Who in American
Colleges for 1938.
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GtORGIAN COURT
COlltGt
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
FOUR-YEAR COURSE LEADING TO
BX and B.S. DEGREES
Well-Integrated program In liberal
Art», Fine Arts, Science, Muiic, Home
Economice, Buiinete Adminietratlon,
Teacher Training for Elementary and
Secondary Schools, Fully Accredited.
Address: SISTER SECRETARY
Georgian Court College
Lakewood, New Jersey
THE LORETTO HALL
A Raildance for Builnota Girls
located at
175 BROADWAY, NEWARK
Rooms are attractively furnished and
the hall la convenient to bus and
train connections; rates reasonable.
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded in 1899 by the Sifter* of Charity
Convent Station, Ne-w Jersey
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
a3DBBDOI3EIDGSSIBII
RELIGIO ARTICLES
“j:
US|,
THE MIRACLE SHOP
314 RIDGE ROAD oppo»u kiu• nu.tr. LYNDHURST, N. J
Open Eves, till 9 - WEbster 9-9325
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"VERONICA'S VEIL"
Pass/on Play''
Matinees: 2.30 P.M. Every Sun. Afternoon During March
"■VININe PS ftFORMAN CIS DURINe MARCH*
Curtain 1:11 PAS. Plavlns Tima: Twa Hours and M Mlnutaa
Sat. tha fth Sat. tha »nd Sat. tha Ittti
Sat. ttia lltn Paaalan Sunday tha llrd Palm Sunday tha Iftti
TUISDAY OP HOLY WIIK APRIL l»t
ADMISSION SI.IS • 11.1* - St.N ALL SRATS RSSIRVIO
PLAN A THIATRR PARTY Tor RaaanraUona call UNIon S-ISIS
Raducad Rataa at lie a Tlckat ta Orouot of IS or Mara
. VERONICA'S VEIL AUDITORIUM
Paurtoantn Straat and Cantral Avanua, Untan City, N. i.
NOW Your opportunity
to get the Right Deal
on an OLDSMOBILE
FROM THE RIGHT DEALER
STOP IN SOON AND FIND OUT FOR YOURStLP
CADILLAC •<
Patvrsoa • Passoic-Cllft«N RMftwoo^
HOLY CROSS BROTHERS
a Brother of Holy
.Cron, you can serve God
las a Teacher, in Youth
{Work. In tho Missions,
'and In other activities.
sAVrlte to:
' Brother Maurus, C.t.C.
ft. Joseph Novitiate, Valatle (, N.Y.
BROTHERS OF MERCY
A nursing ordar soaking aalf-aacrificing
young mtn between the tgos of 17-17
vo*r> to llvg g Religious Ufo to socurg
salvation for tholr own souls laboring In
His vineyard In ygrloug dutlag of caring
for tha sick and Infirm.
Address HIV. BRO. PROVINCIAL
Ransen Road Claranca, N. Y.
The Oratorian Fathers
Work tor conversion*
In South Carolina with
the Priest* end Broth-
ers ot the Con*rela-
tion of the Oratory
of St. Philip Neril The
Oratorians live a
community life; do not
take vows; preach,
teach, conduct parish-
es and do pioneer mission work
at home. Lack of funds Is no ob-
stacle. Hlfh School Graduates ac-
cepted as candidates for Priesthood.
Brotherhood candidates accepted af-
ter their 10th birthday. Per com-
plete Information, write:
17//.
MV. DIRECTOR OR VOCATION!
Tito Oratory of It. Rhlllo Norl,
R.O. Box I*l • Doot. 4. Rock Hill. S.C.
mv.«n
RS
I, T.O.R.
i THE FRANCISCAN
FATHE
:FR. STEPHEN
< Third Order Regular of St. Fraodo
|Offer to young Mon ond Boyt
npecial opportunitioi to itudy for tho
fFr leithood. Lock of fundi no eO-
|itocle. Candidatoi for the roligloui
(ilay Brotherhood alio accoptod. For
tfurthor Information, wrlto to
I F. O. BOX 1W
t HOUIDAYSBURO 11, FA.
Pallottine Priest
or Brother
P CHOOSE • cumthat >p«ila a
life of conaocration and atrvica to
God and naighbor. Tha Pallottino
Faihtra angaga in Univanai Apoa-
tolata Foraign Miaaiona, Taacfv*
ing, Pariah Work, PraachingHomo
Miaaiona, Conducting Ratraata. Tht
tort of Christ arjn ai out ,J
Wrtft fw hfenutM
Dirvctor of Vocations
I UIIVI1 ItIV I UIMU } PtOV SCI
tot n piu si - ituiMOUf i <o
Benedictine Missionaries
Young mon who fool called to tho monoill* ond mlnlonary life os
priests and (rothers of the Order of St. lenedict
may apply. Make up
courses for those lacking tatin.
FATHER RECTOR St. Paul's Abbey Newton, N. J.
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THE
HOLY TRINITY FATHERS
offer anopportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
in the Trinitarian Order, lack of funds no impediment.
Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR. O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore I, Maryland
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WHOLESALE RETAIL
F/nes# - Name
Brand Quality
MEN'S. LADIES', CHILDREN'S
HATS
BUY DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
AT
LOWEST PRICES
Men's Genuine Furfelts
SPECIAL *4 °° Values $7.50 to $2O
SPRING MILLINERY
<9
Muihroom or these
softer new cloches,
and pillboxes.
e
Our new spring
collection Is shaped
for flattery In the
charming wide-low
brim. \
MODERN HATTERS
JERSEY C/TY HAT CENTER
$l3 THIRD STRUT, JERSEY CITY, N. 4.
(Downtown, off Newark Avt.) Oi 9-9300
THANK YOU: Archbishop Boland told the winners of
the Advocate subscription campaign that the prizes
were only a token of his gratitude. “They could not be
large enough to express our gratitude,” he said. The
three top winners in the drive are shown above. Judith
Plowucha of Bender Memorial, Elizabeth, top salesman
with 79 subscriptions, kisses the Archbishop's ring as
Josephine Szaro of Immaculate Conception, Lodi, sec-
ond with 72 subscriptions, and Dennis O’Connell, the
third winner with 38 sales, looks on.
Paterson Sets
Program for
Vocation Month
■ PATERSON In a pastoral letter addressed to all
priests, Bishop McNulty is designating March.as vocation
month in the Diocese of Paterson.
Asa prelude, the quarterly clergy conference to be
held at 2:30 p.m., Feb. 26, in St. Philip’s Auditorium,
Clifton, will be devoted to the vo-
cation apostolate.
At thia conference, Rev. Fran-
cis J. Rodimer, Vice Chancellor,
will read a short paper summariz-
ing the directives of canon law
to prieata on the matter of foster-
ing vocations.
The principal address will be
given by Auxiliary Bishop Law-
rence F. Schott of Erie, who
will discuss the practical meas-
ures priests can use to foster
vocations.
BISHOP McNVLTY directs all
parish priests to preach on voca-
tions on one Sunday during March
and jtlao to conduct a tfiduum
for vocations either directly be-
fore or after Mar. 25 which is
regarded as Our Lady's Vocation
Day.
Magr. Edward J. Scully, dio-
cesan director of vocaUons, has
arranged four vocation rallies for
schools as follows:
Mar. 4 at 9 a.m. for third year
high school students, and at 1
pjn., for all seventh grade boys
and girls in Passaic County paro-
chial schools. These will be held
in St. Philip’s Church and audi-
torium, Clifton.
Mar. 5, at 1 p.m., for seventh
grade pupils in parochial schools
of Morris County, at Assumption
Church and auditorium, Morris-
town.
Mar. 30, at 3 p.m., for Catholic
youth groups of Sussex County.
This will take place at Our Lady
of the Lake Regional High
School, Lake Mohawk.
Bishop McNulty will address
all these rallies.
SetRegistration
Dates for Essex
Catholic High
NEWARK Registration for'
boys who wish to attend Essex
Catholic High School here has
been set for Mar. 3 and 4, it
was announced this week by
Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar
General.
The hours for registration on
those dates will be from 3 to
5:30 p.m. Each boy must report
personally to the school, 300
Broadway, and bring with him
a letter of approval from his
pastor and recommendation
from his principal.
It was also annouced that
the entrance examination will
be held on Mar. 8, from 10 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. The examination
will consist mostly of English
and arithmetic.
SUPER SALESMEN: Checks were presented to the boys and girls who proved themeslves to be top salesmen in
the recent subscription campaign. Shown with the Archbishop at the presentation Feb. 14 are, left to right: Mary
Cunningham, St. Stephen's, Kearny; Anthony Russo, St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloomfield; William Katzenberger, St.
Rose of Lima, Newark; Joseph Sacro, Immaculate Conception, Lodi; Mary O'Connell, St. Mary's, Bayonne; John
Briggs, Holy Trinity, Westfield; Judith Plowucha, Bender Memorial Academy, Elizabeth; Joan Leber, St. Bene-
dict's, Newark; Donald Geiger, Our Lady Help of Christians, East Orange; Dennis O'Connell, St. Cassian's, Upper
Montclair; Leo Feeney, Our Lady Help of Christians, East Orange; and Eugene Kelley, St. Mary's Plainfield.
APOSTLES OF THE WORD: Sisters, repersenting some of the schools in the
recent Advocate School Crusade, pose with Archbishop Boland after they received
plaques. Left to right are: Sister Rita Francis, Lacordaire, Upper Montclair; Sister
Agnes Celeste, St. Vincent’s, Bayonne; Sister Mary Deograce, Immaculate Concep-
tion, Lodi; Archbishop Boland; Mother Marie Venard, Oak Knoll, Summit; Sister
Mary Edward, Our Lady of Victories, Jersey City; and Sister Anita James, Our Lady
Help of Christians, East Orange.
11,375 Negro Converts in 1957;
Increase Is 60% in 10 Years
WASHINGTON About 11,375
Negroes became converts to Ca-
tholicism last year, bringing the
total number of Negro Catholics
in the United States up to 575,925
In addition, there were 890 Indi-
an converts to raise that total to
117,400, excluding those not living
on reservations.
The figures were contained in
a report on the Church’s Negro
and Indian missions released in
advance of a collection to be tak-
en up for that work in many
churches on Feb. 23.
The report was issued by Rev.
J. B. Tennelly, secretary of the
Commission for Catholic Missions
Among the Colored People and
the Indians.
SIGNING THE report and is-
suing an appeal for the success
of the Feb. 23 collection were
Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop
Francis P. Keough of Baltimore
and Archbishop John F. O’Hara,
C.S.C., of Philadelphia. All are
members of the commission’s
board of directors.
In their appeal, the three
pointed out that 17,000,000 Ne-
groes and 250,000 Indians still
live in spiritual darkness and
that Catholics “should not be
content until they have all been
given at least pressing invita-
tions to arise and come to the
True Light.”
Father Tenneßy’s report noted
that “the average number of Ne-
gro converts in the missions and
parishes maintained especially
for them was 24 last year, which
contrasts with an average of six
converts for white parishes."
Over a 10-year period, he said,
the Negro Catholic population has
increased by 60%, or 200,000 peo-
ple. Close to 100,000 of these, he
reported, are converts. He said
that there are now 413 churches,
343 schools, 13 hospitals, nine cus-
todial institutions, seven board-
ing schools and one large college
operated for Negro Catholics.
There are 413 churches, and 75
day and boarding schools for In-
dian Catholics. The Indian Cath-
olic population has risen by 22,000
in 10 years.
THE COMMISSION’S report
stated that the Diocese of Lafay-
ette, La., with 75,000 Negro Cath
olics, has the largest population
of this type and that the Diocese
of Gallup, N.M., leads all other
dioceses in Indian Catholic popu
lation with a total of 16,000.
Twelve other archdioceses and
dioceses were listed as having
Negro Catholic populations above
i 10,000. They are: New Orleans.
170,000; Washington, 53,585; New
York, 47,800; Chicago, 43,000;
Galveston. Tex., 35.935; Phlladel
phia, 35,000; Los Angeles, 23,165-
Baltimore, 19,379; Brooklyn, 19.
000; St. Louis. 16.500; Moblle-Bir
mingham. 14,923 and Detroit. 10,
478.
Lenten Calendar
Now Available
The LeatM calendar, pub-
lished la last week's Advocate,
Is being reprinted ea pliable
cardboard stock, suitable for
hanging in a convenient place
in the he«c.
Parishes May order copies
froM theCYO press, 181 Plane
SL, Newark 1. N. J. (Mitchell
3-2940).
Prices for various quantities
are as fellows.- 306. tit; 1,000,
tlSJft; UN. 133. 2480,
$31.73; $.OOO, lit
It will net he possible to fill
orders for Individual copies.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, FEB. 23
12 noon, Preside, Solemn
Mass of Thanksgiving, 40th an-
niversary of ordination of Rev.
Patrick F. Joyce, St. Aloysius
Church, Caldwell.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26
2:30 p.m., Clergy conference,
,St. Patrick’s School Hall, New-
ark.
FRIDAY, FEB. 28
8 p.m., Blessing of campaign
workers, Church of St. Joseph
of the Palisades, West New
York.
SATURDAY, MAR. 1
9 a.m., Ordinations, Immacu-
late Conception Seminary, Dar-
lington.
9 a.m., Mass and Communion
Breakfast, Bayley-Seton League,
Seton Hall University, South
Orange.
SUNDAY, MAR. 2
9 a.m., Mass and Communion
Breakfast, Seton Junior League,
Seton Hall University, South
Orange.
3 p.m.. Preside at Holy Hour
of Catholic telephone employ-
ees, Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
Headquarters Moved
GENEVA (RNS) Headquart-
ers of the Catholic Institute for
Social Ecclesiastical Research
have been moved from here to
I Vienna.
'Brain Wave Machine'
All Souls Hospital
Adds Department
MORRISTOWN A department of electroencephal-
ography has been set up at All Souls Hospital here, it was
announced this week.
This is the first step in a series of major changes
undertaken to make All Souls a center of research and
treatment of nervous and men-
tal diseases. The “brain wave”
machine has been supplied to the
hospital by the N. J. State
De-
partment of Health as part
of its
program of "assistance to, quali-
fied hospitals.
One of the most common uses
of the electroencephalograph is
to confirm or discredit the diag-
nosis of epilepsy. Other symp-
toms which can frequently be sat-
isfactorily investigated are per-
sistent headache, various kinds of
migraine and such symptoms as
dizziness or intractable vertigo.
A major field ofiuse in medi-
cine for the machine is in the in-
vestigation of brain tumors or
of changed braiq function from
head injuries of various kinds.
The new department will bo
set up in temporary quarters and
will move to its permanent es-
pecially designed suite of rooms
when the present hospital con-
struction program reaches the
proper point.
The new department’s two tech-
nicians, Sister Theresa Louis and
Mercedes D. Blass, have under-
gone an extensive period of
training in the instrument at
John Hopkins Hospital in Balti-
more.
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$ll,OOO to
$19,000
If you have a tales personality, college edu-
cation or its equivalent, an aptitude for meet-
ing and talking with successful business men,
you may qualify for an exceptional oppor-
tunity in our tales department.
Our men are of high calibre, the kind you
would be proud to associate with. They are
selected carefully, and must measure up to
rigid character and aptitude requirements in
order to join our organization.
They receive on-the-job foundation training
and advanced training . , , with pay.
They Of* dedicated men. Service-minded.
Ambitious. Hard working.
They tell up-to-date personal and business
life Insurance, annuities, employee benefit
plans and group insurance.
They are proud to represent one of the coun-
try's strongest and largest life insurance com-
panies, the Massachusetts Mutual, organized
in 1851.
They enjoy a constantly expanding market
that can never be saturated or exhausted.
Our Company records for
1957 showed:
Average earnings of 100 top
producers $29,712.00
Average earnings of 532 full time
representatives with Company
5 years or longer
$12,310.58
• • • •
for Appointment Call:
Mr. John I. Gregory
Mr. C. Joseph feflicane
• • • •
LAWRENCE E. SIMON, General Agent
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Mots.
300 PARK AVENUE
Murray Hill 8-8300 -
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
PILGRIMAGE
LOURDES - ROME
and visiting many of the Shrines of Europe
* Leading the Newark
Archdiocesan Pilgrimage
His Excellency,
*
4 The Most Reverend
Thomas A. Boland
S.T.D., LL.D.,
Archbishop of Newark
SAILING from New York
BY AIR from New York JULY 2, 1958
JULY
„
6
' ! 958 SS. QUEEN MARY
I#l M
ROYAL DUTCH
IVLIVI AIRLINES
tours from 27-49 days
tours from 15-40 days
These Pilgrimages Are Especially Planned for N. J. Parishioners
Call or Write for Complete Information
. i *-; •ify-
* :%. < \ -, ’ „ .
Jos. M. Byrne Cos.
TRAVEL SERVICE
828 BROAD STREET NEWARK 2, N. J. MArket 3-1740
"Specializing in Pilgrimage* to the Shrine* of Europe
and North America"
John Raymond, Owner of Amherst Appliance, has made a special deal with Webcor to give you this
outstanding offer.
A
*\
urn"
or
c N
4- f 4
■ *V
V*
4
worth of
LP records when you buy anew
o RA F
during Webcor’s Great
Hi-Fi Value Fairl
Around The World In 80 Day*
—Oklahoma—South Pacific
Scheherazade Strauss
Waltzes—and many others!
We’re offering tremendous
values in Webcor High Fidelity
Fonografs during this great
Hi-Fi sales event! Come innow 1
Ravinia High Fidelity Console.
“Magic Mind" Diskchanger 4
big speakers preamplifier and
power amplifier 4 speeds
automatic shut-off remote
control. Mahogany. $239.95.
Limed Oak or Cherry, $249.95.
Also with AM-FM radio (extra).
5 '
m
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Overture High Fidelity Console.
“Magic Mind" Diskchanger —3
speakers big amplifier 4
speeds automatic shut-off
Mahogany, $189.95. Limed Oak
or Cherry. 1199.95. Also with
AM-FM radio (extra). f
Frelude High Fidelity Consele.
“Magic Mind” Diskchanger $
speakers powerful amplifier
4 speeds automatic shut-off.
Mahogany. $149.95 Limed Oak
or Cherry. $179.95. Also with
AM-FM radio (extra).
LISTEN all music sounds better on a WEBCOR
AMHERST APPLIANCE & SUPPLY COMPANY
«9S CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANOE. • EASY TERMS • ORang. 3-7939
Rafrigaratar. - Radio. -IV - Waahara - Air Canditianar. Iranar, - Rengaa - HI-FI Tap. Racafdan
